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Abstract

This thesis is a contribution to the power sizing and the control of a Cascaded Doubly
Fed Induction Generator (CDFIG). The machine model for simulation is based on
a modular representation, derived from the Park model of two distinct Doubly Fed
Induction Machines expressed in their own reference frames. The dynamic model of
the cascaded machine is then extended to be described in a unified reference frame.
This representation is convenient for the sizing of the machine and for the design of
the controller. The steady state power operating margins of the cascaded machine
are investigated. A generic analytic method is suggested to derive the active-reactive
power domain. The limit curves are defined in terms of the rated quantities of the
machine. The study takes into account the magnetic circuit saturation effect. It is
proven that the power capability of the machine is determined by the stator current
maximum values and is subject to several limitations. The analytical approach is
tested and validated by experimental measurements. The CDFIG is controlled in
grid-connected and standalone operation modes. In grid-connected application, the
attention is paid to high power wind generation systems. A new maximum power
tracking of a variable speed wind turbine is suggested. The generating plant is carried
to provide a quasi-constant maximum power regardless wind fluctuations. In addition
to active power optimization the power factor is adjusted according to the grid code
requirements and the operating domain of the integrated unit. A virtual flux oriented
vector control is applied for the decoupled regulation of active and reactive powers,
leading to grid voltage sensorless operation. In standalone operating mode, the study
treats in particular the embedded aircraft power system generation. Two distribution
networks are considered: constant frequency AC network and DC network. In both
cases, the control aims to maintain a constant output voltage. The operation of the
CDFIG supplying unbalanced three-phase load is further explored. Control schemes
to cope with unbalanced stator voltage conditions are developed. Two compensation
methods are elaborated: the first dealing with dual rotating frames and the second
is based on repetitive controller. Simulations with Matlab/Simulink software and
experiments validate the control approaches.

keywords: Cascaded doubly fed induction machine, active-reactive power domain,
maximum power point tracking, grid-connected wind turbine, standalone application,
unbalanced load.





Résumé

Le travail présenté dans cette thèse est une contribution au dimensionnement et à
la commande d’un générateur de type Cascade de Machines Asynchrones à Double
Alimentation. Le modèle de la machine pour les simulations est basé sur une repré-
sentation modulaire qui découle du modèle de Park de deux machines asynchrones
doublement alimentées distinctes, en respectant deux systèmes de référence. Le modèle
dynamique est ensuite étendu pour décrire la machine dans un repère unifié. Cette
représentation est cruciale pour le dimensionnement de la machine et la synthèse de
la commande. Le domaine de fonctionnement de la cascade en régime permanent est
exploré. Une méthode analytique générique est proposée pour établir les plages de
puissances active-réactive. Les courbes limites sont définies par rapport aux grandeurs
nominales de la machine. L’étude prend en compte l’effet de saturation du circuit
magnétique. Il est prouvé que la capacité en puissance de la machine est déterminée
par les valeurs maximales des courants statoriques et peut être soumise à plusieurs
limitations. L’approche analytique est testée et validée par des mesures expérimentales.
Deux cas sont considérés pour la commande de la cascade : un générateur raccordé au
réseau et un générateur autonome. Pour la connexion au réseau l’application visée est
les éoliennes de grande puissance. Une nouvelle méthode pour l’extraction de la puis-
sance maximale d’une éolienne à vitesse variable est proposée. Le système est contrôlé
dans le but de fournir une puissance maximale quasi-constante indépendamment des
fluctuations du vent. En plus de l’optimisation de la puissance, le facteur de puissance
est également ajusté selon les normes de raccordement standard imposées par les
services système, et les limites de fonctionnement de l’unité intégrée. Une commande
vectorielle sans capteur de tension, basée sur une orientation suivant un flux virtuel,
est appliquée pour la régulation découplée des puissances active et réactive. Pour le
fonctionnement en mode isolé, l’application visée est la génération électrique pour
système avionique embarqué. Deux réseaux de distribution sont traités : réseau AC
à fréquence fixe et réseau DC. Dans les deux cas, la commande est élaborée dans le
but de maintenir une tension de sortie constante. Le fonctionnement de la cascade
alimentant une charge triphasée déséquilibrée est également étudié. Des schémas
de contrôle servant à la compensation du déséquilibre des tensions statoriques sont
développés. Deux méthodes de compensation sont proposées : l’une basée sur le
principe de deux repères tournants et l’autre sur un correcteur répétitif. Les approches
présentées sont validées par simulation avec Matlab/Simulink et par expérimentation.

Mots-clés: Cascade de machines asynchrones doublement alimentées, domaine
de puissances active-reactive, extraction maximale de puissance, éolienne connectée
au réseau, application isolée, charge déséquilibrée.
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Introduction

Due to the recent interest in renewable energy systems and embedded applications
and the advance in power electronics, the development and control of Variable Speed
Constant Frequency (VSCF) generators have become a very important research topic.
Compared to constant speed electric systems, variable speed systems are more flexible,
efficient and reliable. Among the possible types of VSCF generators is the Doubly
Fed Induction Machine (DFIM). This generator is able to achieve independent control
of active and reactive powers and supply constant frequency voltage at variable speed
using partially rated converters [36]. The rating of the power converters used in the
rotor circuit is determined by the range of the operating speed. The DFIG is widely
used in many industrial grid-connected and standalone applications. Nevertheless,
the main drawback of this classical structure is the presence of brushes and slip rings
which increase significantly the maintenance cost, reduce the system reliability and
make the machine unsuitable for embedded applications.

An alternative solution for conventional DFIM replacement is the Cascaded Doubly
Fed Induction Machine (CDFIM) [44], [91]. This configuration retains the benefits
of the single wound rotor induction machine in a brushless structure that provides
robustness, reliability and low maintenance cost which are fundamental in the above-
mentioned applications. Yet, the price to pay is a more complex structure that
requires an efficient control design methodology.

This thesis is a contribution to the power sizing and the control of the CDFIM
operating as a grid-connected and a standalone generator.

In grid-connected mode, the attention is paid to high power Wind Energy Conver-
sion Systems (WECS). In standalone mode, the embedded electric aircraft generation
system is considered. However the study remains valid to other industrial applications
such as autonomous windmills and hydro-power systems.

Context outline

The wind energy technology is dynamically growing and experiencing a rapid
development all over the world. This non-polluting and economically viable solution
has become one of the most important and promising sources of renewable energy in
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INTRODUCTION

recent years. Nevertheless, the increasing penetration of large wind farms is disturbing
the overall power system performance due to the uncontrollable generated power.
Consequently, the connection and the dynamic behavior of Wind Turbines (WT)
under different grid conditions are becoming an important concern, and new grid
code requirements are introduced [37], [130], [132].

DFIG is the most used generator in high power WECS [80]. However, the presence
of electric brushes involves permanent maintenance, hence lower reliability and extra
cost [131]. Since wind energy applications are frequently located in remote places, a
high level of reliability and long-term operation are required. Therefore, the CDFIG
is a potential alternative solution to be used for windmill generation systems.

The WTs are commonly controlled using the well known Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) method [29]. The turbine speed is adjusted to extract instanta-
neously the maximum available power for every wind velocity. This conventional
technique, designated in this manuscript by "instantaneous MPPT", ensures maximum
system efficiency and power optimization. However, fluctuating and uncontrollable
active power is produced at the output of the generating unit due to the stochastic
aspect of the wind. The power oscillations imply significant variations in electro-
magnetic torque which increase the stress on the generator and the grid side and
disturb the network stability. In this regard, the increasing integration of wind plants
into the grid requires new control methods to be implemented in order to sustain
the power network stability. A new strategy for maximum power tracking, denoted
"mean MPPT" for the rest of this thesis, is proposed. The system aims to provide a
quasi-constant maximum power regardless wind fluctuations. The main motivation
behind this method is to enhance the quality of the power feeding the grid for stability
purposes, while maintaining high system efficiency.

The majority of research interests related to the CDFIG are concerned by the
grid-connected wind energy systems [44], [55], [66], [109], [131]. Conversely, only few
papers studied the CDFIG in standalone operation [87], [91], [141]. With its brushless
structure, fractionally rated converters and constant frequency output voltage, the
CDFIG is suitable for many industrial autonomous applications where VSCF operation
is required such as wind energy, hydro-power and embedded systems. In this sense,
in order to assess the full potential and capability of this generator, the standalone
operation performance is worthy to be studied and new control strategies should be
investigated.

The studies conducted in the literature on autonomous CDFIG have focused on
normal and balanced grid conditions. Nevertheless, in practical use, unexpected
conditions such as unbalanced loads exist and have a strong influence on the perfor-
mance of the generator, the behavior of other connected loads and the standalone

2



INTRODUCTION

configuration. For this reason appropriate algorithms are required to compensate the
voltage unbalance and reject the impact of unbalanced load.

A standalone industrial application considered for simulation in this manuscript is
an embedded aircraft power system generation. The recent aircraft industry tends
toward the concept of a More Electric Aircraft (MEA). It involves the replacement of
conventional equipments, based on mechanical, pneumatic and hydraulic, by electrical
devices improving the performance, reliability and life cycle cost of the aircraft and
reducing fuel consumption [95], [111]. To cope with the increasing demand of electrical
power brought by the MEA, new architectures and voltage levels for the on-board
electrical power distribution systems are applied [14], [35]. Three electrical networks
are explored in aircraft systems: constant frequency AC network, variable frequency
AC operation and/or DC distribution network.

Presently, aircraft embedded generators are based on a three-stage integrated
synchronous machine [21], [113]. This structure is standalone, and avoids slip rings and
brushes. However, the price to pay is its obvious complexity. In addition, constant
frequency voltage at variable speed cannot be directly provided by synchronous
generators. The CDFIM is presented as an alternative to substitute the three-stage
synchronous machine presently in use in most of the aircraft power systems.

Regarding the CDFIM itself, the research effort has focused on the performance
and the development of new control schemes under grid disturbances [44], [55], [66],
and normal grid conditions [91], [108], [109]. Yet, the working range of the generator
and its contribution to reactive power generation, as required by the corresponding
grid codes and/or the load demands, were not treated in the literature. Although the
power sizing of the generator is of great importance for practical applications. Indeed,
it ensures the machine is being operated in a state within its ratings and allows
to choose the appropriate machine that is best adapted for the desired application,
according to its power capability. For this purpose, the power operating margin of
the CDFIM is to be investigated.

Document organization

The remainder of the thesis is divided as follows:

The state of art includes an overview of brushless doubly fed induction machines
in terms of performance and of brushless structure. A literature review is conducted
on WECS presenting previous works on grid-connected generators and various control
strategies of the integrated WTs. In embedded aircraft systems, the concept of MEA
is considered. A state of art of voltage levels and architectures for the on-board
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electrical power distribution systems as well as machine structures proposed for this
application is presented.

Part I is dedicated to the modeling, analysis and power sizing of the CDFIM. The
machine model is elaborated in Chapter 1. It is based on a modular representation of
the system derived from the model of two wound rotor induction machines expressed
in their own reference frames. The mathematical model of the CDFIM is then
extended to describe the machine in a unified reference frame. This representation is
more convenient for the power sizing and for the design of the machine controllers.
Chapter 2 deals with the steady state power operating domain of the CDFIM. A
generic analytic method is suggested to derive the active-reactive power margins. The
limit curves are defined in terms of the rated quantities of the machine. The study
includes the influence of the slip range and terminal voltage variation on the power
limit curves. The effect of magnetic circuit saturation is further investigated. The
analytical approach is tested and validated by experimental measurements.

Part II studies the CDFIM operating as a grid-connected generator in high power
WECS. A new approach for maximum power tracking of a variable speed WT under
normal grid conditions is presented. The generating unit intends to provide the
maximum constant power associated to the average of the wind speed, predicted over
a predefined interval. In addition to power optimization, the system is controlled to
supply additional reactive current for Power Factor (PF) regulation, according to the
grid code requirements and the operating domain of the integrated unit. On that
basis, a decoupled vector control of active and reactive powers is established by means
of a new voltage sensorless approach based on Virtual Flux (VF) orientation. The
dynamic behavior and the overall description of the wind generation system based on
the CDFIG are elaborated in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 is devoted to the VF oriented
vector control of the global system. In Chapter 5, the new mean MPPT approach is
exposed and compared to the conventional instantaneous MPPT algorithm.

Part III investigates the brushless CDFIM operating as a standalone generator.
An application for embedded aircraft power system is considered. Two distribution
networks are studied: constant frequency AC grid and DC grid. Chapter 6 and 7 deal
with the constant frequency AC network. In the first place, normal grid conditions
are considered. A classic vector control is elaborated in Chapter 6 to meet the output
voltage requirements. The operation under unbalanced loads is then investigated.
Advanced control schemes based on dual rotating frames and repetitive controllers
are implemented in Chapter 7 to compensate the voltage imbalance and reject the
unbalanced load impact on the generated stator voltages. Chapter 8 treats the DC
network. The CDFIG is cascaded to a diode bridge rectifier. The controller aims to
maintain a constant output DC voltage despite the load and speed variation.
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DFIGs are widely used in many industrial applications where VSCF electric power
generation is required. They are exploited in grid-connected and standalone fields
such as wind energy [99] [103], [128], hydro-power [114] and aircraft systems [62], [90].
In spite of variable speed prime movers, the DFIGs can be directly connected to a
constant frequency grid thanks to the regulation of the rotor current. The frequency
and amplitude of the rotor current are adapted to compensate any speed and/or load
variation.

In grid-connected mode, the stator active and reactive powers are independently
controlled. In standalone operation, the controller aims to achieve a constant output
voltage despite the load and speed variations. When operated over a limited speed
range, the power converters are sized for a fraction of the nominal power [36], [60].

Nevertheless, the limitation of the DFIG is its brushes and slip rings structure,
which involves permanent maintenance and reduces the life time of the machine [118],
[131]. Consequently, this classical structure is not completely adapted in applications
where high level of reliability and long time maintenance periodicity are required.

An alternative to substitute the single wound rotor induction machine is the
CDFIM [44], [91]. If the rotor windings of a given DFIM are supplied by another
three-phase AC machine, a second DFIM is introduced leading to a complete brushless
structure.

The converter ratings and behavior of the CDFIM is similar to the DFIM. Several
previous works have investigated the operation of the CDFIM as a variable speed
constant frequency generator in various applications including windmills [44], [109],
small scale hydro-power systems [59], and embedded aircraft industry [86], [91].
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Brushless doubly fed induction machines-State of
art

Different structures of brushless doubly fed induction machines are reported in
the literature. The main types are classified in the following.

The CDFIM

The CDFIM is the fundamental type of a brushless doubly fed induction ma-
chine [86]. The idea of this architecture goes back to more than a century ago [126].
The CDFIM is obtained by combining two individual wound rotor induction machines
as shown in Figure 1. The rotors are mechanically and electrically coupled so that the
brushes are no longer required for the direct connection of slip rings. Since the rotor
voltages of both machines are equal, it is possible to control one induction machine
with the stator of the other machine.

Figure 1: Principle of a CDFIM

The two machines can theoretically have any pole pairs combination with the
rotors electrically connected in positive or in negative phase sequence. However, when
it comes to machine efficiency and converter ratings, the most satisfying performances
for generating systems are achieved by an inverse interconnection configuration [92].
It allows the torques to combine in the additive manner. The direct coupling sequence
must be avoided.

The main difficulty when working with the CDFIM is its inherent complexity, and
the existence of multiple reference frames. The major issue is to synthesize an efficient
global control method for these two connected machines. A modeling methodology of
the CDFIM based on dynamical equivalent circuits is suggested in [91]. It describes
the machine not only for steady state operation but also in transient mode operations.
This representation is used to design the machine controller based on the inversion
principle of dynamical models. A space phasor model of the CDFIM in a common
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arbitrary single reference frame is proposed and verified experimentally in [38], [107].
In this unified coordinate, the dynamic model of the CDFIM is independent of the
rotor angle position and analogous to the standard induction machine, which allows
to exploit similar control strategies [47], [109].

It shall be noted that although the CDFIM is the basic structure of a brushless
doubly fed machine, such a machine connection is not practical for real industrial
application. The weight and the size of the CDFIM are too important. A larger
machine size is required to produce the same torque as a wound rotor induction
machine [79]. Besides, due to the large amount of windings, the losses are higher
than for a single DFIM of a comparable power rating [49]. To cope with these
shortcomings and obtain more efficient and compact solution, the cascaded structure
is improved and new topologies are studied. The most recognized structures are listed
and described hereby.

The Single-Frame Cascaded Doubly Fed Induction Machine (SF-CDFIM)

The SF-CDFIM brings the idea of the CDFIM a step further by combining the
two induction machines in one common frame as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Principle of a SF-CDFIM

The SF-CDFM is mechanically more robust. The two stator windings are axially
aligned. A cage rotor structure to replace the wound rotor is made out of rotor
bars. The cage rotor is "crossed-over" between the two machine sections in order to
produce an additive torque by the two individual machines. The power flow, frequency
behavior, model and control strategies are the same as the CDFIM [49].

The Brushless Doubly Fed Induction Machine (BDFIM)

A second alternative for the CDFIM is the BDFIM. It is a compact machine
solution. The principle of the proposed machine is presented in Figure 3. It merges
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the two induction machines into one machine having two stator windings in the same
slots.

Figure 3: Principle of a BDFIM

It was proposed by Hunt in 1907 [51] with initially a special wound rotor. Then a
particular cage rotor structure, which has much of the simplicity and robustness of
a squirrel cage winding was developed by Broadway in 1970 to replace the wound
rotor [25]. The stator windings of the BDFIM share a common magnetic circuit. Hence,
to avoid direct transformer coupling between the two stator windings, additional
constraints for the numbers of pole pairs are introduced. The two stators must have
a different number of pole pairs. Besides, the numbers must differ by more than one
to avoid unbalanced magnetic pull on the rotor [25]. The rotor is specially designed
to induce a cross-coupling effect between the two stator windings through the rotor
[107], [140], which is a prerequisite for torque to be produced from the machine. The
machine performance and power density improve as this cross-coupling is improved.

The rotor is formed of a "multi-circuit single-layer bar winding" as shown in
Figure 4 (known as the nested-loop), which is a particular cage structure. It consists
of identical rotor poles (or nests of conductors). The number of rotor poles must
equal the sum of the two stator winding pole pairs [25], [137].

Figure 4: Multi-circuit single-layer bar winding [24]

The power and frequency relations of the CDFIM are applicable for the BDFIM.
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Similar modeling approach and control strategies can be elaborated. However, the air-
gap flux is very irregular because of rotor structure and the complicated combination
of the stator and rotor poles [57].

Over the last years more researchers have studied this type of doubly fed brushless
machine. Various models and control methods are investigated with attention being
paid towards their application in wind power generation, although the benefits of the
BDFIM for variable speed drives have also been demonstrated [20], [118].
A per phase equivalent circuit for the machine is suggested and experimentally
validated in [116]. The equivalent circuit is used to estimate the parameters of the
machine from experimental measurements. Based on this model, active and reactive
power flow and performance analysis of the BDFIM is performed in [79]. A unified
reference frame model of the CDFIM is proposed in [107]. Using this model, vector
control schemes of the generator based on stator field orientation techniques are
developed and experimentally tested in a number of works [108], [121]. The studies
also included the operation of the generator during disturbances [131].

The Brushless Doubly Fed Reluctance Machine (BDFRM)

An alternative machine, the BDFRM is further introduced by Broadway [24] and
later developed by Longya Xu [144], [145]. Theoretical analysis and different control
strategies have been done by Betz and Jovanovic [18], [57], [58]. The stator of the
BDFRM is identical to the BDFIM, but a reluctance type rotor is used instead of
the cage rotor. The reluctance rotor structure can be classified into salient pole type,
axially laminated type and radially laminated type. Different rotor structures are
symbolized in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Rotor types of a BDFRM [63], [145], [146]

Based on finite element analysis, the various structures show different degrees of
magnetic mutual coupling between the two stator windings, which in turn determine
the machine power density and performance [145]. A good rotor design should have
high saliency ratio and be manufacturable [63]. Among the possible rotor structures,
a segmented rotor offers better coupling between stator windings than simple salient
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pole rotor. The axially laminated rotor provides the highest mutual coupling and thus
achieves a high torque capability but is subject to excessive eddy current losses [119],
[145]. The salient pole rotor with magnetic barriers produces lower flux and mutual
coupling but offers a very simple and rugged structure with lower iron losses [145].
The optimal reluctance rotor structure has not been established yet. However, recent
developments have resulted in high saliency reluctance rotors based on a radially
laminated structure which offers low iron losses, desirable performance with affordable
manufacturing difficulty [63].

Compared to the BDFIM, the BDFRM is more efficient as there are no rotor
currents present and hence no copper losses [57]. Besides, it is considerably easier
to model and control since the BDFIM has an additional winding on the rotor.
It is shown that the BDFRM d-q model and the equivalent circuit is similar to a
DFIM [144]. However, the harmonic flux contents are higher and up to now only few
experimental tests have been compiled.

Integrated high power WECS

Wind energy is receiving an increasing attention all over the world, as a non-
polluting and economically viable solution. At the beginning of wind technology
expansion, WTs were operating at constant speed by means of a stall control system.
The generating unit is based on a multiple-stage gearbox and a squirrel cage induction
generator [29]. The rotational speed is fixed at synchronous speed for all wind velocity
so the generators can be directly connected to the utility power system. Subsequently,
with the advent of power electronics and the elaboration of new control schemes in the
field of electrical generators, variable speed WTs equipped with pitch angle control
have become the dominating units for large wind farms. Variable speed operation
reduces mechanical stress and acoustic noise, enables power production over a wide
wind speed range and leads to a higher energy yield which increase significantly the
WT efficiency [32], [84].

Variable speed WTs are controlled to optimize the performance of the wind energy
generating unit. The turbine speed is adjusted as a function of the wind velocity in
order to maximize the power captured from the wind. This operation is known as the
maximum power point tracking algorithm. It can be realized over a wide wind speed
and power ranges, depending on the WT characteristics. The typical power control
regions of a WT are shown in Figure 6 [120]. At very low wind speeds, the WT is
not active and cannot generate electric energy. There is insufficient power to spin the
turbine. The WT starts operating when the wind velocity exceeds the cut-in wind
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speed vmin. The MPPT algorithm is thus activated to ensure the optimization of the
extracted power. The pitch angle is set to the optimal value. Above rated wind speed
vn the mechanical control (e.g. pitch angle control) is applied to limit the output
power to its nominal value and/or keep the rotor speed within the desired range. Due
to safety consideration, the turbine is shut down at speeds exceeding cut-out wind
speed vmax.

Figure 6: Power curve of a variable speed wind turbine

Studies in the literature investigating the control of a variable speed WECS
are based on "instantaneous MPPT" algorithms. The system is carried to track
instantaneously the optimal operating point of the WT and extract the maximum
available power for every wind speed. This is achieved through the regulation of the
WT rotational speed. Various techniques for instantaneous maximum power tracking
have been widely discussed throughout the bibliography. One approach is to control
the generator mechanical speed electrically using a direct closed control loop as in [12].
This method is easy to implement and provides fast tracking speed, but requires the
measurement of both the instantaneous wind velocity and turbine rotational speed.
The optimal mechanical speed set point is computed based on the WT characteristics
and instantaneous wind speed measurements. However, the wind velocity is usually
measured by an anemometer which increases the system cost and the accurate value
is never obtained in practice [3]. Therefore, this MPPT method is rarely applied in
the actual WECSs and alternative control models are developed [29].

Sensorless output maximization controls based on wind speed estimation have
been reported by researchers. For instance, in [110] the wind velocity is estimated
from the measured generator electrical power using a nonlinear input-output mapping
based on a Gaussian radial basis function network. The estimated wind velocity is
then used to determine the optimal mechanical speed command for maximum wind
power extraction.

Alternatively, to track the optimal behavior of the WT, the mechanical speed can
be indirectly controlled by regulating the generator electromechanical torque [26], [29],
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[82]. This method is implemented based on the generator speed calculation and the
torque estimation without the need of wind speed information. A similar approach
is to control the generator output power instead of the torque, since it is related to
the torque and speed of the generator system [29], [109], [128]. These two power
feedback controls are in practical the most commonly used methods due to their
simple implementation and good dynamic response. Advanced measures have been
proposed for performance improvement. A sliding mode power control is suggested
in [17], which ensures robustness to parametric uncertainties of the generator and
the turbine as well as to electric grid disturbances. A mechanical speed-sensorless
maximum power tracking with matrix converter is presented in [15]. The power
reference value is derived without requiring a shaft speed sensor.

The instantaneous MPPT approach optimizes the power captured by the WT for
every given wind velocity and ensures maximum efficiency of the wind generating
unit. Nonetheless, the power generated by the WECS is fluctuating rapidly owing to
the stochastic nature of wind speed. Several serious problems will be caused by the
power fluctuations, such as the grid frequency fluctuation, the torque fluctuation and
the voltage flicker at the buses of the power grid. This will affect the energy quality,
increase the stress on the generator and the grid side and induce instability problems
in power systems. Accordingly, new control strategies are to be explored in order to
sustain the power system stability. Control methods to reduce the power fluctuation
have been proposed in the literature [50]. Most are based on energy storage devices
(ultra capacitor, battery, flywheel etc...). These methods are effective but involve
high installation and maintenance cost. Different power smoothing methods without
energy storage devices are recently introduced by controlling the inertia kinetic energy,
the pitch angle and the DC-link voltage [50].

Due to the considerable progress of wind power generation systems, new grid codes
are introduced for WT integration into the network. The new requirements, stated
by Transmission System Operators (TSO), are becoming more restrictive and similar
to conventional power plants [37], [130], [132]. Indeed, in addition to active power
generation, extended reactive power supply is required under grid disturbances and
normal grid conditions as well. Besides, when voltage dip occurs, wind farms must
remain connected to the grid and then ride through the grid faults and contribute to
voltage regulation and system stability after fault clearance.

DFIGs and Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generators (PMSGs) are the most
popular adjustable speed generators for modern WECS. The PMSG is a robust
brushless structure with a large capability of reactive power supply. The efficiency
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and reliability of the generator are high owing to the high efficiency of permanent
magnet materials and absence of brushes and slip rings. Moreover, PMSG based wind
turbine can omit the gearbox, hence releasing the related maintenance difficulties and
losses [29]. Nevertheless, the generator is connected to the grid through a full-scale
power converter which increases significantly the system cost and reduces the system
efficiency.

Presently, the predominant candidate for high power wind energy generating
systems is the DFIG. The stator of the generator is directly connected to the grid,
while the rotor is connected to the grid using fractionally rated converters. The
reduced size converters offer an important benefit in cost and efficiency compared to
the system with full-scale converters.

There are several literatures about modeling and control strategies of the grid-
connected WECS based on DFIG. Numerous control schemes for independent regula-
tion of active and reactive powers have been proposed [100], [127], [128]. Furthermore,
the performance of the WT to grid disturbances have been extensively studied over
the past years. A large number of research projects are carried out to improve the
fault ride through capability and provide voltage support to the grid [60], [80], [112].

However, the disadvantage of the DFIG is its unavoidable use of brushes and slip
rings, which reduce the system reliability. The CDFIG is an attractive brushless
solution to replace the traditional DFIG in the WECS, especially in offshore places.
It is driven by a low power converter and can be directly connected to the constant
frequency power grid. The absence of brushes offers high reliability and low main-
tenance requirements. Moreover the increased number of pole pairs of the CDFIG
results in decreasing the gear ratio, thus reducing the gearbox size.

Many strategies are developed for the independent active and reactive power
control, and maximum power tracking of a WT based on the CDFIG. The most
common approaches deal with stator flux orientation in the unified synchronous
reference frame [47], [108], [109], [121]. Recently, the transient behavior of the grid-
connected CDFIG is the main research topic. Ride-through capability and voltage
regulation of the WT during grid faults [44], [67], [131], [132], and compensation of
unbalanced network [28], [55], [123] are being investigated. Yet no consideration has
been given to define the safe operating domain of the generator with regards to its
ratings, and its contribution to reactive power generation required by grid codes.
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Embedded aircraft application

In conventional aircraft architecture, most of the power converted by the engines
is used as propulsive power. The remainder is converted into pneumatic, mechanical,
hydraulic and electrical power to drive secondary aircraft subsystems (anti-icing
system, engine-mounted accessories, utility and flight control actuation, lighting
system etc...). This implies a complex power distribution system.

Advances in power electronics, electric drives and control devices have rekindled
the concept of MEA in recent aircraft industry, for optimizing the performance and
the life cycle cost of the aircraft and reducing fuel consumption [138]. Many non-
propulsive functions that used to be operated by pneumatic, mechanical and hydraulic
power in conventional aircraft, are being replaced by electric power. This concept
offers significant benefits in reliability, increased efficiency on energy conversion, lower
weight, less maintenance requirements and less fuel consumption [95], [111].

The concept of an electrically-based aircraft is not new. It has been considered by
military aircraft designers since World War II, but a lack of electrical power generation
capability and the volume of required power conditioning equipment rendered this
approach unfeasible especially for commercial and civil transport applications [30].

Since the eighties, several projects have been developed to explore the MEA
concept for military and civil applications. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has conducted a number of activities to foster the development
of an All Electrical Aircraft [125]. The POA (Power Optimised Aircraft) project
launched in 2002 was the first important integration initiative in Europe. The program
aims to identify, optimize and validate innovative aircraft equipment which contributes
to the reduction in consumption of non-propulsive power. It also studied the electrical
loads management, which permits to introduce new technologies and architectures in
on-board systems. In 2006, the MOET (More Open Electrical Technologies) project
aims to establish the new industrial standard for commercial aircraft design and
improve operational aircraft capacity. Today the MEA topics have a relevant role
in the research projects managed by the CleanSky Joint Technology Initiative [21].
The main objective is to develop breakthrough technologies to improve the impact of
air transport and reduce the environmental footprint of aviation (i.e. emissions and
noise reduction but also green life cycle).

To cope with the increasing demand of electrical power brought by the MEA, new
architectures and voltage levels for the on-board electrical power distribution systems
are being applied [14], [35], [81]. The conventional aircraft generation considers AC
electrical distribution power with a constant frequency supply (115 V AC–400 Hz).
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An integrated drive generator converts the variable speed of the main engine into a
constant speed to drive a constant frequency electric generator as on the Airbus A320,
A330, and A340 [61]. Advancements in power electronics, control electronics, electric
motor drives, and electric machines have removed the constant speed mechanical
gearbox, introducing a new technology: the VSCF system [35]. The A380 is the first
MEA generation to adopt variable frequency operation (360-720 Hz). On the next
generation, the distribution voltage is doubled to 230 V AC (e.g. Boeing B787 and
Airbus A350) giving the way to High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) distribution.
The future generation of MEA aircrafts tend to use High Voltage Direct Current
(HVDC) electric distribution system ± 270 V [53], [77], [117]. In military airplanes,
the traditional voltage levels of 28 V DC and 115 V AC have evolved to 270 V DC in
platforms like Boeing–Sikorsky project Comanche RAH-66 and Lockheed Martin F-22
and F-35. This standard reduces the conduction losses, wire sections and iron weight
by decreasing the current level, and thus increases the system efficiency. Besides,
only one rectifier per generator is needed. All the rectification blocks, integrated in
most of the electric equipment, are eliminated. However, the interactions between the
different components that compose the system may lead to performance degradation,
even system instability [150].

Presently, the technology based on three-stage integrated synchronous machines
is used for most of the aircraft power generation [21], [113]. This structure presents
similar behavior as a classical wound excitation synchronous machine but excluding
brushes and slip rings. It consists of three separated machines mounted on the same
shaft. The first generator is a PMSM that supplies a rectifier/chopper set. Then the
chopper is connected to a second synchronous machine with a stationary exciter and
rotating three-phase windings. These windings are rectified with a rotating rectifier
and applied to the rotor winding of the main generator [61]. This machine is safe and
regulates the excitation of the main generator without brushes. However, the price to
pay is its complexity, high price and maintenance difficulties.

In the literature other machine types are considered and analyzed for this applica-
tion. Switched reluctance and brushless permanent magnet machines are candidates
for future MEA generation systems [113]. Switched reluctance machines are charac-
terized by an intrinsic high fault tolerance, temperature tolerance, robustness and
construction simplicity. The main limitations are their lower power and torque density
with respect to the PMSM, small air gap, high ventilation losses, and the need of
a complicated power converter. PMSMs offer high efficiency, high torque, and high
power density in addition to the greatest potential for sensorless control [14]. However,
the main disadvantages are their unavoidable sensitivity to high temperatures, the
lack of the field control and the impossibility to shut down their magnetic flux in case
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of fault.
Another machine structure also proposed for aircraft power systems is the Hybrid

Excitation Synchronous Machine (HESM). It is a compact brushless permanent
magnet machine with flux control capability. The excitation flux is produced by two
different sources: the permanent magnets and a DC field winding that is located on
the stator frame to preserve a brushless structure. The latter source is used to control
the flux in the air gap. The electrical excitation allows the regulation of the output
voltage magnitude without the need of a controllable converter on the stator side.
The modeling and the control of the HESM supplying an isolated load in embedded
aircraft electrical power generation is treated in the literature. In [78] the HESM
operates as a variable frequency generator. In [77], [94] the generator is used to supply
a DC grid. Yet, experimental measurements reveal imperfections in the phase voltage
waveform of the machine [76].

Nevertheless, constant frequency voltages cannot be directly provided by syn-
chronous generators at variable speed. In such systems, the generator must be
associated to a rectifier/inverter set inserted between the generator and the grid
to achieve VSCF operation. This involves higher voltage distortion and full rated
power converters that increase the system and maintenance cost. The only kind
of electromechanical generators, operating at variable speed, which can be directly
connected to a constant frequency grid are the doubly fed induction machines [89],
[93]. Previous work proved that the CDFIM could be successfully used as VSCF
generator in brushless electrical generation systems such as aircraft power supply
[87], [91]. It can replace the three-stage synchronous machine presently in use in the
aircraft industry.

The studies conducted in the literature on autonomous CDFIG are few and have
focused only on symmetrical normal grid conditions. No research has investigated the
unbalanced operation of the standalone generator due to connected unbalanced load.

On the other hand, the analysis and operation of a standalone single DFIG
supplying unbalanced isolated load have been studied over the past years. Control
schemes to cope with unbalanced stator voltage conditions are presented in several
works based on repetitive control [54], dual rotating frames control [97], predictive
rotor current controller [103], [104] and hybrid current controller [101].
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Cascaded Doubly Fed Induction
Machine Modeling and Analysis
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Chapter 1

CDFIM Modeling

Introduction

The dynamic behavior of the CDFIM is derived from the model of two wound rotor
induction machines combined electrically and mechanically through their rotors. The
mathematical model of a DFIM is presented in a first place (section 1.1). The steady
state performance of a CDFIM with respect to its main parameters is outlined in
section 1.2. The most promising architecture configuration that has significant interest
for generating systems is identified. In section 1.3 a CDFIG model for simulation is
established using modular representation. It is based on the conventional Park model
of two single DFIMs expressed in their own reference frames. Two configurations are
elaborated: the grid-connected and the standalone. The model of the CDFIG is then
extended in section 1.4 in order to describe the machine in a unified reference frame,
which is more relevant for the development of an appropriate controller.

1.1 Modeling and analysis of the DFIM

1.1.1 Mathematical model

The dynamic behavior of a DFIM can be described using the theory of a rotating
reference frame (dq). Under the hypothesis of linearity, symmetry and sinusoidal
waveform, the machine voltage and flux equations in an arbitrary Park frame using
complex (phasor) quantities are given by (1.1) to (1.4) [93], [127]. These expressions
are derived by applying successively a Clarke transformation and a rotation of the
coordinate system. The supersynchronous motor convention is adopted as shown in
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Figure 1.1.

vs = Rsis + d

dt
Φs + jξ̇sΦs

vr = Rrir + d

dt
Φr + jξ̇rΦr

Φs = Lsis +Msrir

Φr = Lrir +Msris

(1.1)

(1.2)

(1.3)
(1.4)

x = Xd + jXq denotes the space phasor form of the actual quantity x.

Figure 1.1: DFIM in supersynchronous motor convention

ξs and ξr are the electrical Park frame angles with respect to the stator and rotor
coordinates respectively. They are related to the mechanical angular position of the
rotor θm by the following relation:

ξs = ξr + pθm (1.5)

The reference frames are illustrated in Figure 1.2. (αβs) is the stationary bi-phase
reference frame, (αβr) the rotor bi-phase frame and (dq) the rotating Park frame.

Figure 1.2: Reference frame representation of a DFIM

Moreover the active and reactive powers are expressed as follows, x̂ being the conjugate
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of the phasor quantity.

Ps = 3
2<
{
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}
= 3
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2=
{
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}
= 3
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}
= 3
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2=
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}
= 3
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(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

The electromagnetic torque is given by:

Tem = 3
2pMsr=

{
isîr

}
(1.10)

Other equivalent expressions of the torque can be also derived:

Tem = 3
2p=

{
isΦ̂s

}
(1.11)

= 3
2p=

{
Φr îr

}
(1.12)

The Park (dq) frame can be chosen arbitrary. Three remarkable cases are distinguished:
– Stator reference frame: ξs = 0, ξr = −pθm. Thus ξ̇s = 0 and ξ̇r = −pΩ. In this

frame all the machine quantities evolve at ωs at steady state. It will be adopted
for the modeling of the generator.

– Rotor reference frame: ξr = 0, ξs = pθm. Thus ξ̇r = 0 and ξ̇s = pΩ. Here, the
quantities evolve at ωr.

– Synchronous reference frame: ξ̇s = ωs and ξ̇r = ωs − pΩ. All the quantities
are constant at steady state. This type of coordinate is convenient for the
implementation of control algorithms.

Considering the fixed stator reference frame, relations (1.1) to (1.4) become

vs = Rsis + Ls
d

dt
is +Msr

d

dt
ir (1.13)

vr = Rrir + Lr
d

dt
ir − jpΩLrir +Msr

d

dt
is − jpΩMsris (1.14)

A dynamical equivalent circuit of the DFIM can be derived from the above equations
as illustrated in Figure 1.3. It describes the machine in steady state and dynamic
mode operations [93]. iµ is the stator magnetizing current, m is the transformer
(stator to rotor) turns ratio and σLr is the leakage inductance located at the rotor
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side. They are given by:

iµ = is +mir (1.15)

m = Msr

Ls
(1.16)

σ = 1− M2
sr

LsLr
(1.17)

Figure 1.3: Dynamical equivalent circuit of DFIG

The electromechanical conversion is localized in the back EMF er, more precisely in
the term jpΩMsriµ. The dynamical equivalent circuit can be translated into a block
diagram established in the stationary stator frame as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Block diagram of DFIG in the fixed stator frame

The stator and rotor quantities are transformed from their three-phase reference frame
into the defined (dq) coordinate and vice versa (Figure 1.5 ) using Clarke and Park
transformations established in Appendix A. It is noted that this block diagram is
implemented on Matlab/Simulink for the modeling of the DFIM.
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Figure 1.5: Block diagram of the DFIG

As can be noticed from Figure 1.4, the machine is equivalent to a three-phase current
source having the following input and output vectors:

u = [vs, vr]t (1.18)
y = [is, ir]t (1.19)

In generator mode, the mechanical speed Ω is seen as an input parameter.

1.1.2 Steady state operation

Based on a simplified model of the machine, where copper and iron losses and
magnetic leakages are neglected, the DFIM is characterized by the following:

Pr = −gPs (1.20)
Pm = Pr + Ps = (1− g)Ps (1.21)
ωs = ωr + pΩ (1.22)

The expressions describe the steady-state operation with sinusoidal quantities. They
correspond to supersynchronous motor convention where Ps is the entering stator
power, Pr is the entering rotor power and Pm the outgoing mechanical power. g is
the slip ratio defined as follows:

g = ωs − pΩ
ωs

= ωr
ωs

(1.23)

1.2 Analysis of the CDFIM

The CDFIM is composed of two wound rotor induction machines connected in
cascade (Figure 1.6). The stator of the Power machine (DFIM2) is directly connected
to the grid, whereas the stator windings of the Control machine (DFIM1) are supplied
from a power frequency converter. The two rotors are mechanically and electrically
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coupled eliminating the need of brushes [48], [86]. In what follows, 1 and 2 subscripts
will be employed to refer to DFIM1 and DFIM2 quantities respectively.

Figure 1.6: CDFIM in supersynchronous motor convention

The major interest of a CDFIM is the operation in synchronous mode [11], [16]. The
machine is able to operate stably as a brushless variable speed generator over a wide
speed range with controllable dynamic response [31]. The synchronous operation
occurs when the rotor currents induced by both Power and Control machines evolve
with the same frequency [79]. This way, the Power machine windings can be controlled
through the rotors from the Control machine stator in a brushless manner. Therefore,
according to the mechanical speed variation, the Control machine stator frequency
is adjusted in order to maintain the synchronous mode and achieve constant output
frequency. Besides, by controlling the voltage phase and magnitude, the output
voltage magnitude and the amount of active and reactive powers provided by the
generator can be dynamically controlled in a similar way to a single DFIG [47], [92].

The structure of the CDFIM depends on the following main parameters:
– the numbers of pole pairs p1 and p2 of both DFIMs.
– the interconnection type between the rotors windings of the two DFIMs charac-

terized by using the coefficient λc

λc =
 1 for a direct coupling sequence
−1 for an inverse coupling sequence

(1.24)

These parameters have a significant impact on the behavior of the CDFIM in terms
of power flow, converters sizing and system efficiency. Theoretically, the two wound
rotor induction machines can have any pole pair combination with rotors connected
in inverse or direct coupling sequence. Nevertheless a detailed analysis of all the
possible CDFIM architecture configurations has been established in [91], [92] in order
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to identify the most promising ones. Applying the same supersynchronous motor
convention for both machines as shown in Figure 1.6, (1.20) to (1.23) are rewritten as:

Pr1 = −g1Ps1 (1.25)
Pm1 = Pr1 + Ps1 = (1− g1)Ps1 (1.26)
ωs1 = ωr1 + p1Ω (1.27)

g1 = ωs1 − p1Ω
ωs1

= ωr1
ωs1

(1.28)

Pr2 = −g2Ps2 (1.29)
Pm2 = Pr2 + Ps2 = (1− g2)Ps2 (1.30)
ωs2 = ωr2 + p2Ω (1.31)

g2 = ωs2 − p2Ω
ωs2

= ωr2
ωs2

(1.32)

Considering ideal rotor interconnection, the instantaneous power is conserved. Thus
the rotor interconnection is described as follows [91]:

Pr1 = −Pr2 (1.33)
ωr1 = λcωr2 (1.34)

The above equations are used to derive the power and frequency behavior of the
CDFIM at steady state. From (1.27), (1.31) and (1.34) the two stator frequencies are
related by (1.35)

ωs1 = λcωs2 + (p1 − λcp2) Ω (1.35)

The CDFIM slip ratio is defined as

gc = g2

g1
(1.36)

= λc
λcωs2 + (p1 − λcp2) Ω

ωs2
(1.37)

The synchronous speed Ωs of the CDFIM is defined to be the mechanical speed that
cancels gc.
Referring to (1.25), (1.29) and (1.33) the power flow in the CDFIM is characterized
by the following relations:

Ps1 = −gcPs2 (1.38)
Pm1 = −(1− g1)gcPs2 (1.39)
Pm2 = (1− g2)Ps2 (1.40)
Pm = Pm1 + Pm2 = (1− gc)Ps2 (1.41)

The global behavior of the cascade considering all configurations is synthesized in
Table 1.1 where ∆p = p1 − p2 and Σp = p1 + p2.
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λc Pole pairs
conf.

gc synchr. speed Ps1
Ps2

Pm1

Ps2

Pm2

Ps2

Pm1 + Pm2

Ps2

1
p1 = p2 = p 1 does not exist −1 − pΩ

ωs2

pΩ
ωs2

0

p1 6= p2
ωs2 + ∆pΩ

ωs2
−ωs2∆p −gc −p1Ω

ωs2

p2Ω
ωs2

−∆pΩ
ωs2

-1
p1 = p2 = p

ωs2 − 2pΩ
ωs2

ωs2
2p −gc

pΩ
ωs2

pΩ
ωs2

2pΩ
ωs2

p1 6= p2
ωs2 − ΣpΩ

ωs2

ωs2
Σp −gc

p1Ω
ωs2

p2Ω
ωs2

ΣpΩ
ωs2

Table 1.1: Configurations and power flow

According to the power flow performance, it can be deduced that the direct inter-
connection configuration must be avoided. In fact for p1 = p2 there is no global
electromechanical conversion thus the CDFIM performs as a static transformer, and
for p1 6= p2 the signs of the two mechanical powers are different thus the two DFIMs
operate in a combined motor/generator mode. The only satisfying performances are
achieved by an inverse coupling sequence since the total mechanical power is provided
by both DFIMs, proportionally to their respective number of pole pairs. In order to
obtain a good efficiency, the mechanical power Pm2 must be maximized, whereas Pm1

must be minimized. A configuration with p2 ≥ p1 is the most interesting solution
that provides a high system efficiency with the lowest per unit losses [64]. The inverse
coupling sequence results in the following frequency and speed relations [47], [118]:

gc = ωs2 − ΣpΩ
ωs2

(1.42)

ωs1 = ΣpΩ− ωs2 = −gcωs2 (1.43)
Ωs = ωs2

ΣpΩ (1.44)

It is noted from (1.38) that the power transmitted to DFIM1 stator i.e. to the
converters is proportional to the slip ratio of the CDFIM (similar to the DFIM). Thus,
for a limited speed range (centered around the synchronous speed), the converters
are sized for a fraction of the CDFIM nominal power. The advantage of the CDFIM
resides not only in the brushless structure but also in the ability to minimize the
power delivered to/by the converters.

The CDFIM operates in both subsynchronous (Ω < Ωs) and supersynchronous
(Ω > Ωs) speed ranges. The behavior of the machine depending on the operational
speed is presented in Table 1.2. The results correspond to supersynchronous motor
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convention.

Generator mode Motor mode
subsynchronous supersynchronous subsynchronous supersynchronous

gc >0 <0 >0 <0
Pm <0 <0 >0 >0
Ps2 <0 <0 >0 >0
Ps1 >0 <0 <0 >0

Table 1.2: Operation mode of the CDFIM

It is noted that the stator-1 power Ps1 can flow in both directions. In generator mode,
the power is entering in the stator-1 windings during subsynchronous operation, while
in supersynchronous operation Ps1 is fetched from the stator to the converter. At
synchronous speed (gc = 0), the stator-1 frequency is equal to zero in order to maintain
a constant output frequency and Ps1 is theoretically null (if losses are neglected).

1.3 Modeling of the CDFIG

A modular representation of the CDFIG (decoupled state space model) is elabo-
rated. It is based on the conventional model of two distinct wound rotor induction
machines expressed in their own three-phase reference frames and combined in in-
verse rotor interconnection. Two cases are considered: grid-connected CDFIG and
standalone CDFIG.

1.3.1 Rotor interconnection model

As mentioned in the previous section, only inverse coupling configuration has a
significant interest for generation system applications. Thus a rotor interconnection
model is derived based on the relations between the three-phase rotor-1 and rotor-2
voltages and currents [93].

[vr2]3r2 = C [vr1]3r1 (1.45)
[ir2]3r2 = D [ir1]3r1 (1.46)

C and D being the interconnection matrices given by:

C =


1 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0

 ; D =


−1 0 0
0 0 −1
0 −1 0

 (1.47)
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Relations (1.45) and (1.46) describe an inverse coupling sequence between the
two rotor windings with a supersynchronous motor convention employed for both
machines. The system representing the rotor interconnection has two input quantities
([vr1]3r1 , [ir2]3r2) and two output quantities ([vr2]3r2 , [ir1]3r1).

1.3.2 Grid-connected generator model

In a grid-connected CDFIG configuration, the output stator-2 voltage is imposed
by the utility grid, and the stator-1 is fed by a voltage source power converter. Thus,
the system has as main inputs the stator voltages ([vs1]3s1 , [vs2]3s2), and as outputs
the stator currents ([is1]3s1 , [is2]3s2). A modular representation of the generator can
be adopted based on two distinct machines as illustrated in Figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Model of a grid-connected CDFIG

DFIG1 operates as a voltage source supplied by its stator side whereas DFIG2
operates as a current source. The two machines are connected through inverse
coupling sequence described by (1.45), (1.46). A simple interconnection of all the
building blocks forms the global model of the CDFIG. Based on the representation
of the DFIM established in section 1.1.1, the machine is equivalent to a three-phase
current source. The input and output quantities are respectively ([vs]3s , [vr]3r) and
([is]3s , [ir]3r). This representation is coherent for the modeling of DFIG2. However, in
order to transform the equivalent model of DFIG1 into a three-phase voltage source
as described in Figure 1.7, a proper Point of Regulation (PR) is defined by adding
fictitious capacitors and resistors to the rotor windings of the DFIM1 as shown in
Figure 1.8 [78].

Figure 1.8: Point of Regulation equivalent circuit of the grid-connected CDFIG

The rotor voltage can now be expressed in terms of the machine currents using a first
order transfer function. Therefrom, a new voltage equation that includes the rotor
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voltage among the output variables is introduced. The equivalent circuit of a rotor
phase is represented in Figure 1.9 with Cf1 = 3C ′f1 and Rf1 = R′f1/3. lr1 being the
rotor self inductance.

Figure 1.9: Equivalent RLC circuit at a rotor phase

The Kirchhoff law yields to (1.48). irL1 is the load current.

d

dt
vr1 = 1

Cf1

(
irL1 − ir1 −

vr1
Rf1

)
(1.48)

The Park transformation applied to the three-phase quantities results in (1.49) in the
stator (dq1) frame.

d

dt
vr1 = 1

Cf1

(
irL1 − ir1 −

vr1
Rf1

+ jpΩCf1vr1

)
(1.49)

The introduction of this voltage equation into the block diagram of Figure 1.4, forms
the following new input output vectors that are in accordance with Figure 1.7, given
that irL1 must be virtually equal to ir1.

u′ = [vs1, irL1]t (1.50)
y′ = [vr1, is1]t (1.51)

Since the introduction of the fictitious capacitances and resistances should not
perturb the operating point of the machine, the R-C elements must be selected
carefully. At no load, the RLC circuit in Figure 1.9 is equivalent to a second order
system expressed as:

vr1(s)
e1(s) = 1

1 + Rr1
Rf1

+ s(Rr1Cf1 + lr1
Rf1

) + lr1Cf1s2
(1.52)

The damping ratio of the system is ζ = Rr1Cf1 + lr1/Rf1

2
√
lr1Cf1(1 +Rr1/Rf1)

. The natural fre-

quency is ω0 =
√
Rf1 +Rr1

lr1Rf1Cf1
.
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Rf1 and Cf1 are chosen properly to fulfill the following criteria:
– The damped resonance frequency ωdr = ω0

√
1− ζ2 should be at least 10 times

greater than the maximum operating frequency ωr1,max;
– The peak resonance 20 log 1

2ζ
√

1− ζ2 has to be less than 30db;
– The voltage gain at ωr1,max less than 0.1db;
– The power dissipated in the damped resistance Rf1 should not exceed 1% of

the machine nominal power.
A solution for Cf1 and Rf1 that verifies the aforementioned conditions is given in
appendix B.
It has to be noted that the addition of capacitors only, creates a PR but induces high
peak resonance which might yield to numerical instability problems. For this reason
a damping resistor is connected in parallel.

1.3.3 Stand alone generator model

In standalone operation, the generator supplies an isolated load. The main inputs
of the CDFIG are the load current and stator-1 voltage ([vs1]3s1 , [isL2]3s2). The
outputs are the terminal voltage and stator-1 current ([vs2]3s2 , [is1]3s1). A modular
representation of the system is presented in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10: Model of a standalone CDFIG

The DFIMs M1 and M2 both operate as an autonomous voltage source having as
output variables the rotor voltage and the stator voltage respectively. In order to
transform the equivalent model of each DFIG into a three-phase voltage source with
its corresponding input-output vectors as described in Figure 1.10, two PR are defined
at the rotor side of DFIM1 and at the stator side of DFIM2 as depicted in Figure 1.11.

Figure 1.11: Point of Regulation equivalent circuit of the standalone CDFIG
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The same procedure is followed for DFIM2. A new voltage equation that includes
the stator voltage among the output variables is introduced. The Kirchhoff law in
the (dq2) stationary reference frame induces:

d

dt
vs2 = 1

Cf2

(
isL2 − is2 −

vs2
Rf2

)
(1.53)

with Cf2 = 3C ′f2; Rf2 = R′f2/3 and isL2 the load current. The introduction of this
equation in the block diagram of Figure 1.4 transforms the machine model into a
voltage source with the following new input output vectors where isL2 ' is2:

u′ = [vr2, isL2]t (1.54)
y′ = [vs2, ir2]t (1.55)

At no load each stator phase is equivalent to an RLC circuit that corresponds to a
second order system. Here likewise the fictitious capacitances and resistances are
chosen carefully to satisfy the conditions defined above.

The two representations of the CDFIG, developed in this section, are implemented
on Matlab/Simulink for simulations in order to validate new control strategies for a
grid-connected and a standalone application. It shall be noted that the presence of
the fictitious R-C elements in each of the two DFIMs is crucial for the modeling part
of the CDFIG, in order to preserve a modular representation of the system. Yet they
will be discarded during the control implementation since the cutoff frequency of the
RLC circuits is much greater than the closed-loop system bandwidth.

1.4 Unified reference frame vector representation

The idea of the CDFIM was introduced more than a century ago [126]. However,
despite its advantages this generator was not widely used, mainly due to the inherent
complexity of its structure and the difficulty of controlling and working with such
a system. The complexity arises from the existence of two wound rotor induction
machines with different pole pair distributions, interconnected through inverse rotor
coupling sequence. This complex architecture increases the order of the system
together with the number of degrees of freedom and dynamical state variables; it also
generates a multiple reference frames system.
In fact the set of equations (1.1)-(1.10) describe the behavior of each DFIM in its
proper (dq) reference frame related to a certain pole pair distribution. Therefore the
CDFIM can be described using two different reference frames (dq1) and (dq2) related
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to DFIM1 and DFIM2 respectively.
– The Control machine M1 is represented in its corresponding reference frame
(dq1) by the following expressions:

vs1 = Rs1is1 + d

dt
Φs1 + j ˙ξs1Φs1

vr1 = Rr1ir1 + d

dt
Φr1 + j ˙ξr1Φr1

Φs1 = Ls1is1 +Msr1ir1

Φr1 = Lr1ir1 +Msr1is1

Tem1 = 3
2p1Msr1=

{
is1îr1

}
Ps1 = 3

2<
{
vs1îs1

}
Qs1 = 3

2=
{
vs1îs1

}

(1.56)

(1.57)

(1.58)
(1.59)

(1.60)

(1.61)

(1.62)

where:
ξs1 = ξr1 + p1θm1 (1.63)

– The same equations are used to describe the Power machine M2 in its reference
frame (dq2).

Consequently at steady state, the Control machine and the Power machine d-q
quantities operate at different frequencies that are linked by the rotor interconnection
model.

The inverse coupling configuration given by (1.45) and (1.46) can be expressed in
rotating (dq) reference frames. A Park transformation is applied to the rotor quantities
of DFIM1 and DFIM2 respectively using successively a Clarke transformation (1.64),
(1.65) and a rotation of the coordinate system (1.66), (1.67).

T32 [vr2]αβr2
= CT32 [vr1]αβr1

T32 [ir2]αβr2
= DT32 [ir1]αβr1

P−1(ξr2) [vr2]dq2
= T23CT32P

−1(ξr1) [vr1]dq1

P−1(ξr2) [ir2]dq2
= T23DT32P

−1(ξr1) [ir1]dq1

(1.64)
(1.65)
(1.66)
(1.67)

Rearranging (1.66), (1.67) leads to the following rotor interconnection relation in
complex form. The conjugate operation arises from inverse coupling.

(vr2)dq2=e−j(ξr1+ξr2)(v̂r1)dq1 (1.68)
(ir2)dq2=−e−j(ξr1+ξr2)(̂ir1)dq1 (1.69)
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It is noted that ξr1 and ξr2 are the rotor frame angles of each machine with respect
to its arbitrary (dq) frame. The complex quantities xr1 and xr2 are expressed in two
distinct frames (dq1) and (dq2) that are related to two different machines DFIM1 and
DFIM2 respectively, which are connected in inverse coupling sequences and presenting
different pole pair distribution. Then the rotor interconnection rotating term is set
up to link the two frames.

Since the elaboration of a control scheme based on multiple reference frames is
complex, it is convenient to describe the CDFIM in a unified dq reference frame with
a given pole-pair distribution, related to one of the two DFIMs [38], [107]. This way,
all quantities are induced at the same frequency which could be more relevant for
vector control synthesis and the development of an efficient controller despite the
complexity of the system [106]. Hereinafter, the common reference frame related to the
Power machine is adopted for the vector representation of the CDFIM. The different
reference frames related to each induction machine are illustrated in Figure 1.12. Four
fundamental frames can be distinguished:

Figure 1.12: Multiple reference frames (mechanical angles)

– the stationary reference (αβs2) related to the Power machine with p2 pole pair
distribution;

– the static (αβs1) frame related to the Control machine with p1 pole pair distri-
bution;

– the rotor reference frames (αβr1) and (αβr2) associated to M1 and M2 respec-
tively. They are located respectively at a mechanical angular position (θm1, θm2)
from (αβs1, αβs2);

– the unified Power machine reference frame (dq2) with p2 pole pair distribution
situated at the mechanical angle ξs2

p2
from (αβs2).

The transformation into a common reference frame should take into consideration
the different pole pair distributions, the angle between the two rotating frames and
the inverse coupling sequence. Based on the rotor interconnection model, the vector
transformation of a quantity x from the Control machine (dq1) reference frame to the
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Power machine (dq2) reference frame, or vice versa, is performed by:

(x)dq2=e−j(ξr1+ξr2)(x̂)dq1 (1.70)
(x)dq1=e−j(ξr1+ξr2)(x̂)dq2 (1.71)

Applying the vector transformation (1.71) to the DFIM1 quantities in (1.56) to (1.62)
and (1.68), (1.69), the vector model of the CDFIM in the common Power machine
synchronous reference frame ( ˙ξs2 = ωs2) is expressed as follows:

vs2 = Rs2is2 + d

dt
Φs2 + jωs2Φs2

vs1 = Rs1is1 + d

dt
Φs1 + j (ωs2 − ΣpΩ) Φs1

vr2 = Rr2ir2 + d

dt
Φr2 + j (ωs2 − p2Ω) Φr2

vr1 = Rr1ir1 + d

dt
Φr1 + j (ωs2 − p2Ω) Φr1

Φs2 = Ls2is2 +Msr2ir2

Φs1 = Ls1is1 +Msr1ir1

Φr2 = Lr2ir2 +Msr2is2

Φr1 = Lr1ir1 +Msr1is1

(1.72)

(1.73)

(1.74)

(1.75)

(1.76)
(1.77)
(1.78)
(1.79)

The rotor quantities are related by:

vr2 = vr1 (1.80)
ir2 = −ir1 (1.81)

Let vr = vr2 = vr1 and ir = ir2 = −ir1, expressions (1.74),(1.75) and (1.78),(1.79)
result in:

Φr = Φr2 − Φr1 = Lrir +Msr2is2 −Msr1is1

vr2 − vr1 = Rrir + d

dt
Φr + j (ωs2 − p2Ω) Φr = 0

(1.82)

(1.83)

where Φr is a fictitious quantity representing the rotor circuit loop flux linkage, and:

Lr = Lr1 + Lr2; Rr = Rr1 +Rr2 (1.84)
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Moreover, stator active and reactive powers in this common synchronous reference
frame are resumed as:

Ps1 = 3
2<{v̂s1is1} (1.85)

Qs1 = 3
2={v̂s1is1} (1.86)

Ps2 = 3
2<

{
vs2îs2

}
(1.87)

Qs2 = 3
2=

{
vs2îs2

}
(1.88)

Finally the electromagnetic torque of the CDFIM is expressed as:

Tem = Tem1 + Tem2 (1.89)

= −3
2p1Msr1=

{
îs1ir

}
+ 3

2p2Msr2=
{
is2îr

}
(1.90)

In another form
Tem = 3

2p1=
{
îs1Φs1

}
+ 3

2p2=
{
is2Φ̂s2

}
(1.91)

Thanks to the unified frame vector model, the complex generator has a similar
structure as a single DFIM. This allows the development of control strategies and
analysis tools analog to the classical wound rotor induction machine.

Conclusion

The mathematical model and steady state behavior of a CDFIM are developed
in this chapter. The inverse rotor coupling configuration is the most promising
architecture for generating systems. It achieves satisfying performances in terms of
power flow, converter sizes and system efficiency. A modular representation of the
generator is elaborated based on the model of two distinct wound rotor induction
machines expressed in their own reference frames. Both grid-connected and standalone
configurations are implemented. The model is then extended to describe the machine
in a unified reference frame. This representation is more appropriated for the power
sizing of the machine and the elaboration of control strategies.
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Chapter 2

Power Operating Domain of the
CDFIM

Introduction

The chapter deals with the steady state power operating domain of a CDFIM
with regards to its rated parameters. The power sizing of the generator is of great
importance for practical applications. It ensures the machine is being operated inside
its safe working range. Besides, it allows to choose the machine that is best adapted
for the intended application, according to its power capability limits.
Based on the vector model of the machine in the unified synchronous rotating frame,
a rigorous analytic method is elaborated in section 2.1 to derive the active and
reactive power margins of the cascade. Generic power limit curve expressions are
then established in section 2.2 based on a per unit representation of the machines.
Therefore, the problem formulation can be adapted to any power range of machines
and the obtained conclusions remain true. The active versus reactive power diagram
of the CDFIM is built in section 2.3 followed by multiple simulation results revealing
the influence of the slip range and terminal voltage variation on the reactive power
capability of the machine (sections 2.4 and 2.5). A particular attention is paid to
medium and high power scale machines in section 2.6, leading to simplified limit curve
equations. It is noted that these ranges are target in most industrial applications.
The impact of magnetic circuit saturation on the power generation domain is included
in section 2.7. The study reveals a more restrictive domain due to the saturation
phenomenon in the machine. Finally the operating domain is tested experimentally
in section 2.8 using a laboratory scale machine. The experimental results validate the
analytical limits.
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2.1 Power limitation curves

To ensure that the electrical machine operates within its safe limits, the steady
state operating domain of the CDFIM in terms of active and reactive powers is
investigated regarding the rated quantities of the machine i.e. |is2n|, |vs2n|, |irn|, |vrn|,
|is1n|, |vs1n|, and Ps2n. |x| =

√
X2
d +X2

q refers to the amplitude (the maximum value)
of the alternating quantity. The complex structure of the cascade results in increasing
the number of parameters that define its limit margins. The nominal quantities |is2n|
and Ps2n are imposed by the characteristics of DFIM2, |irn| and |vrn| given by (2.1),
(2.2) depend on the design of both DFIM1 and DFIM2 whereas |is1n| and |vs1n| are
determined by the DFIM1 rating. The terminal voltage |vs2| is defined by the grid.
It is considered to be constant, equal to its nominal value during normal operation.

|irn| = min {|ir1n| , |ir2n|} (2.1)
|vrn| = min {|vr1n| , |vr2n|} (2.2)

In order to derive the operating power diagram of the CDFIM, the output active
and reactive powers (Ps2, Qs2) are expressed as a function of each rated quantity
distinctly at steady state. Then the corresponding limit curves are depicted in an
active versus reactive power chart, and the resultant power domain of the cascade
will be bounded by the most restraining limit curves [10], [33].
Considering the Power machine synchronously rotating frame with the q-axis aligned
along the stator voltage phasor vs2, and neglecting the voltage drop across the
stator resistance Rs2 which is an acceptable assumption for high power machines, the
following equations are deduced at steady state:

Vs2d = 0, Vs2q = |vs2|
Φs2q ' 0, Φs2d ' Vs2q/ωs2

Ps2 = 3
2Vs2qIs2q

Qs2 = 3
2Vs2qIs2d

(2.3)
(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

2.1.1 Power machine stator current limitation

Referring to (2.5) and (2.6), a relation between the Power machine stator current
amplitude and the output powers can be easily established as:

P 2
s2 +Q2

s2 =
(3

2 |vs2| |is2|
)2

(2.7)
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2.1.2 Rotor current limitation

In the defined voltage oriented frame, the stator and rotor current d-q components
are related by (2.8), (2.9) using equations (1.76) and (2.4).

Is2d = Φs2d

Ls2
− Msr2

Ls2
Ird (2.8)

Is2q = −Msr2

Ls2
Irq (2.9)

Introducing the value of Is2d, Is2q in (2.5)-(2.6) yields to

Ps2 = −3Msr2

2Ls2
Vs2qIrq (2.10)

Qs2 = 3
2Ls2ωs2

V 2
s2q −

3Msr2

2Ls2
Vs2qIrd (2.11)

Hence, the active and reactive powers are expressed in terms of the rotor current
amplitude as follows:

P 2
s2 +

(
Qs2 −

3 |vs2|2

2Ls2ωs2

)2

=
(

3Msr2 |vs2| |ir|
2Ls2

)2

(2.12)

2.1.3 Rotor voltage limitation

At steady state, the rotor current and voltage are related by the following expres-
sions in the mentioned synchronous frame using (1.74), (1.78), (2.8) and (2.9).

Vrd = Rr2Ird − g2ωs2σ2Lr2Irq (2.13)

Vrq = Rr2Irq + g2ωs2σ2Lr2Ird + g2
Msr2

Ls2
Vs2q (2.14)

With g2ωs2 = ωs2 − p2Ω.
Therefore, the quantities Ird, Irq can be expressed in terms of Vrd, Vrq by (2.15) and
(2.16).

Ird = 1
C2

(
Rr2Vrd + g2ωs2σ2Lr2Vrq − g2

2ωs2σ2
Lr2Msr2

Ls2
Vs2q

)
(2.15)

Irq = 1
C2

(
−g2ωs2σ2Lr2Vrd +Rr2Vrq − g2Rr2

Msr2

Ls2
Vs2q

)
(2.16)
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Including the above relations in (2.10) and (2.11) yields to:

Ps2 − A2V
2
s2q = −3

2
Msr2

Ls2C2
Vs2q (−g2ωs2σ2Lr2Vrd +Rr2Vrq) (2.17)

Qs2 −B2V
2
s2q = −3

2
Msr2

Ls2C2
Vs2q (Rr2Vrd + g2ωs2σ2Lr2Vrq) (2.18)

where:

A2 = 3g2Rr2M
2
sr2

2L2
s2C2

(2.19)

B2 = 3
2Ls2ωs2

(
1 + g2

2ω
2
s2L

2
r2σ2(1− σ2)
C2

)
(2.20)

C2 = R2
r2 + (g2ωs2σ2Lr2)2 (2.21)

(2.17) and (2.18) result in the following power relation.

(
Ps2 − A2 |vs2|

2
)2

+
(
Qs2 −B2 |vs2|

2
)2

= 1
C2

(
3Msr2 |vs2| |vr|

2Ls2

)2

(2.22)

2.1.4 Control machine stator current limitation

The active and reactive powers can be expressed in terms of M1 stator current,
since the Power machine and the Control machine currents are related. Indeed, a
relation between the two stator currents can be established at steady state using
(1.76), (1.82) and (1.83).

RrΦs2

Msr2
− RrLs2

Msr2
is2 + jg2ωs2

(
LrΦs2

Msr2
−Msr1is1 −

Ls2Lrσp
Msr2

is2

)
= 0 (2.23)

Where σp = 1− M2
sr2

Ls2Lr
.

Decomposing into d-q components, (2.23) becomes as follows in the synchronous
stator voltage oriented coordinate.

Ls2Rr

Msr2
Is2d = Rr

Msr2
Φs2d − g2ωs2

Lr
Msr2

Φs2q + g2ωs2Msr1Is1q + g2ωs2
Ls2Lrσp
Msr2

Is2q

(2.24)
Ls2Rr

Msr2
Is2q = Rr

Msr2
Φs2q + g2ωs2

Lr
Msr2

Φs2d − g2ωs2Msr1Is1d − g2ωs2
Ls2Lrσp
Msr2

Is2d

(2.25)
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Rearranging (2.24) and (2.25), Is2d, Is2q are expressed as a function of Is1d, Is1q:

Is2d = Msr2

Ls2C1

[
−g2

2ω
2
s2LrσpMsr1Is1d + g2ωs2RrMsr1Is1q + g2

2ω
2
s2L

2
rσp +R2

r

Msr2ωs2
Vs2q

]
(2.26)

Is2q = Msr2

Ls2C1

[
−g2ωs2RrMsr1Is1d − g2

2ω
2
s2LrσpMsr1Is1q + g2

RrMsr2

Ls2
Vs2q

]
(2.27)

Substituting (2.26), (2.27) in (2.5) and (2.6) leads to

Ps2 − A1V
2
s2q = 3Msr2

2Ls2C1
Vs2q

[
−g2ωs2RrMsr1Is1d − g2

2ω
2
s2LrσpMsr1Is1q

]
(2.28)

Qs2 −B1V
2
s2q = 3Msr2

2Ls2C1
Vs2q

[
−g2

2ω
2
s2LrσpMsr1Is1d + g2ωs2RrMsr1Is1q

]
(2.29)

where:

A1 = 3g2RrM
2
sr2

2L2
s2C1

(2.30)

B1 =
3
[
R2
r + σp (g2ωs2Lr)2

]
2ωs2Ls2C1

(2.31)

C1 = R2
r + (g2ωs2Lrσp)2 (2.32)

Therefrom, the output powers are expressed as a function of the Control machine
stator current as follows.

(
Ps2 − A1 |vs2|

2
)2

+
(
Qs2 −B1 |vs2|

2
)2

= 1
C1

(
3g2ωs2Msr1Msr2 |vs2| |is1|

2Ls2

)2

(2.33)

2.1.5 Control machine stator voltage limitation

In order to derive the limit expression defined by the Control machine stator
voltage, a relation between Ps2, Qs2 and |vs1| should be elaborated.
At steady state operation, (1.73), (1.76) and (1.77) become:

vs1 = Rs1is1 + jgcωs2

(
Ls1is1 + Ls2

Msr1

Msr2
is2

)
− jgcωs2

Msr1

Msr2
Φs2 (2.34)

With gcωs2 = ωs2 − ΣpΩ.
Relation (2.34) is described in terms of d-q components as follows in the mentioned
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oriented frame:

Vs1d = Rs1Is1d − gcωs2Ls1Is1q − gcωs2Ls2
Msr1

Msr2
Is2q (2.35)

Vs1q = Rs1Is1q + gcωs2Ls1Is1d + gcωs2Ls2
Msr1

Msr2
Is2d − gcωs2

Msr1

Msr2
Φs2d (2.36)

Consequently, the expressions of Is1d, Is1q are deduced in (2.37) and (2.38).

Is1d = 1
D0

[
Rs1Vs1d + gcωs2Ls1Vs1q − g2

cω
2
s2Ls1Ls2

Msr1

Msr2
Is2d + gcωs2Rs1Ls2

Msr1

Msr2
Is2q

+ g2
cωs2Ls1

Msr1

Msr2
Vs2q

]
(2.37)

Is1q = 1
D0

[
Rs1Vs1q − gcωs2Ls1Vs1d − g2

cω
2
s2Ls1Ls2

Msr1

Msr2
Is2q − gcωs2Rs1Ls2

Msr1

Msr2
Is2d

+ gcRs1
Msr1

Msr2
Vs2q

]
(2.38)

where:
D0 = R2

s1 + (gcωs2Ls1)2 (2.39)

Introducing the relations of Is1d, Is1q in (2.28) and (2.29), the power expressions are
put in the following form:

Ps2 = 3Msr2

2Ls2C1
Vs2q (K1Vs1d +K2Vs1q +K3Is2d +K4Is2q +K5Vs2q) (2.40)

Qs2 = 3Msr2

2Ls2C1
Vs2q (K2Vs1d −K1Vs1q +K4Is2d −K3Is2q +K6Vs2q) (2.41)

Then, replacing Is2d, Is2q with their corresponding expressions using (2.5) and (2.6)
leads to the following relations between the output powers and M1 stator voltage.

2
3Ps2

(
Ls2C1

Msr2
−K4

)
− 2

3K3Qs2 −K5V
2
s2q = Vs2q (K1Vs1d +K2Vs1q) (2.42)

2
3Qs2

(
Ls2C1

Msr2
−K4

)
+ 2

3K3Ps2 −K6V
2
s2q = Vs2q (K2Vs1d −K1Vs1q) (2.43)

The above equations are squared and rearranged leading to the following form:

A0
(
P 2
s2 +Q2

s2

)
−B0 |vs2|2 Ps2 − C0 |vs2|2 Qs2 =

(
K2

1 +K2
2

)
|vs1|

2 |vs2|2

−
(
K2

5 +K2
6

)
|vs2|4 (2.44)
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(2.44) can be also written as (2.45):

(
Ps2 −

B0

2A0
|vs2|

2
)2

+
(
Qs2 −

C0

2A0
|vs2|

2
)2

=
(
C2

0 +B2
0

4A2
0
− K2

5 +K2
6

A0

)
|vs2|4

+ (K2
1 +K2

2)
A0

(|vs1| |vs2|)2 (2.45)

where

A0 = 4
9

(L2
s2C1

M2
sr2
−K4

)2

+K2
3

 (2.46)

B0 = 4
3

[
K5

(
L2
s2K1

M2
sr2
−K4

)
+K3K6

]
(2.47)

C0 = 4
3

[
K6

(
L2
s2C1

M2
sr2
−K4

)
−K3K5

]
(2.48)

K1, K2, K3, K4, K5 and K6 expressions are given by:

K1 = g2ωs2Ls2Msr1

Msr2D0

(
−RrRs1 + gcg2ω

2
s2Ls1Lrσp

)
(2.49)

K2 = g2ω
2
s2Ls2Msr1

Msr2D0
(−gcLs1Rr − g2Rs1Lrσp) (2.50)

K3 = −gcωs2Ls2Msr1

Msr2
K2 (2.51)

K4 = gcωs2Ls2Msr1

Msr2
K1 (2.52)

K5 = g2Rr + gcMsr1

Msr2
K2 (2.53)

K6 = Ls2
M2

sr2

(
g2

2ωs2L
2
rσp + R2

r

ωs2

)
− gcMsr1

Msr2
K1 (2.54)

On the basis of (2.7), (2.12), (2.22), (2.33), and (2.45), the power limitation curves
are described by various circles. The limit is defined by setting the machine quantities
to their nominal values: |is2n|, |vs2n|, |irn|, |vrn|, |is1n| and |vs1n|.

2.2 Generic operating domain

A more generic study is presented in this section. The analysis is based on per unit
representation of the machine in order to formulate generalized conclusions to any
power range of machines. The main innovation is that it achieves a power operating
domain of the CDFIM regardless the power scale of the considered system [7].
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2.2.1 Per unit system

Base values of the per unit system, for each induction machine, are defined in
Table 2.1. The nominal amplitude of the alternating quantity is used as reference. Xn

denotes the RMS rated value of quantity x and m the transformer (stator to rotor)
turns ratio given by: m = Msr

Ls
' Vrn
Vsn

.

Quantity Base value
Stator voltage base Vsb

√
2Vsn

Stator current base Isb
√

2Isn
Stator impedance base Zsb Vsb/Isb
Rotor voltage base Vrb mVsb '

√
2Vrn

Rotor current base Irb Isb/m '
√

2Irn
Rotor impedance base Zrb Vrb/Irb = m2Zsb
Base power Sb 3

2VsbIsb = Sn
Base angular frequency ωb 2πfn

Table 2.1: Per unit system applied to each DFIM

Therefore the DFIM electrical parameters, referred to the stator side, can be expressed
in per unit form as follows:

rsi = Rsi

Zsbi
; xsi = Lsiωbi

Zsbi
; xhi = Msriωbi

miZsbi
(2.55)

rri = Rri

m2
iZsbi

; xri = Lriωbi
m2
iZsbi

i = {1, 2} (2.56)

Notice that the above notation results in xhi = xsi.
For each DFIM, the per unit expressions of stator and rotor quantities are derived
using the corresponding machine base as:

i∗si = isi
Isbi

; v∗si = vsi
Vsbi

; Φ∗si = Φsiωbi
Vsbi

; psi = Psi
Sbi

; ω∗si = ωsi
ωbi

(2.57)

i∗ri = iri
Irbi

; v∗ri = vri
Vrbi

; Φ∗ri = Φriωbi
Vrbi

; qsi = Qsi

Sbi
; i = {1, 2} (2.58)

The power ratio between the machines is given by:

τ = Sb1
Sb2

(2.59)

and since
VsbiIsbi = VrbiIrbi (2.60)
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thus, the following relation can be established:

Vrb1Irb1 = τVrb2Irb2 (2.61)

Two new parameters ρI and γ are further introduced, describing the rotor current
relation and the rotor impedance base ratio respectively.

Irb1 = ρIIrb2

γ = ρ2
I

τ

(2.62)

(2.63)

2.2.2 CDFIM vector model in per unit

Based on the above mentioned per unit system, the CDFIM vector model in the
unified Power machine synchronous frame is expressed as follows.

v∗s2 = rs2i
∗
s2 + 1

ωb

d

dt
Φ∗s2 + jω∗s2Φ∗s2

v∗s1 = rs1i
∗
s1 + 1

ωb

d

dt
Φ∗s1 + jgcω

∗
s2Φ∗s1

v∗r2 = rr2i
∗
r2 + 1

ωb

d

dt
Φ∗r2 + jg2ω

∗
s2Φ∗r2

v∗r1 = rr1i
∗
r1 + 1

ωb

d

dt
Φ∗r1 + jg2ω

∗
s2Φ∗r1

Φ∗s2 = xs2i
∗
s2 + xh2i

∗
r2

Φ∗s1 = xs1i
∗
s1 + xh1i

∗
r1

Φ∗r2 = xr2i
∗
r2 + xh2i

∗
s2

Φ∗r1 = xr1i
∗
r1 + xh1i

∗
s1

(2.64)

(2.65)

(2.66)

(2.67)

(2.68)
(2.69)
(2.70)
(2.71)

The output powers are given by (2.72), (2.73).

ps2 = <
{

(v∗s2î
∗
s2)
}

qs2 = =
{

(v∗s2î
∗
s2)
} (2.72)

(2.73)

The rotor quantities are related as follows, corresponding to a supersynchronous motor
convention:

i∗r = i∗r2 = −ρIi∗r1 (2.74)
v∗r = v∗r2 = τ

ρI
v∗r1 (2.75)
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It is noted that the angular frequency bases ωb1 and ωb2 are considered to be equal to
a reference frequency ωb (e.g. the grid frequency).
The steady state equivalent circuit of the CDFIM is deduced in Figure 2.1.
xsiσ = xsi − xhi and xriσ = xri − xhi are respectively the stator and rotor leakage
reactance.

Figure 2.1: Steady state equivalent circuit of the CDFIM in the Power machine
synchronous frame

2.2.3 General power curve limits

The generic limit curve expressions are derived from section 2.1 by applying the
per unit transformation to the CDFIM parameters. The equations are summarized
as follows.

p2
s2 + q2

s2 = (|v∗s2n| |i∗s2n|)
2

p2
s2 +

(
qs2 −

|v∗s2n|
2

xs2ω∗s2

)2

= (|v∗s2n| |i∗rn|)
2

(
ps2 − a2 |v∗s2n|

2
)2

+
(
qs2 − b2 |v∗s2n|

2
)2

= 1
c2

(|v∗s2n| |v∗rn|)
2

(
ps2 − a1 |v∗s2n|

2
)2

+
(
qs2 − b1 |v∗s2n|

2
)2

= 1
c1

(ρIg2ω
∗
s2xh1 |v∗s2n| |i∗s1n|)

2

(
ps2 − a0 |v∗s2n|

2
)2

+
(
qs2 − b0 |v∗s2n|

2
)2

= c0 |v∗s2n|
4 + c01 (|v∗s2n| |v∗s1n|)

2

(2.76)

(2.77)

(2.78)

(2.79)

(2.80)

where:

a2 = g2rr2
c2

(2.81)

b2 = 1
xs2ω∗s2

(
1 + g2

2ω
∗2
s2x

2
r2σ2(1− σ2)
c2

)
(2.82)

c2 = r2
r2 + (g2ω

∗
s2σ2xr2)2 (2.83)

σ2 = 1− x2
h2

xs2xr2
= 1− xh2

xr2
(2.84)
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and

a1 = g2γ (rr1 + γrr2)
c1

(2.85)

b1 = (rr1 + γrr2)2 + g2
2ω
∗2
s2 (xr1 + γxr2) (xr1 + γσ2xr2)
ω∗s2xs2c1

(2.86)

c1 = (rr1 + γrr2)2 + g2
2ω
∗2
s2 (xr1 + γσ2xr2)2 (2.87)

and

a0 = (c1k5 − k4k5 + k3k6)
k0

(2.88)

b0 = (c1k6 − k4k6 − k3k5)
k0

(2.89)

c0 = 1
k0

[
(c1k6 − k4k6 − k3k5)2 − k2

5 − k2
6 + (c1k5 − k4k5 + k3k6)2

]
(2.90)

c01 = 1
k0
ρI .τ

(
k2

1 + k2
2

)
(2.91)

d0 = r2
s1 + (gcω∗s2xs1)2 (2.92)

k0 = (c1 − k4)2 + k2
3 (2.93)

k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, and k6 expressions are given by:

k1 = g2ω
∗
s2xh1

d0

[
gcg2ω

∗2
s2xs1 (xr1 + γσ2xr2)− rs1 (rr1 + γrr2)

]
(2.94)

k2 = g2ω
∗2
s2xh1

d0
[−gcxs1 (rr1 + γrr2)− g2rs1 (xr1 + γσ2xr2)] (2.95)

k3 = −gcω∗s2xh1k2 (2.96)
k4 = gcω

∗
s2xh1k1 (2.97)

k5 = g2 (rr1 + γrr2) + gcxh1

γxh2
k2 (2.98)

k6 = 1
γxh2

[
g2

2ω
∗
s2 (xr1 + γxr2) (xr1 + γσ2xr2) + (rr1 + γrr2)2

ω∗s2

]
− gcxh1

γxh2
k1 (2.99)

The nominal quantities in the per unit system are expressed as:

|i∗s1n| = 1p.u.; |i∗rn| =
min {|ir1n| , |ir2n|}

Ir2b
≤ 1 (2.100)

|v∗s1n| = 1p.u.; |v∗rn| =
min {|vr1n| , |vr2n|}

Vr2b
≤ 1 (2.101)

|i∗s2n| = 1p.u.; |v∗s2n| = 1p.u.; ω∗s2 = 1p.u. (2.102)

As can be expected, the limit curve expressions depend on the electrical parameters
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and the ratings of both induction machines i.e. |i∗rn| , |v∗rn| , ρI , and τ . Therefore, for
a given range of machines, the power operating boundaries of the CDFIM and its
ability to supply reactive power would be affected by the choice of the Control and
the Power machines. Consequently, a proper combination should be adopted in order
to achieve the optimal performance of the cascade. Moreover, it shall be noted that
the power capability of the CDFIM is affected by the slip range and the terminal
voltage. The impact of the latter parameters on the power domain, is discussed in
the following sections.

2.3 Power operating margins

The above mentioned limit boundaries are all depicted in a single power chart,
that illustrates the reactive and active powers in its x and y-axes respectively. The
resultant steady state operating domain of the CDFIM is determined by the most
restrictive limit curves. The power capability traces of a laboratory scale CDFIM are
depicted in Figure 2.2. The parameters of the machine are shown in Appendix B,
Section B.1. The results correspond to normal grid conditions with a given slip ratio
gc = −0.1. With respect to supersynchronous motor conventions, generated active
and reactive powers are considered to be negative.

Figure 2.2: Power operating domain of the laboratory scale CDFIM

As can be observed in Figure 2.2, the power margins of the CDFIM are determined
by the stator currents. The capacitive reactive power production (over-excited mode)
is limited by the Control machine stator current |i∗s1n| and the inductive reactive
power consumption (under-excited mode) is limited by the Power machine stator
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current |i∗s2n|. Furthermore, for a limited slip range, the voltage limitation curves
|v∗s1n| and |v∗rn| do not intervene in the determination of the resultant power operating
limits. However for high slip values, they can affect and reduce the power production
domain as it will be shown in Section 2.4.

Remarks

1. Equations (2.7), (2.12), (2.22), (2.33), and (2.45) are useful to directly derive
the voltages and currents in all the machine windings for a given operating point
i.e. Ps2 and Qs2. Knowing these quantities will help to determine the copper
losses i.e. the heating in the machine as well as its magnetic state. This has a
direct impact on the design of the machine in terms of copper winding section
and iron sizing.

2. The steady state operating domain of a single DFIM is investigated in [36], [60],
[129]. The power boundaries are defined by the limit curves (2.76) to (2.78).
It is shown that the power capability of the machine is limited by the stator
current |i∗sn| in under-excited mode and the rotor current |i∗rn| in over-excited
mode. Consequently, it can be deduced that the power operating margins of
the CDFIM and its capability to generate reactive power are reduced compared
to the DFIM2 set alone.

3. As mentioned previously, the operating domain of the CDFIM is determined
by the parameters and characteristics of both DFIMs. Thus is it convenient to
highlight the importance of adopting an adequate combination of the Power
and Control machines that ensures optimal behavior of the cascaded machine.
Considering the laboratory scale DFIMs given in Appendix B, two combinations
can be adopted: configuration A defines M2 as the Power machine and M1 as
the Control machine (as adopted in the remaining of this manuscript), then
configuration B substitutes the position of the two DFIMs. The resultant
operating limits using (2.76) to (2.80) for both configurations are shown in
Figures 2.3a and 2.3b.
As can be deduced, only configuration A can have significant interest for
generating systems. In fact, the CDFIM can operate at the entire active power
region and is able to generate reactive power over a wide active power range.
Whereas in configuration B the power operating domain is extremely reduced.
The CDFIM cannot operate at nominal active power and can barely generate
reactive power for a very limited range. The operation of the CDFIM requires
reactive power consumption instead. Although both machines have the same
power rating, the difference resides in the rotor current ratio (i.e. ρI) and the
p.u. electrical parameters of each DFIM.
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(a) Configuration A (b) Configuration B

Figure 2.3: Power operating domain of a CDFIM

4. Up to this point the stator resistance Rs2 was neglected. A more accurate power
domain is obtained by including the voltage drop across the resistance. In the
mentioned stator voltage orientated reference frame, the flux expression (2.4)
becomes:

Φs2q = Rs2Is2d
ωs2

, Φs2d = |vs2|
ωs2
− Rs2Is2q

ωs2
(2.103)

Applying the modification to (2.24) and (2.25), the expression of |i∗s1n| limit
curve becomes:

(
ps2 − a11 |v∗s2|

2
)2

+
(
qs2 − b11 |v∗s2|

2
)2

= 1
c11

(ρIg2ω
∗
s2xh1xh2 |v∗s2n| |i∗s1n|)

2

(2.104)
where:

a11 =
g2x

2
h2γ (rr1 + γrr2) + g2

2rs2 (xr1 + γxr2)2 + rs2
ω∗2s2

(rr1 + γrr2)2

c11
(2.105)

b11 = xs2 (rr1 + γrr2)2 + g2
2ω
∗2
s2 (xr1 + γxr2) (xr1 + γσ2xr2)
ω∗s2c11

(2.106)

c11 = [xs2 (rr1 + γrr2) + g2rs2 (xr1 + γxr2)]2

+
[
rs2
ω∗s2

(rr1 + γrr2)− g2xs2ω
∗
s2 (xr1 + γσ2xr2)

]2

(2.107)

It yields to the power diagram illustrated in figure 2.4. As can be noticed, the
influence of the resistance is negligible.
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Figure 2.4: Power operating limits. Solid: rs2 is neglected; dashed: rs2 is considered

2.4 Influence of slip range variation

The analytic expressions established above show that |i∗s1n| and |v∗rn| limit curves
depend on the slip ratio g2 and |v∗s1n| limit expression is a function of g2 and gc which,
in turn are related as:

g2 = 1− p2

Σp (1− gc) (2.108)

Since the converter processes only the slip power, gc is usually limited e.g. to ±0.3 in
order to reduce the power converter size. Thereafter the variation range of g2 depends
on the configuration retained for p1 and p2.

Based on (2.78), (2.79) and (2.80), the influence of a slip variation on each of the
aforementioned limitation traces is emphasized in the following. Simulation results
are collected in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 for the laboratory scale machine.

1. |v∗rn| limit curve By increasing g2, the radius decreases and curve (4) moves
to the right and up as one can clearly see in Figure 2.5, which may reduce the
CDFIG capability to provide active and reactive powers for high values of g2 as
depicted in Figure 2.5d.

2. |v∗s1n| limit curve It can be noticed that the limit curve is mostly involved by
gc. An increase in |gc| reduces the limit trace defined by |v∗s1n|, but does not
affect the actual limits of the operating domain.

3. |i∗s1| limit curve On the basis of equations (2.79) and (2.85) to (2.87), one can
prove that by increasing g2, the radius and the value of b1 increase. Besides
a1 increases for small values of g2 but then begins to decrease when g2 exceeds
a particular value. Thus, when g2, increases the limit curve (3) expands and
moves to the right and down. Knowing that the variation in the radius is more
substantial than the shifting value, an increase in g2 would enlarge the power
production margin of the CDFIG as highlighted in Figure 2.6.
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(a) gc = −0.3 (b) gc = −0.2

(c) gc = 0 (d) gc = 0.2

Figure 2.5: Influence of slip variation on the power operating range of a CDFIM

Conversely, for small values of g2 the limit curve is extremely reduced as the
radius is proportional to the slip value. Indeed for g2 < 0.1 the cascade is not
able to operate at nominal active power anymore. Since the ability to provide
active and reactive power is usually limited by the |i∗s1n| limitation curve, it
is important to retain a high value of g2 at every operating speed, in order to
optimize the power generation domain of the system as shown in Figure 2.6.
A null value of the slip ratio is prohibited and a change of the sign is to be
avoided. At this point, it is convenient to highlight the effect of the number of
pole pairs on the power operating range. Referring to (2.108), one can easily
deduce that for the limited slip range gc ∈ [−0.3; 0.3], a CDFIM with equal
number of pole pairs results in better performances and optimizes g2 for the
entire speed operating region.
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Figure 2.6: Variation of the currents limitation curve with respect to the slip ratio g2

Under realistic operating conditions and optimal induction machine combinations,
the simulation of various power machine scales over a wide speed range shows that
the |v∗s1n| limitation curve has no influence on the resultant power domain as the
corresponding radius is much greater than the radius of the current curves. Thus its
expression can be excluded from the determination of the power operating region of
the CDFIM. Whereas the rotor voltage limit curve |v∗rn| may, in some configurations,
affect and reduce the power production margins for high slip values.

The previous tests were also performed on a 300 kW machine and they have led
to the same conclusions. It seems justified then to conclude, that the reactive power
production (over-excited mode) of a CDFIM is determined by the stator current limit
|i∗s1n| for a limited speed range, and by rotor voltage limit |v∗rn| for large slips; whereas
the reactive power consumption (under-excited mode) is limited by the stator current
limit |i∗s2n| for the entire operating region.

2.5 Influence of a terminal voltage variation

Previous results considered a constant voltage supply at nominal conditions. The
impact of a voltage variation on the operating region of the CDFIM is explored
hereinafter. Simulation results are presented in Figure 2.7 for different terminal
voltages. As can be noticed, subsequent to a voltage drop, the limit area shrinks but
the eccentricity moves to the left and down. This can be deduced from equations
(2.76) and (2.79). The radius of the limit curves are reduced and curve (3) is shifted.
As a result, the power operating region of the CDFIM is reduced over a wide power
range. Nevertheless, the machine will be able to generate more reactive power at low
active power operation which is interesting in the case of grid voltage sag.
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Figure 2.7: Power operating range of CDFIM at different terminal voltages.
Solid:|v∗s2| = |v∗s2n|; dashed:|v∗s2| = 0.8 |v∗s2n|, dotted:|v∗s2| = 0.7 |v∗s2n|

2.6 Power limit curves for industrial application
scale machines

In medium and high power scale machines, that are the most used in industrial
applications, the following condition is widely verified

rri <<< xri (2.109)

Therefore the above limit curve expressions can be further reduced leading to the
following simplified relations:

p2
s2 + q2

s2 = (|v∗s2n| |i∗s2n|)
2 (2.110)

p2
s2 +

(
qs2 −

|v∗s2n|
2

xs2ω∗s2

)2

= (|v∗s2n| |i∗rn|)
2 (2.111)(

ps2 − a |v∗s2n|
2
)2

+
(
qs2 − b |v∗s2n|

2
)2

= c (|v∗s2n| |i∗s1n|)
2 (2.112)(

ps2 − α |v∗s2n|
2
)2

+
(
qs2 − β |v∗s2n|

2
)2

=
(
|v∗s2n| |v∗rn|
g2ω∗s2σ2xr2

)2

(2.113)

where

a = γ (rr1 + γrr2)
g2ω∗2s2 (xr1 + γσ2xr2)2 ; α = g2rr2

(g2ω∗s2σ2xr2)2 (2.114)

b = xr1 + γxr2
ωs2∗xs2 (xr1 + γσ2xr2) ; β = 1

xs2ω∗s2σ2
(2.115)

c = τγx2
h1

(xr1 + γσ2xr2)2 (2.116)
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The power limit traces of a high power CDFIM based on two identical 300 kW
induction machines are depicted in Figure 2.8 for a slip ratio gc = 0.3 The parameters
of the machine are given in Appendix B Section B.2. The minor difference between the
initial and the simplified limit curves prove the coherence of the new limit expressions.

Figure 2.8: Power operating limits of a 300 kW CDFIM . Solid: initial limit expressions;
dashed: simplified expressions

As highlighted previously, the ability of the CDFIG to generate reactive power is
limited. Its limit depends on the electrical parameters and ratings of both induction
machines. The simplified limit curve expressions can be used to revise the design of
the machine in order to achieve better performances in terms of power capability.
In order to increase the reactive power production margins of the generator, the radius
of curve (3) must be increased and/or the center must be shifted left and down. This
is translated by an increase in the value of ’c’ and a decrease in the values of ’a’ and
’b’. Reference to (2.114) to (2.116) the following conclusions can be deduced:

– An increase in the power ratio τ enlarges the power operating domain. However
this value is practically limited (τ ≤ 1) and cannot be significantly increased.

– The reactive power capability can be expanded by increasing xh1 (i.e xs1). This
also reduces the magnetizing current of the machine.

– Increasing xh2 (i.e xs2) and/or decreasing xr1 and xr2 amplifies ’a’, ’b’ and ’c’.
Since the variation in the radius is more substantial than the shifting value, this
will result in increasing the reactive power limit of the CDFIM. The variation
rate is limited by the condition on σ2 > 0.

Accordingly, a modification up to 3% in the p.u. electrical parameters of the 300 kW
CDFIM is illustrated in Figure 2.9 in dashed line. The reactive power margin is
indeed increased by 8%.
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Figure 2.9: Reactive power capability of the CDFIG

2.7 Magnetic core saturation

The above results and conclusions are valid under the assumption of no magnetic
core saturation. The proposed analytic study considers linear magnetic conditions
with constant inductances that do not vary with the currents. However, since the
Control machine operates at variable flux levels, it would be interesting to emphasize
the impact of the magnetic circuit saturation on the power operating margins of
the CDFIG (refer to Figure 2.1). The saturation phenomenon of induction machine
is treated in the literature [16]. A magnetizing curve can be determined based
on experimental measurements. The steady state equivalent circuit of a DFIM is
illustrated in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Steady state equivalent circuit of the DFIM

No-load tests are performed on the Control machine. The machine is supplied at
variable voltage from rotor side and the stator voltage and rotor current are measured.
The saturation curve of the laboratory scale machine is depicted in Figure 2.11.

During capacitive reactive power generation (over-excited mode), the control flux
is increased. Consequently the iron core is magnetically saturated especially when the
Control machine is heavily excited. This is reflected by a decrease in the magnetizing
reactance xh1 and a significant increase in the Control machine stator current (in
comparison with the case where magnetic saturation is neglected).
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(a) φh1 = f(ih1) (b) xh1 = f(ih1)

Figure 2.11: Saturation curves

Since the control current is the limiting variable in this mode of operation and xh1 is
directly related to the radius of the limit curve (refer to (2.79)), it can be deduced
that the magnetic saturation significantly limits the capability of the generator to
supply capacitive reactive power. In under-excited (inductive) mode, the limiting
variable is the Power machine stator current. Thus the reactive power capability is
not influenced by the magnetic saturation since the power machine flux is stable at
constant output voltage.
Taking into consideration the magnetizing curve and the variation of xh1 for every
operating point, a new limit bound for the laboratory scale machine is derived by
interpolation. For a given active-reactive power operating point (ps2, qs2) from the
theoretical non saturated limit curve, the magnetizing current ih1 is determined based
on the steady state equivalent circuit of the CDFIM (refer to Figure 2.1). Then,
reference to the saturation curve in Figure 2.11b, the real magnetizing reactance xh1

is deduced. In that case, the new reactive power that can be supplied by the machine
under this active power operation and taken into consideration saturation, will be
moved to q′s2 that is on the new curve. Its value is computed using (2.79). This
procedure can be generalized and the new limit bound is plotted in Figure 2.12. As
can be noted, the limit curve in presence of saturation is more restricted as it is shown
in dashed line. Thus, the reactive power capability of the generator (over-excited
domain) is reduced.
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Figure 2.12: Effect of magnetic core saturation on reactive power generation. Solid:
without saturation, dashed: with saturation.

2.8 Experimental validation

2.8.1 Experimental bench

The purpose of this section is to validate experimentally the presented analytical
approach and verify the steady state power operating limits of the CDFIG. The
laboratory scale bench is illustrated in Figure 2.13. The CDFIM is driven by a

Figure 2.13: CDFIM: experimental test bench

servo-controlled synchronous motor of 2 kW. The mechanical speed of the prime
mover is adjusted by a universal drive UNIDRIVE SP control unit. Notice that the
DFIMs are magnetically independent. Their shafts are directly coupled and the rotor
windings are interconnected through inverse sequence. Similar to the simulation, the
test is undertaken for gc = −0.1. In this case the Control machine just consumes
active power (due to the losses in the machine), thus the machine is supplied through
a diode bridge rectifier cascaded to a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) inverter
(FUJI 7MBP50RA120 module) based on Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors (IGBT).
The IGBT inverter operates at 5 kHz, its control signals are generated by a Xilinx
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Spartan-3 FPGA integrated on a single board rio (Sb-rio). The FPGA is programmed
from a block diagram representation in Labview interface.

For the experimental validation, the machine is operating in generator mode.
The CDFIG is driven at constant speed (Ω = 55π

2 rad/s). A variable inductive load
is connected to the CDFIG in order to describe the peripheral limit curve of the
theoretical operating domain. The machine is controlled to retain at steady state
the nominal output voltage |vs2n| regardless of the load variation. This is achieved
through the regulation of the Control machine voltage vs1 in open loop operation.
Subsequently, for each operating point, the current and voltage measurements at
steady state are collected and compared to the nominal parameters of the CDFIG.

2.8.2 Experiments

In order to emphasize the impact of magnetic circuit saturation on the power
operating margins of the CDFIG, two experimental tests are conducted. The first
test is performed at reduced output voltage to prevent saturation phenomenon. The
second test is conducted at a higher voltage that induces magnetic circuit saturation.
The results are presented in per unit form with respect to the reduced power and
voltage bases.

Experiments Avoiding Magnetic Circuit Saturation

While avoiding the magnetic saturation, several operating points from the pe-
ripheral limit curve of the theoretical non saturated domain were reached by varying
the inductive and resistive loads as depicted in Figure 2.14a. The corresponding
|i∗s1| measurements are collected in Figure 2.14b. As foreseen, the nominal current is
induced in the stator of the Control machine M1, with a relative error of 5-7%. This
confirms that the reactive power capabilities of the CDFIG are limited by the Control
machine stator current ratings. Whereas the remaining current and voltage quantities
persist under their rated value pursuant to (2.7), (2.12), (2.22), (2.33), and (2.45);
which proves the validity of the analytic method elaborated in this manuscript. The
experimental measurements at steady state, for the particular point A (refer to Figure
2.14a) are shown in Figure 2.15. The minor differences between the expected values
and those obtained experimentally arise from iron losses in the machine that were
neglected in the computation of the power curve expressions in addition to inevitable
measurement errors. It is noted that the Power machine is operating at a stator
frequency ωs2 = 100π rad/s. It induces a rotor frequency ωr2 = −ωr1 = 45π rad/s
and a Control machine stator frequency ωs1 = 10π rad/s. These values satisfy the
frequency relations (1.27, 1.31, 1.34 and 1.43) established in Chapter 1 for the inverse
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coupling interconnection.

(a) Operating points from the theo-
retical non saturated peripheral limit
curve

(b) Variation of M1 stator current when de-
scribing the power limit curve

Figure 2.14: Experimental test 1 (avoiding saturation)

(a) Load current and voltage −is2,vs2 (b) M1 current is1

(c) Rotor line-to-line voltage ur (d) Rotor current ir

Figure 2.15: Experimental results avoiding saturation (point A)

Experiments Considering Magnetic Circuit Saturation

While testing at higher voltage, the saturation occurs. The response of the CDFIG
at steady state is analyzed under different loads lying within the theoretical non
saturated operating limits (solid line) as presented in Figure 2.16a. In this case, the
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nominal control current is theoretically expected. However, it can be noted in Figure
2.16b that due to saturation phenomenon, a greater current is required to compensate
the output voltage magnitude.

(a) Operating points from the theoret-
ical non saturated and the saturated
peripheral limit curves

(b) Variation of M1 stator current when describ-
ing the power limit curves

Figure 2.16: Experimental test 2 (considering saturation)

As a result, the capability of the CDFIG to supply capacitive reactive power is reduced
when core saturation is considered because of significant effect on the control current.
The experimental results at steady state, for the particular point B (refer to Figure
2.16a) are shown in Figure 2.17.

(a) Load current and voltage −is2,vs2 (b) M1 current is1

(c) Rotor line-to-line voltage ur (d) Rotor current ir

Figure 2.17: Experimental results considering saturation (point B)
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As can be seen, the control current exceeds significantly its nominal value, whilst the
remaining quantities are kept below their ratings. In order to study the impact of
the saturation, an additional test is performed at a point C that corresponds to the
theoretical saturated limit curve (dashed line in Figure 2.16a ). The steady state
variation of the control current is shown in Figure 2.18. The current induced in the
Control machine stator windings is equal to 1.1 p.u. This value is close to the nominal
current, which proves that indeed the point C defines a new limit bound.

Figure 2.18: Experimental measurement of is1 at point C

Conclusion

The chapter investigates the steady state power operating domain of a CDFIM
that is of great interest when it comes to sizing a machine in a practical application.
A rigorous generic analytic method is proposed to derive the limit area in which
the machine can operate safely without exceeding its rated quantities. It is shown
that the power boundaries depend on the combination and design of both induction
machines. An important result of this study is that the inductive reactive power
consumption limit is determined by the Power machine stator current |is2n|, whereas
the capacitive reactive power production is limited by the Control machine stator
current |is1n| and is reduced compared to the DFIM set alone. The power operating
margin is subject to further limitations resulting from terminal voltage drops and
speed variations. The effect of magnetic circuit saturation is further discussed. The
reactive power generation domain is reduced due to the saturation phenomenon.
Experiments performed on a laboratory scale CDFIG validate the presented approach
with and without saturation.

The results presented in this work give way to a new prospect. The simplified
limit curve expressions suggest that a possible revision of the design of the machine
might yield to better performances in terms of power capability.

The power limit range of the CDFIM should be taken into consideration in the
next chapters, in order to ensure the machine being operated within its ratings.
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Chapter 3

WECS Modeling

Introduction

The growth of the wind energy sector is significant in view of increasing pollution
and lack of fossil fuels. In the early development of the wind technology, the majority
of the WTs have been operated at constant speed. With recent advances in power
electronics and electrical generators control, variable speed WTs equipped with
pitch angle control have become the dominating unit. The variable speed operation
improves the efficiency and the reliability of the system by increasing the output
power production and reducing the mechanical stresses, the acoustic noise and the
torque pulsations [32] [84].

The DFIGs are among the predominant units for high power WECS, since they
are able to supply constant frequency electric power at variable speed operation.
Independent regulation of active and reactive powers is accomplished by means of
converters sized for a fraction of the nominal power (30-35%) depending on the
slip (operating speed) range and the reactive power requirements [36], [60], [148].
Nevertheless, the main drawback of this classical structure is the presence of brushes
and slip rings which increase significantly the maintenance cost and reduce the life
time of the machine [122], [131]. The CDFIG arises as an alternative solution to the
DFIG by virtue of its similar behavior, and brushless structure.

This chapter is devoted to the modeling of a grid-connected WECS based on
a CDFIG. It offers an overall description of the system. The mechanical part is
modeled in a first place (section 3.2). It includes the model of the wind turbine, the
gearbox and the generator shaft. The model of a non stationary wind speed based
on spectral analysis follows in section 3.3. Concerning the electrical part, the model
of the grid-connected CDFIG designed in Chapter 1 is retained. The mathematical
model of the power frequency converter is elaborated in section 3.4.
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3.1 Configuration of a WECS based on a CDFIG

The configuration of a WECS based on a CDFIG is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The generator is driven by a variable speed wind turbine. The stator of the Power
machine (M2) is directly connected to the main supply, whereas the stator windings
of the Control machine (M1) are supplied at variable frequency via a reduced size
power converter. In order to operate at variable speed in both subsynchronous and
supersynchrounous mode, a bidirectional power converter is required to allow the slip
power transfer Ps1 in both directions. This is achieved using a back-to-back converter
based on IGBT transistors with PWM control [27], [100]. During supersynchronous
generator mode, the slip power is supplied to the grid. The Machine Side Converter
(MSC) is operating as a rectifier and the Grid Side Converter (GSC) as an inverter.
In subsynchronous generator mode the slip power is fetched from the network to the
Control machine. In this case the GSC operates as a rectifier and the MSC as an
inverter.

Figure 3.1: Configuration of a WECS based on a CDFIG

A modular representation of the grid-connected wind generating system is inves-
tigated. Normal grid conditions are considered. Figure 3.2 represents the different
components of the WECS. Each unit is modeled as an object and connected to the
others by means of input signals and output variables as shown in the figure. The
model and block diagram of the current source grid-connected CDFIG is elaborated in
section 1.3.2. It is based on the mathematical model of two single DFIMs connected in
inverse rotor coupling sequence. The remaining components are detailed hereinafter.
The system model is implemented on Matlab/Simulink software to test and validate
new control schemes. The parameters of a 300 kW WECS are given in Appendix B.
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The CDFIG is based on two identical 300 kW DFIMs.

Figure 3.2: Global diagram of the WECS PWM control

3.2 WT model

The wind turbine generating system represented in Figure 3.3 consists of a horizon-
tal axis wind turbine with three blades, coupled to the generator through a gearbox.
The latter converts low speeds of the turbine to the higher speeds of the generator.

Figure 3.3: Representation of a WECS

According to Betz’ law, WTs can extract only a fraction of the power from the wind
which is limited by the power coefficient of the turbine Cp. Therefore the aerodynamic
power captured by a WT can be expressed as follows [124], [134]:

Paer = 1
2CpρπR

2
pv

3
w (3.1)

ρ being the air density, Rp the radius of the turbine blade and vw the wind velocity.
Hence an aerodynamic torque described by (3.2) is generated at the wind turbine
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shaft to drive the CDFIG; where Ωt is the mechanical speed of the wind turbine.

Taer = Paer
Ωt

= 1
2CpρπR

2
pv

3
w

1
Ωt

(3.2)

The power coefficient Cp(λ, β) characterizes each wind turbine [2]. It is defined as a
function of the pitch angle β and the tip speed ratio λ which, in turn, is given by:

λ = RpΩt

vw
(3.3)

The parameters of a 300 kW wind generating system are presented in Appendix B,
Section B.2. The power coefficient expression is given by (3.4) [4].

Cp(λ, β) = 0.5109
(116
λi
− 0.4β − 5

)
e

−21
λi + 0.0068λ (3.4)

1
λi

= 1
λ+ 0.08β −

0.035
β3 + 1 (3.5)

The variation of the power coefficient as a function of tip speed ratio is illustrated in
figure 3.4 for different values of the pitch angle.

Figure 3.4: Power coefficient versus tip speed ratio characteristics for different values
of β

It can be noticed that for each value of β, there is a value of λ for which the power
coefficient is maximum. The optimal operating point, for the particular WT used in
this study, occurs when β = βopt = 0° and λ = λopt = 8.1. It induces the absolute
maximum power coefficient Cpmax = 0.475 that allows the maximization of the power
captured by the WT. Consequently, according to (3.3), there is a particular mechanical
speed to be followed for a specified wind velocity in order to achieve this optimal
behavior. This operation is known as the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)
and will be investigated in Chapter 5. Two methods will be presented for tracking
the optimal operation of a wind turbine based on a CDFIG and maximizing the
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generated power: the conventional "instantaneous MPPT" algorithm and a novel
"mean MPPT strategy". In the first classical approach, the system is carried to extract
instantaneously the maximum available power for every wind speed. Whereas the
mean MPPT strategy intends to generate the maximum constant power related to
the average of the wind speed.

The gearbox is mathematically model by (3.6) and (3.7), G being the gearbox
ratio and Tg the aerodynamic couple referred to the generator side.

Ωt = Ω
G

(3.6)

Tg = Taer
G

(3.7)

A simplified representation of the generating unit is to consider the system as
a model with two lumped masses: the WT and the generator, having respectively
the moment of inertia Jt and Jg [134]. Accordingly, the dynamic equation at the
generator shaft is modeled by 1:

J
dΩ
dt

= Tg + Tem − fvΩ (3.8)

Here J is the combined moment of inertia of the turbine and the generator, fv is the
viscous friction coefficient and Tem and Ω represent the electromechanical torque and
the rotational speed of the generator, respectively.

J = Jt
G2 + Jg (3.9)

Reference to the above equations, the block diagram of the mechanical part is built
in Figure 3.5.

3.3 Wind speed model

An accurate representative wind speed model is fundamental for the elaboration
of new control methods and the assessment of the overall system behavior. Since
WTs are maintained normal to wind direction for maximum power extraction, an
horizontal wind speed model is adequate and can be established based on Van der
Hoven and Von Karman power spectrum.

1. With respect to the supersynchronous motor convention adopted to the CDFIM model, Tem < 0
in generator operating mode.
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Figure 3.5: Bloc diagram of the WT

The wind speed vw(t) is analytically expressed by the superposition of two components,
a slow varying component vm(t) and a turbulence component vt(t):

vw(t) = vm(t) + vt(t) (3.10)

The low frequencies component vm(t), for medium and long term variations is most
commonly described by the Weibull distribution having the following probability
density function (pdf) [56]:

f(vm) = k

c

(
vm
c

)k−1
e−( vmc )k (3.11)

where k is a shape parameter and c is a scale parameter. The pdf is essential to
determine the expected generated power and the economic viability of the project.
The high frequencies component vt(t), for short term variations can be described by a
normal distribution with zero mean value and a standard deviation related to the
slow component variation.
These two components can be clearly identified in Van der Hoven’s power spectrum
depicted in Figure 3.6 [135]. It represents a large frequency band power spectral
analysis of horizontal wind speed made over more than six decades, calculated in the
range 0.00047 to 900 cycles/h. The power spectrum shows two eddy energy peaks that
occur respectively at a low and a high frequency which are separated by an energy
gap. Regardless some differences in details, the spectrum retains the same pattern
under varying sites and synoptic conditions [135]. It is noted that the partition of
the wind speed into two different components (equation (3.10)) is valid due to the
presence of the spectral gap between both the short term and the medium and long
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Figure 3.6: Van der Hoven’s spectrum for horizontal wind speed

term components. The turbulence component contains the frequencies above the
spectral gap with a time range of seconds to minutes and the slow varying component
includes all frequencies below the spectral gap with a time scale of hours, days, etc.
Accordingly, it can be stated that the average of the instantaneous wind speed over
a period Ta lying within the spectral gap (10 to 20 min) is virtually equal to the
medium and long term component [19]:

vmean = 1
Ta

∫ to+Ta
2

to−Ta2
vw(t)dt ' vm(to) (3.12)

Therefore, it can be deduced that the high frequencies wind speed fluctuations induced
by the turbulence term do not intervene in the average produced energy, which is
determined by only the medium and long term variation. However, it has a major
impact on the power quality generated by the wind turbine which may disturb
the network stability. On that basis, the generation of a constant output power,
irrespective of wind speed fluctuations, would sustain the power system stability.

A wind speed generator is implemented in this work using Van der Hoven and Von
Karman power spectrum [19], [85] where the low frequencies component is treated as
a stationary process and the turbulence component as a non stationary process. The
slow varying component is modelled according to Van der Hoven’s power spectrum
associated to a specific site. A mathematical representation described by (3.13), (3.14)
is generated by sampling the low frequency domain of the spectrum.

vm(t) =
N∑
i=0

Ai cos (wit+ φi) (3.13)

where wi, i ∈ {1, .., N}, is the discrete angular frequency, Svv(wi) is the corresponding
power spectral density, φi is a random value in the range [−π, π] generated with a
uniform distribution, and Ai the amplitude of the harmonic at frequency wi computed
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as in (3.14)

Ai = 2
π

√
1
2 [Svv(wi) + Svv(wi+1)] [wi+1 − wi] (3.14)

The initial value A0 represents the long time scale wind speed average v̄w calculated
at a period greater than the largest period in the Van der Hoven’s model.

The Van der Hoven’s spectrum cannot be employed for the implementation
of the turbulence component, which is regarded as a non stationary process. Its
characteristics should depend on the medium and long term wind speed variations.
Accordingly, a non stationary turbulence model can be stochastically described based
on Von Karman power spectrum with adjustable parameters:

Svv(w) =
0.475σ2 L

vm(
1 + (w L

vm
)2
) 5

6
(3.15)

where σ is the turbulence intensity and L the turbulence length. As it can be noticed,
the model depends on the terrain properties and on the low frequencies wind speed
evolution. The short term component is simulated using a shaping filter (3.16) with
adjustable parameters and a white noise input [85].

Hv(s) = Kv

(1 + Tvs)
5
6

(3.16)

The static gain Kv is calculated in a way to have a normalized standard deviation of
the colored noise nc(t), at the output of the filter. The turbulence expression is thus
obtained by multiplying the colored noise nc(t) by the expected standard deviation
σ̂v of the wind speed:

vt(t) = σ̂vnc(t) (3.17)

In order to reduce the computing time, the 5/6 order filter is approximated by a
rational filter. One solution is to adopt the following transfer function [85]:

Ĥv(s) = Kv
(1 +maTvs)

(1 + Tvs) (1 +mbTvs)
(3.18)

with ma = 0.4 and mb = 0.25. The parameters Kv and Tv of the filter are generated
and adjusted periodically according to the low frequency speed variation. The
simulation of the short term component is obtained based on the following procedure.
Two sampling periods are adopted: Tp1, in minutes ranges to sample the slow varying
component vm(t) and Tp, in seconds ranges to sample the turbulence component
(white noise).
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1. Generate the discrete value vm,i using the sampling period Tp1.

2. For each step i of this procedure, update the parameters of the rational filter
according to the following expressions:

T iv=
L

vm,i
(3.19)

σ̂iv=kσ,vvm,i (3.20)

Ki
v=
√

π

TpSiδw
(3.21)

Ki
v is determined through the condition of a normalized standard deviation as

mentioned above with:

Si=
J∑
j=0

1 + (maT
i
vjδw)2[

1 + (T ivjδw)2
] [

1 + (mbT ivjδw)2
] (3.22)

J= π

Tpδw
(3.23)

δw is the sampling step of the angular frequency and kσ,v the slope of the
regression curve.

3. Generate the colored noise nic(t) using the discrete form of the filter Ĥ(z) with
the sampling period Tp

4. Calculate the wind speed as follows:

vw(t) = vm,i(t) + σ̂ivn
i
c(t) (3.24)

Figure 3.7 illustrates a non stationary wind speed profile simulated over a time duration
of 45 min with L = 180 m, kσ,v = 0.16, Tp = 1 s, Tp1 = 60 s and δw = 0.002 rad/s.

Figure 3.7: A non stationary wind speed profile
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3.4 Back-to-back converter model

The back-to-back converter comprises two voltage source PWM converters con-
nected in cascade through a DC bus as represented in Figure 3.8. Each converter
includes three legs consisting of six IGBTs and six anti-parallel diodes. The DC
capacitor linking the MSC and the GSC stabilizes the DC-link voltage. In order to
achieve full control of the grid current, the DC-link voltage is boosted to a level higher
than the amplitude grid line-to-line voltage [12]. A grid filter is placed between the
GSC and the grid. The inductor transforms the input circuit into a current source,
reduces high frequency components of line current and provides boost feature to the
GSC [69].

Figure 3.8: Structure of a back-to-back converter

Among the main advantages of the back-to-back PWM converter are [70], [100], [136]:
– Low harmonic distortion of the line current.
– Bidirectional power flow, thus operation of the CDFIG in subsynchronous and

supersynchronous modes.
– Quasi sinusoidal input current.
– Adjustment and stabilization of the DC bus voltage.
– Regulation of the reactive power flow and the input power factor.

3.4.1 Converter model

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the converter model receives as inputs the DC voltage,
along with the three-phase line currents. It calculates the DC current and the three-
phase modulated voltages (the converter terminal voltages) given the three-phase
reference voltages generated by the control unit.

The converter modeling is elaborated under the assumptions of ideal switching,
continuous conduction mode and no losses. A generic model of a two level static
converter is represented in Figure 3.9. where:

– Udc is the constant DC bus voltage.
– it is the modulated DC current.
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– i1a, i1b, i1c are the three-phase line currents.
– v1a, v1b, v1c are the modulated three-phase voltages .
– Si, S

′
i are the bidirectional ideal switches.

It is noted that the convention of an inverter are considered in the figure, then the
model will be adapted to the GSC and MSC pursuant to the notation in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.9: Generic model of a static converter

In order to describe the full operation of the PWM converter, two relationships shall
be established: the first one gives the three-phase voltages in terms of the DC voltage;
the second one computes the DC current given the three-phase currents. Switching
functions associated with the converter legs are introduced to describe the converter
switching states. kj is the switching function associated with the leg j (j = a, b, c).
These functions are generated by comparing the reference voltage from the output of
the controller to the sawtooth carrier.

kj =



1 if v1j,ref (t) > vcarrier(t),
thus Sj is ON and S ′j is OFF.

0 if v1j,ref (t) < vcarrier(t),
thus Sj is OFF and S ′j is ON.

(3.25)

Accordingly, the following voltage expression is computed.

vjM = kjUdc (3.26)

On the other side, relation (3.27) is always verified.

vaM − vbM
vbM − vcM
vcM − vaM

 =


v1a − v1b

v1b − v1c

v1c − v1a

 (3.27)

The unity of the solution is obtained by considering the zero-sequence component of
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the three-phase voltages nil, leading to:

v1a

v1b

v1c

 = Udc
3


2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2



ka

kb

kc

 (3.28)

The current in each converter leg is computed by (3.29). Then Kirchhoff law yields to
(3.30).

iSj(t) = kji1j(t)
it = kai1a + kbi1b + kci1c

(3.29)
(3.30)

The voltage source PWM converter is modeled by (3.28), (3.30) in the three-phase
coordinate.

3.4.2 DC-link model

The DC bus model receives as inputs the DC currents of the MSC and the GSC
and calculates the DC voltage as follows. The Kirchhoff current law yields to (3.31).

C
d

dt
Udc = idc − iL (3.31)

3.4.3 Filter model

Applying the mesh analysis (Figure 3.8), the three-phase voltage balance across
the inductors is: 

ega

egb

egc

 =


vga

vgb

vgc

+Rl


iga

igb

igc

+ Ll
d

dt


iga

igb

igc

 (3.32)

In a Park coordinate rotating at the grid frequency ωg, (3.32) becomes:

Egd = Vgd +RlIgd + Ll
d

dt
Igd − LlωgIgq (3.33)

Egq = Vgq +RlIgq + Ll
d

dt
Igq + LlωgIgd (3.34)

Besides, the instantaneous input active and reactive powers are given by (3.35), (3.36).

P = 3
2(EgdIgd + EgqIgq) (3.35)

Q = 3
2(EgqIgd − EgdIgq) (3.36)
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Conclusion

In this chapter, the mathematical model of a grid-connected wind energy generating
system based on a CDFIG is presented. A simplified model of the wind turbine based
on two lumped masses is implemented. The power frequency converter feeding the
generator is based on a back-to-back PWM converter. It allows bidirectional power
flow between the generator and the grid. The evolution of a horizontal wind speed is
synthesized taking into consideration two components. The slow varying component is
computed based on Van der Hoven power spectrum associated to a specific site. The
turbulence component is considered as a non stationary process. It is implemented
using Von Karman model and assumed to be dependent on the medium and long
term wind speed evolution.

The control scheme of an integrated wind power plant will be investigated in the
next chapters. It requires the regulation of the MSC together with the GSC.
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Chapter 4

Vector Control of the WECS

Introduction

This chapter deals with the vector control of a grid-connected WECS based on
a CDFIG. The integration of new generating plants into the network requires the
regulation of the two back-to-back converters: the MSC and the GSC. A voltage
sensorless approach based on virtual flux orientations is elaborated for the independent
control of the active and reactive power flow. The GSC is manipulated in order to keep
a constant DC-link voltage level and adjust the amount of reactive power exchanged
with the grid. The MSC is controlled to achieve decoupled regulation of the machine
output stator active and reactive powers.

In grid-connected operation, the system intends to extract the maximum power
and achieve optimal behavior of the wind turbine. However, due to the considerable
progress of wind power generation systems, new grid code requisites are introduced.
In addition to power optimization, the system must provide additional reactive current
to support network stability through voltage regulation. On that basis, the reactive
power capability of the integrated unit and the contribution of the GSC to reactive
power production are to be investigated.

The chapter is organized as follows. The control strategy of the global system
is addressed in section 4.1. The virtual flux orientation approach is introduced in
section 4.2. The vector control of the GSC is investigated in section 4.3. Section
4.4 is devoted to the control of the MSC. Despite the complexity of the CDFIG
representation, an efficient controller is implemented based on the vector model of the
generator in a unified rotating frame. The steady state power operating margin of
the generating plant and its contribution to reactive power supply during grid faults
and normal conditions is detailed in section 4.5.
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4.1 Control strategy of the back-to-back converter

The integration of wind energy conversion plants into the grid involves the control
of both the MSC and the GSC. The objective of the CDFIG controller is to achieve
maximum power extraction of the wind turbine. A decoupled vector control of the
MSC enables independent regulation of the CDFIG output active and reactive powers.
The active power is adjusted in order to track the optimal operating point of the
WT and maximize the power generated by the integrated unit. The reactive power is
controlled to support the network stability through power factor regulation. As for
the GSC the main function is to retain a constant DC-link voltage level regardless of
the direction of power flow between the Control machine and the grid. It can also
contribute to the reactive power supply.

Hereinafter, a decoupled vector control strategy, based on virtual flux orientation
is proposed for the regulation of both converters. The grid voltage sensors are replaced
by a VF estimator, so the orientation frame angles are no longer computed from grid
voltage measurement. Among the main advantages of the VF orientation are: lower
harmonic distortion, sinusoidal current even under unbalanced and distorted grid
conditions, more stable orientation devoid of measurement noise, voltage sensorless
operation that improves reliability and reduces installation cost [70], [71]. The overall
control structure of the generating system is described in Figure 4.1 and will be
detailed in the following sections.

Figure 4.1: Voltage sensorless control of WECS based on CDFIG

The output active power set point (Ps2,rerf ) is derived by the WT speed controller
in order to achieve optimal operation of the WT according to the adopted MPPT
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method. The reactive power set points (Qs2,ref , Qref ) are provided by the Transmission
System Operators (TSO) according to the grid code requirements and the power
capabilities of the generating plant i.e the CDFIG and the GSC (as will be investigated
in section 4.5).

4.2 Virtual Flux estimator

The virtual-flux-based approach was introduced by [72] for the control of a three-
phase PWM boost rectifier. It assumes that the grid line voltages, in combination
with the AC side inductors are quantities related to a virtual AC motor as shown in
Figure 4.2; where Rl and Ll represent respectively the stator resistance and leakage
inductance of the virtual motor.

Figure 4.2: GSC circuit diagram with AC side presented as virtual motor

Accordingly, it can be stated that the grid voltage eg would be induced by a virtual
air gap line flux Φ which are related by (4.1) using phasor vectors:

Φ =
∫
egdt (4.1)

On the other side, a virtual flux expression can be derived based on the converter
input voltage vg and the line current ig as follows:

Φ = Φm + ΦL (4.2)

=
∫

(vg + L
d

dt
ig)dt (4.3)

Φm being the converter virtual flux vector and ΦL the inductor virtual flux vector.
Given the measured DC-link voltage Udc and the converter switching states fj, the
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converter input voltages are estimated as follows using (3.28).

ṽga

ṽgb

ṽgc

 = Udc
3


2 −1 −1
−1 2 −1
−1 −1 2



fa

fb

fc

 (4.4)

In the stationary (αβ) coordinate, relation (4.4) becomes:

Ṽgα = 2
3Udc

(
fa −

fb
2 −

fc
2

)
(4.5)

Ṽgβ = Udc√
3

(fb − fc) (4.6)

Therefore, neglecting the line resistance Rl and referring to (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6) the
virtual flux components in (αβ) reference frame are estimated as:

Φ̃α =
∫ 2

3Udc
(
f12 −

f22

2 −
f32

2

)
dt+ LlIgα (4.7)

Φ̃β =
∫ Udc√

3
(f22 − f23) dt+ LlIgβ (4.8)

Under sinusoidal and balanced grid condition, the line voltages are approximated by:

eg = d

dt
(|Φ| ejωgt) = jωgΦ (4.9)

Resulting in the following estimated line voltages in stationary frame. ωg being the
grid frequency.

Ẽgα = −ωgΦ̃β (4.10)
Ẽgβ = ωgΦ̃α (4.11)

It should be noted that the low pass filter behavior of the integrator in (4.7) and (4.8)
reduces the noise of the estimated quantities.

4.3 GSC control

The objective of the GSC controller is to keep the DC-link voltage constant
regardless of the magnitude and direction of the Control machine power Ps1. It can
also adjust the amount of reactive power exchanged with the grid. Various control
strategies for the GSC have been proposed in the literature [73], [100], [127], [136]. A
decoupled vector approach using VF orientation is briefly discussed in the following.
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It enables independent control of the active and reactive powers flowing between
the supply and the converter. The DC voltage and the reactive power are adjusted
through the regulation of the line current d-q components.

Considering the VF oriented reference frame, which is a rotating coordinate system
aligned to the virtual flux Φ, the dynamic behavior of the GSC can be described as
follows:

Egd = Vgd +RIgd + L
d

dt
Igd − LωgIgq = 0 (4.12)

Egq = Vgq +RIgq + L
d

dt
Igq + LωgIgd =

∣∣∣eg∣∣∣ = ωg |Φ| (4.13)

P = 3
2EgqIgq (4.14)

Q = 3
2EgqIgd (4.15)

Neglecting the filter and converter losses, the power flow between AC and DC
sides is approximated by:

Udcidc ≈ P (4.16)

Applying the GSC average model, the DC link voltage expression is derived by
(4.17):

d

dt
Udc = 1

C
(idc − iL) (4.17)

Based on the above relations, the open loop block diagram of the GSC in the VF
oriented frame is built in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Open loop block diagram of the GSC in the VF oriented frame

As noted in the figure, a decoupled vector control can be applied to the converter
with two parallel cascaded loops. The reactive power Q is regulated by action on
the line current d-component; and the active power P i.e. the DC link voltage Udc
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is controlled by adjusting the current q-component. The current set points Igd,ref
and Igq,ref are provided respectively by the reactive power and the DC link voltage
controllers. The inner loop regulates the line currents. Feed forward terms are added
to compensate the cross coupling perturbations associated with line inductance and
the grid voltage. The vector control scheme of the GSC using hierarchical loops and
Proportional Integral (PI) controllers is illustrated in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: VF oriented Vector control scheme of GSC

The Park transformation angle to the VF (dq) frame is defined based on the
estimated virtual flux components as:

ξ = arctan
(

Φ̃β

Φ̃α

)
(4.18)

Furthermore, the instantaneous active an reactive powers are computed using the
measured line current and the estimated virtual flux as follows:

P̃ = 3
2 (EgαIgα + EgβIgβ) = 3

2ωg
(
Φ̃αIgβ − Φ̃βIgα

)
(4.19)

Q̃ = 3
2 (EgβIgα − EgαIgβ) = 3

2ωg
(
Φ̃αIgα + Φ̃βIgβ

)
(4.20)

The output of the line current controller forms the the AC side voltage references
Vgd,ref , Vgq,ref expressed in the VF reference frame. The three-phase references [vg,rerf ]3
for the PWM control are generated by an inverse Park transformation from (dq) to
(abc) coordinate.
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4.4 MSC control

In the targeted integrated wind turbine application, the controller must provide
independent regulation of the output active and reactive powers of the generator.
Thanks to the unified frame vector model of the CDFIG, a decoupled vector control
can be implemented, equivalent to the well known stator field oriented control of a
single grid-connected DFIG [105], [128]. The approach is based on cascaded loops
with two regulation paths, devoted to adjust the stator current direct and quadrature
axis components distinctly.

Equations (4.21) to (4.28) summarize the dynamic behavior of the CDFIG in the
common Power machine synchronous reference frame.

vs2 = Rs2is2 + d

dt
Φs2 + jωs2Φs2 = eg

vs1 = Rs1is1 + d

dt
Φs1 + j (ωs2 − ΣpΩ) Φs1

0 = Rrir + d

dt
Φr + j (ωs2 − p2Ω) Φr

Φs2 = Ls2is2 +Msr2ir

Φs1 = Ls1is1 −Msr1ir

Φr = Lrir +Msr2is2 −Msr1is1

Ps2 = 3
2<{(vs2i

?
s2)}

Qs2 = 3
2={(vs2i

?
s2)}

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28)

The orientation of the d-axis along the M2 stator flux vector Φs2 ensures a complete
decoupled regulation between the output active and reactive powers. Neglecting the
voltage drop across the stator resistance Rs2, the stator flux Φs2 and the grid voltage
virtual flux Φ are approximately equal. This way, grid voltage sensorless operation
is achieved through VF orientation technique using the transformation frame angle
ξs2 = ξ.

In utility grid case, the stator flux is imposed by the grid and is considered to be
constant under normal conditions. Thus, in the above mentioned coordinate system,
where the d axis is aligned to the rotating virtual flux phasor Φ, the following relations
are established:

Φs2q ' 0, Φs2d ' |Φs2| = |Φ| ,
d

dt
Φs2d = 0

Vs2d = 0, Vs2q = |vs2| = ωg |Φ|

Ps2 = 3
2 (Vs2qIs2q)

Qs2 = 3
2 (Vs2qIs2d)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)
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Referring to (4.23), (4.24) and (4.26), the Power machine and the Control machine

stator currents are related by (4.33), where ωr2 = ωs2 − p2Ω and σp = 1− M2
sr2

Ls2Lr
.

Rr

Msr2
Φs2 + Lr

Msr2

d

dt
Φs2 −

RrLs2
Msr2

is2 −
Ls2Lrσp
Msr2

d

dt
is2 −Msr1

d

dt
is1

+ jωr2

(
Lr
Msr2

Φs2 −Msr1is1 −
Ls2Lrσp
Msr2

is2

)
= 0 (4.33)

Moreover a relation can be established between the Control machine stator current and
voltage is1 and vs1 respectively and the Power machine stator current is2. Rearranging
(4.22), (4.24) and (4.25) leads to:

vs1 = Rs1is1 + Ls1
d

dt
is1 −

Msr1

Msr2

d

dt
Φs2 + Ls2Msr1

Msr2

d

dt
is2

+ jgcωs2

(
Ls1is1 −

Msr1

Msr2
Φs2 + Ls2Msr1

Msr2
is2

)
(4.34)

Introducing the expression of d

dt
is1 from (4.33) in (4.34), results in the following

relation:

vs1 = −RrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

is2 −
Ls2
Msr2

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
is2 +Rs1is1 + Ls1Rr

Msr1Msr2
Φs2

+
(

LrLs1
Msr1Msr2

− Msr1

Msr2

)
d

dt
Φs2 + j

(
gcωs2

Msr1Ls2
Msr2

− ωr2
σpLrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

)
is2

+ j (gcωs2 − ωr2)Ls1is1 + j
(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1Msr2

− gcωs2
Msr1

Msr2

)
Φs2 (4.35)

Decomposing into d-q components, expression (4.35) becomes as follows in the VF
reference frame:

RrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

Is2d + Ls2
Msr2

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
Is2d = −Vs1d + ad = Us1d (4.36)

RrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

Is2q + Ls2
Msr2

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
Is2q = −Vs1q + aq = Us1q (4.37)

As observed, vs1 and is2 d-q components are linked by a first order linear transfer
function:

Is2d,q(s) = Kp

1 + τps
Us1d,q(s)

Kp = Msr1Msr2

RrLs1Ls2
; τp =

(
σpLr
Rr

− M2
sr1

Ls1Rr

)
= σ1Lr1 + σ2Lr2

Rr

> 0

(4.38)

(4.39)

The terms ad and aq, defined in the following, refer to the d-q coupling disturbances
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composed of a cross perturbation and a back EMF related to Φs2.

ad = Rs1Is1d + Ls1Rr

Msr1Msr2
Φs2d −

(
gcωs2

Msr1Ls2
Msr2

− ωr2
σpLrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

)
Is2q

− (gcωs2 − ωr2)Ls1Is1q (4.40)

aq = Rs1Is1q +
(
gcωs2

Msr1Ls2
Msr2

− ωr2
σpLrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

)
Is2d + (gcωs2 − ωr2)Ls1Is1d

+
(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1Msr2

− gcωs2
Msr1

Msr2

)
Φs2d (4.41)

Referring to (4.31), (4.32), (4.36) and (4.37), the open loop transfer function of
the grid-connected CDFIG, defined in the VF (dq2) reference frame is presented in
Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Open loop transfer function of a grid-connected CDFIG in VF frame

As can be deduced, a decoupled sensorless vector control of the CDFIG is achieved
with the VF orientation. The output active and reactive powers can be independently
adjusted through hierarchical loops. Ps2 and Qs2 are controlled through the action
on the Power machine stator current Is2q and Is2d respectively. The latter are driven
by the Control machine stator voltage Vs1q and Vs1d.

Accordingly, a vector control consisting of two nested loops is implemented on
each axis using PI controllers. Due to the symmetry of the machine model in the
defined oriented frame, identical controllers are implemented on each axis. The outer
loop controls the active and reactive powers. The output of the power controller
generates the stator current set points Is2d,ref , Is2q,ref . The inner loop regulates the
Power machine stator current and provides the voltage demands Vs1d,ref , Vs1q,ref .
Compensation terms ãd, ãq, based on (4.40) and (4.41), are added to the output of the
controller by feed forward action to overcome the effect of the coupling disturbances.
It provides linear transfer functions in order to simplify the controller design and
ensure good dynamic response and tracking of the reference values. The terms are
computed based on the virtual flux estimation and the stator current measurements
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in the (dq2) frame.

4.4.1 Stator current control loop

The study is carried out on a 300 kW CDFIG. The parameters of the machine are
given in Appendix B. The current control loop is depicted in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Stator current loop block diagram

The plant to be controlled is a first order transfer function GIs(s) (4.42). Numerically,
the cutoff frequency is ωIs = 33 rad/s.

GIs(s) = Is2d,q
Us1d,q

= Kp

1 + τps
= 79.86

1 + 0.0303s (4.42)

A PI current controller CIs(s) is designed in order to satisfy the following specifications:
– Zero steady state error
– The settling time of the closed-loop is three times smaller than the open-loop

settling time.
The first order inner closed-loop dynamic is represented by (4.43).

FIs(s) = Is2d,q
Is2dq,ref

= 1
1 + 0.01s (4.43)

4.4.2 Power control loop

The power outer loop is illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 4.7. The stator
current dynamic is taken into consideration. The open-loop transfer function is given
by (4.44). The settling time is equal to the inner closed-loop settling time.

GP (s) = Qs2

Is2d,ref
= Ps2
Is2q,ref

= FIs(s)
3
2Vs2q (4.44)

The PI controller CP (s) is synthesized to meet the following specifications:
– Zero steady state error
– Settling time eight times greater than the currents settling time.
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Figure 4.7: Outer power loop block diagram

4.4.3 Control scheme

Based on the stator current measurements (is1, is2) and the derived value of the
virtual line flux Φ̃, the MSC control scheme using voltage sensorless approach is
described in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: VF oriented Vector control scheme of MSC

The Power machine stator current is transformed from the original (abcs2) coordinate
to the VF oriented frame (dq2) by performing a Clarke transformation to (αβs2)
followed by a Park transformation (4.45) using the frame angle ξs2.

(x)dq2 = e−jξs2(x)αβs2 (4.45)

The Control machine stator currents are first transformed from (abcs1) to (αβs1) by
means of the Clarke transformation. Then, the vector transformation from (αβs1)
reference to (dq2) frame is performed by (4.46) which is based on the relation defined
in (1.70).

(x)dq2 = e−j(ξs2−p1θm1−p2θm2)(x̂)αβs1 (4.46)

Here likewise, the instantaneous output active and reactive powers are estimated as
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follows:

P̃s2 = 3
2ωg

(
Φ̃αIs2β − Φ̃βIs2α

)
(4.47)

Q̃s2 = 3
2ωg

(
Φ̃αIs2α + Φ̃βIs2β

)
(4.48)

The voltage references Vs1d,ref , Vs1q,ref at the output of the controller are established
in the VF rotating reference frame (dq2). The signals must be transformed into the
M1 three-phase stator frame (abcs1) in order to form the sinusoidal reference values for
the PWM modulation. This is achieved through a vector transformation (by rotation)
using relation (4.49) followed by an inverse Clarke transformation. It induces the
DFIM2 stator quantities to operate at ωg for any rotational speed.

(x)αβs1 = e−j(ξs2−p1θm1−p2θm2)(x̂)dq2 (4.49)

4.5 Power operating domain of the generating unit

The increasing penetration of wind turbine is challenging the network stability,
due to the uncontrollable generated power that arises from wind fluctuations. For
this reason, the grid codes are adapted for wind power integration into the grid. The
requirements defined by the TSO for large wind farms are becoming more restrictive
and similar to conventional power plants in order to preserve the network stability
and contribute to voltage regulation [1], [37], [43], [130]. In fact, in addition to active
power production, extended reactive power supply is required not only under grid
disturbances but also in steady state operation. Indeed, following network faults,
the unit plant should withstand voltage sags and remain connected to the grid and
must provide reactive power for voltage regulation purposes. Besides, during normal
tolerated steady state operation, the integrated unit should operate at different power
factors (leading or lagging) depending on the voltage level at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC). On that basis, the system must be able to produce or consume
reactive power in order to compensate voltage variations and retain the terminal
voltage within the tolerate range. Figure 4.9 illustrates the power factor range for
two different TSOs under normal operating conditions [1],[139].

As shown, this diagram may vary slightly from one TSO to the other because
of the differences in the grid structures. The aforementioned requisites are to be
satisfied at the PCC. Thus, the required reactive current can be provided using the
CDFIG itself, the GSC, FACTS, transformers equipped with on-load tap changers,
shunt reactors and capacitors, cables or other reactive power sources [13], [139].
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(a) German grid code (b) Spanish grid code

Figure 4.9: Power factor requirements given by two TSOs for steady state operation

In order to meet network requirements without exceeding the ratings of the system,
it is imperative to define the working range of the generating unit in terms of active
and reactive powers, and its ability to provide reactive power for voltage regulation
under different terminal voltage levels. The steady state operating limits of the CDFIG
with respect to its rated parameters is elaborated in Chapter 2. The analysis has
shown that reactive power consumption is limited by DFIM2 stator current nominal
value |is2n|, while the reactive power production is delimited by DFIM1 stator current
maximal value |is1max|. The latter being determined by DFIM1 and MSC ratings.
Therefore, to benefit from maximum reactive power capability, the MSC should be
able to carry the stator current nominal value |is1n| and a portion of the nominal
voltage |vs1n|. The power limit curves of the CDFIG are recalled hereinafter:

P 2
s2 +Q2

s2 =
(3

2 |vs2| |is2n|
)2

(
Ps2 − A1 |vs2|

2
)2

+
(
Qs2 −B1 |vs2|

2
)2

=
(

3g2ωs2Msr1Msr2 |vs2| |is1max|
2Ls2C2

1

)2

(4.50)

(4.51)

The analysis can be further extended to include the contribution of the GSC in
reactive power production. The main task of the controllers is to maintain constant
the voltage of the DC bus. However, it can supply reactive current and increase
therefore the power operating domain of the global generating system. The capability
of the converter depends on its rated line current

∣∣∣ign∣∣∣ and the DC link capacitance.
Referring to (4.14) and (4.15), the power exchanged between the network and the
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GSC can be expressed as a function of the line current amplitude as:

P 2 +Q2 = (3
2
∣∣∣eg∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ig∣∣∣)2 (4.52)

Since the objective of the GSC is to ensure M1 active power transfer for DC voltage
regulation, the priority is always given to active power. Consequently, neglecting
converters losses, the additional reactive power that can be provided by the GSC is
expressed as:

Q =
√

(3
2
∣∣∣eg∣∣∣ ∣∣∣ign∣∣∣)2 − P 2

s1 (4.53)

Notice that the active power Ps1 transmitted to the Control machine depends on the
output power Ps2 and the rotational speed Ω. Taking into account the losses in the
machine, the power transmitted to the rotor of a DFIM is expressed as follows

−g (Ps − Pjs) = Pr − Pjr (4.54)

Applying (4.54) for both machines and considering supersynchronous motor convention,
the power transmitted to the converter becomes

Ps1 = −gcPs2 + gcPjs2 + 1
g1
Pjr2 + 1

g1
Pjr1 + Pjs1 (4.55)

Pjs and Pjr denote the copper losses in stator and rotor resistance respectively and
are given by:

Pjs = 3
2Rs |is|

2 (4.56)

Pjr = 3
2Rr |ir|

2 (4.57)

Furthermore, assuming optimal operation of the wind turbine, the mechanical speed
is derived as follows with reference to (3.1) and (3.3).

Ω = 3

√√√√ 2Ps2λ3
optG

3

ρπR5
pCpmax

(4.58)

Combining (4.50),(4.51) and (4.53), the total power capability of the 300 kW gener-
ating unit is illustrated in Figure 4.10 comprising a 150 kVA converter. It is worth
pointing out that the power limit chart should be implemented in the controller to
ensure the system being operated within its ratings. Then, the distribution of the
reactive power set points between the available VAR sources is subject to an opti-
mization problem. Referring to Figure 4.10, it can be deduced that following voltage
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drops, the operating area of the generating unit is significantly reduced. Thus, it is
convenient to mention that under normal grid conditions, the priority is accorded to
active power generation for maximal power tracking of the WT, yet it can be switched
to reactive power priority during voltage sag to participate to voltage regulation.
Indeed, it would be interesting to decrease voluntarily the active power generation so
as to provide the required reactive power stated by the grid codes.

Figure 4.10: Power operating domain of a 300 kW WT at different terminal voltages.
Solid:

∣∣∣eg∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣egn∣∣∣; dashed:∣∣∣eg∣∣∣ = 0.8

∣∣∣egn∣∣∣

Conclusion

The control scheme of a grid-connected WECS based on a CDFIG is presented
in this chapter. A virtual flux oriented vector control is applied for the decoupled
regulation of active and reactive powers, leading to grid voltage sensorless operation.
The controller is based on two cascaded loops implemented on each converter. The
main function of the GSC controller is to maintain a constant DC-link voltage. The
MSC is optimizing the power generated by the WT through independent regulation
of the CDFIG output active and reactive powers. Despite the complex mathematical
model of the generator, an efficient controller is implemented thanks to the unified
frame vector representation. Moreover, the generating unit is dynamically controlled
to provide additional reactive power according to the new grid code requirements.
Accordingly, the steady state power operating domain of the integrated unit is
established to ensure the system being operated within its ratings. It is shown that
reactive power capability of the CDFIG can be enlarged by including the contribution
of the GSC.
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Chapter 5

Maximum Power Point Tracking
strategies for Wind Generation
Systems under normal grid
conditions

Introduction

Variable speed WECS are controlled to maximize the power generated by the WT
by tracking its optimal behavior. This operation is known as the MPPT algorithm.

Instantaneous MPPT algorithms are elaborated in the literature to track instanta-
neously the optimal operating point of the WT and extract the maximum available
power for every wind speed. However, due to the stochastic aspect of the wind
speed and its turbulence high frequencies component, fluctuating and uncontrollable
power is generated by the WT which affects the injected energy quality and results in
network disturbances. In order to retain the power system stability, a novel method for
tracking the optimal operation, while providing enhanced energy quality is elaborated
in this chapter. The proposed method, denoted "mean MPPT", intends to generate
the maximum constant power related to the average of the wind speed.

After a brief description of the instantaneous MPPT algorithm in section 5.1,
the proposed new mean MPPT strategy is analyzed in section 5.2. For the purpose
of comparison, the two methods are implemented on the elaborated model of WT
based on the CDFIG. The generating unit is regulated based on the virtual flux
oriented vector control established in Chapter 4. Simulation tests are performed
on Matlab/Simulink environment using the non stationary wind speed model. The
results validate the new control approach and emphasize the characteristics of each
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method regarding the system efficiency and the quality of the produced energy.

5.1 Instantaneous MPPT approach

Various techniques for instantaneous maximum power tracking of WECS have
been widely discussed throughout the bibliography. The generating unit is seeking to
extract the maximum available power for every wind velocity and track instantaneously
the optimal operating point. This can be achieved through a direct regulation of
the generator mechanical speed. Alternatively the turbine speed can be indirectly
adjusted at its optimal value by controlling the torque or the active power of the
generator [29].

This section offers a brief description of the conventional well known instantaneous
MPPT algorithm. It reveals the dynamic response of the wind energy plant in order to
highlight the WT performance and establish a comparative study with the new mean
MPPT approach. The method followed hereinafter to achieve the optimal behavior
consists in controlling the stator output active power Ps2 of the CDFIG, which is
made equal to the maximum available aerodynamic power. Based on the generator
rotational speed, the active power set point is computed through the speed power
characteristic curve of the WT. Referring to (3.1) and (3.3) the optimal active power
to be generated is derived by (5.1) and the blade pitch angle is set to its optimal
value β = 0°.

Ps2,ref = −1
2CpmaxρπR

5
p

(
Ω

Gλopt

)3

(5.1)

Notice that the reference value depends on the mechanical speed which is determined
by wind changes. Thus the output power will be affected by wind speed high
frequencies oscillations.

The instantaneous MPPT control scheme is implemented on the 300 kW power
plant model based on the CDFIG using Matlab/Simulink environment. The system is
regulated by means of the virtual flux oriented vector control. The test is conducted
under normal grid conditions using the wind profile established in Figure 3.7. Simula-
tion results are collected in Figure 5.1. The active power per unit values are with
respect to the nominal active power base Ps2n. As it can be observed, the tip speed
ratio and the power coefficient are varying in the immediate vicinity of their optimal
value λopt and Cpmax respectively. Consequently, the wind power generating system
is keeping good track of the optimal behavior, with the objective to maximize the
power captured by the wind turbine for every wind speed. It is worth pointing out
that prominent deviations in the power coefficient Cp arise from sudden variations in
the wind speed caused by wind gust.
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Figure 5.1: Wind turbine behavior in response to the instantaneous MPPT algorithm
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The variation of the generator mechanical speed indicates that the controlled system
is able to operate in both subsynchrounous and supersynchronous mode. As a result
the power transmitted to the converters is either fetched from or feeding the utility
grid. The DC-bus is properly controlled in order to maintain a constant voltage level.

The instantaneous MPPT strategy ensures maximum system efficiency. However,
this power optimization is at the expense of the power quality and the network
stability. As foreseen, uncontrollable fluctuating power is generated by the WT due to
the wind speed high frequencies component. The oscillations in stator output power
can be clearly observed in Figure 5.1. These fluctuations affect the quality of the
energy injected into the network, and induce as well high variations in the generator
electromechanical torque that increase the stress on the grid side.

5.2 Mean MPPT strategy

Simulation results in previous section has shown that, despite the high system
efficiency and power optimization, the instantaneous MPPT method generates oscil-
lations in the output power that induce network disturbances. The aim of the new
mean MPPT strategy is to enhance the energy quality feeding the grid by providing
quasi-constant output power regardless the wind speed variations, in order to sustain
the power system stability. In addition, the controlled unit must ensure high efficiency
and benefit from the maximum available wind power so as to achieve the optimal
operation. Accordingly, the principle of the proposed method is to produce the maxi-
mum constant power that refers to the average of the wind speed vmean, predicted
over a predefined period Ta [8], [9]. This can be accomplished through the regulation
of the CDFIG stator active power using the sensorless decoupled vector scheme with
virtual flux orientation. The suggested method involves at each step the prediction of
the mean wind speed vmean over the upcoming interval, then the optimal power set
point to be provided by the speed controller is derived as:

Ps2,ref = −1
2CpmaxρπR

2
pv

3
mean (5.2)

The main issues regarding the presented approach are the prediction of the mean
wind velocity and the choice of the interval length Ta. Referring to (3.12), if the time
scale Ta is chosen within the spectrum gap, the average of the instantaneous wind
speed is virtually equal to the medium and long term component. Consequently, the
turbulence component associated to high frequencies oscillation is removed, and the
mean value is defined by only the slow varying component of the wind speed. There
from, the generating plant is carried to reach the optimal operation and ensure high
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efficiency through the optimization of the power related to the slow varying term of
the wind speed. Moreover, since the low frequencies component vm(t) is slow varying
on a time duration Ta, it can be stated that the average vmean, which is approximated
to vm(t), will slightly differ between two consecutive intervals. Accordingly, a linear
prediction technique is adopted hereinafter that predicts directly the average of the
wind speed at a time step ahead given a finite number n of observations over the
passed intervals.

The linear prediction method is a time series analysis concerned with system
modeling in a time varying environment [68], [115]. Since wind speed signal is a time
varying process, the development of a parametric model using a limited number of
observations can be useful for prediction or forecasting. The linear prediction model
assumes that the output signal of a system is a linear combination of its past samples
and present and past inputs. The objective is to find the model that fits best the signal
waveform, which is the mean wind speed in our case. Since the input is unknown, the
future mean value is predicted based on the present and past observations, using the
following linear transformation (5.3). This model is known as auto-regressive (AR) or
all-pole model.

yp(i+ 1) = a1y(i) + a2y(i− 1) + ...+ amy(i−m+ 1) (5.3)

where y is the output observation, ak, k = 1, ...,m are the model coefficients and
m is the model order. The model order must be selected carefully, and the model
coefficient are computed periodically at every step based on a modeling window. The
latter contains a finite number n of the latest mean wind speed observations (present
and past samples) and is used to find the best model of the signal, then this model
can be used to predict the mean wind speed for a time step ahead. Notice that the
model is adjusted periodically with every new observation.

The model parameters are estimated using the least squares error method. Indeed,
since the linear prediction model cannot fit perfectly the signal waveform, a model
error is generated. The prediction error e(i), also known as residual, is the difference
between the real value y and the predicted value yp at the same instant. It is expressed
as:

e(i) = y(i)− yp(i) (5.4)

Including the modeling error, equation (5.3) is reprinted as:

y(i) = a1y(i− 1) + a2y(i− 2) + ...+ amy(i−m) + e(i) (5.5)
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Applying the above relation on the n samples, a set of equations can be written and
rearranged as follows:

Y = XA+ E (5.6)

where:

Y =
[
y(i) y(i− 1) ... y(i− j)

]T
(5.7)

A =
[
a1 a2 ... am

]T
(5.8)

E =
[
e(i) e(i− 1) ... e(i− j)

]T
(5.9)

X =



y(i− 1) y(i− 2) ... y(i−m)
y(i− 2) y(i− 3) ... y(i− (m+ 1))

. . .

. . .

. . .

y(i− (j + 1)) ... y(i− (m+ j))


(5.10)

j = n− (m+ 1) (5.11)

The total squared error given by (5.12), describes the energy in the error signal

D = ETE =
i∑

l=i−j
e2(l) (5.12)

In least squares method the model parameters ak are derived through the minimization
of the total squared error D with respect to each of the parameters. As a result, the
elements in matrix A can be found as:

A = (XTX)−1XTY (5.13)

Consequently, according to (5.13) the model coefficients are calculated at every
step using the corresponding model window. Then the predicted mean value of the
upcoming interval is computed using (5.3).

In brief, the mean MPPT procedure is resumed as follows:

1. Predict at time t0 the mean wind speed associated to the interval t0 +Ta. This is
achieved through linear prediction method with a limited number of observations
using relations (5.13) then (5.3).

2. The predicted mean value is retained as a set point for the computation of the
constant power reference value Ps2,ref using equation (5.2).
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3. The previous steps are repeated periodically at time t0 + iTa.

The mean MPPT approach is validated on Matlab/Simulink under the same
conditions of section 5.1. The simulation tests are carried out using the wind profile
implemented in Figure 3.7. The model order and the number of observations for the
linear prediction are chosen according to the minimum squared error based on several
wind profiles. Numerically, m = 3 and n = 10. Moreover, a leading capacitive power
factor cosφref = 0.98 is imposed at the PCC. Hereinafter the reactive current demand
is supplied by the CDFIG, providing it complies with the limit operating domain of
the machine. Accordingly the reactive power reference values are computed as:

Qs2,ref = (P + Ps2) tanφref (5.14)
Qref = 0 (5.15)

Simulation results are reported in Figure 5.2 over a span of 45 min and an average
period Ta= 10min. As can be noticed, the generating unit is providing constant power
over the defined interval Ta irrespective of wind fluctuations, which improves the
energy quality feeding the network and decreases the stress on the generator and the
grid side by damping electrical torque oscillations. At this point, it is convenient
to highlight that the wind energy contributes to the production of electric energy
as well as rotational mechanical power. Subsequently, a lack or excess in the wind
turbine input power will give rise respectively to a deceleration or acceleration in the
mechanical rotational speed in order to provide the required output power demand.
Then the pitch angle control can be activated in order not to exceed the rated power
and desired speed range (yet the mechanical control is discarded in this study). Indeed,
according to the shaft dynamic model (3.8), the power relation (5.16) is verified.

Paer + Pm = Pf + Pmec (5.16)

The power flow at the turbine shaft is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Pf is the frictional
losses and Pmec the mechanical power stored in the shaft inertia. Notice that with
respect to supersynchronous motor convention, the CDFIG mechanical power Pm is
negative in generator mode operation.

Here likewise, the generator is operating in both subsynchronous and supersyn-
chronous modes as shown in Figure 5.2. The generator speed corresponding to the
average wind velocity (at optimal operation) can be set at any point by the choice of
the gearbox ratio. Of course, to stay within the desired limited slip range, this point
should be around the synchronous speed.
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Figure 5.2: Wind turbine behavior in response to the mean MPPT algorithm
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Figure 5.3: Wind turbine power flow

In addition to power quality improvement, the controlled unit manages to ensure
the power factor requirements by providing the appropriate amount of reactive power.
It also sustains a constant DC voltage regardless of load variations with a relative
error less than 2%, as it can be observed in Figure 5.2.

Furthermore, it shall be noted that the mean MPPT algorithm may reduce the
CDFIG ratings for a given wind profile. In fact, the characteristics are determined
by the average of the wind speed, whereas for the instantaneous MPPT strategy the
machine characteristics are defined by the maximum wind speed value.

Nevertheless, the implementation of this new MPPT method reduces somewhat
the efficiency of the system compared to the classical MPPT strategy. Indeed the
average produced active power, for the given simulation time duration, is decreased
by roughly 5%. Simulation results validate that the system is tracking the optimal
behavior of the wind turbine. However, the deviations of Cp and λ with respect to
their optimal value is more substantial, for the reason that the controlled system
is optimizing the power related to the average of the wind speed rather than the
instantaneous value.

Conclusion

This chapter presents maximum power tracking techniques of a variable speed
WECS based on a CDFIG. The conventional instantaneous MPPT algorithm is first
presented. Then, a novel mean MPPT approach is elaborated for tracking the optimal
operation of the WT. The controlled unit is carried to produce the maximum constant
power associated to the average value of the wind speed, predicted over a predefined
interval. In comparison with the instantaneous MPPT method, the proposed new
strategy improves the quality of the generated power by feeding constant power
irrespective of wind oscillations. This tracking method decreases the stress on the
generator and the grid side and supports the network stability. However, the system
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efficiency is reduced since the controlled unit optimizes the power that refers to the
slow varying component of the wind speed instead of the instantaneous value.

The MPPT approaches are validated by simulation using Matlab/Simulink envi-
ronment. The generating system is regulated based on the decoupled VF oriented
vector control investigated in Chapter 4. The dynamic reactive power control of the
integrated unit enables power factor regulation at the PCC according to grid code
requisites.
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Standalone Cascaded Doubly Fed
Induction Generator
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Chapter 6

CDFIG Supplying Isolated
Constant Frequency AC Loads

Introduction

The CDFIG is a good candidate for VSCF systems, specially in applications where
high level of reliability and long time maintenance periodicity are required. This
brushless structure can be directly connected to a constant frequency grid, despite
speed variations. The generator is driven by low power converter, fixed by the range
of the operating speed. This chapter establishes the control of a standalone CDFIG
supplying an isolated load, and operating as a variable speed constant frequency
generator. Despite the complexity of the generator modeling an efficient controller can
be elaborated based on the theory of a unified reference frame vector representation.
In standalone operation, the controller aims to adjust the amplitude and frequency
of the output voltage irrespective of load and speed variations. Here, the generating
system considered for simulation is designed for supplying an isolated three-phase load
dedicated to embedded aircraft applications but can be adapted to other industrial
applications such as autonomous wind energy and hydro-power systems.

In section 6.1, the model of the standalone generator in embedded aircraft electric
power generation systems is presented. The control of the generator is detailed in
section 6.2. The terminal voltage is adjusted through a decoupled vector control with
two nested loops. In section 6.3, the control approach is validated by simulation
using Matlab/Simulink environment with both load and rotational speed variations.
An experimental validation of the proposed control strategy follows in section 6.4.
The performance of the controlled system is further tested under unbalanced load in
section 6.5.
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6.1 Model of the standalone CDFIG

The configuration of a standalone CDFIG in embedded aircraft industry is pre-
sented in Figure 6.1. The global structure is similar to a single DFIG [62], [88]:

Figure 6.1: Configuration of an autonomous system based on a CDFIG

the stator of DFIM2 is directly connected to the grid, whereas the stator of DFIM1 is
fed by a power frequency converter. The windings are connected to a voltage source
inverter supplied by a rectifier which in turn is connected to a PMSG, allowing initial
excitation of the CDFIG and full autonomous capabilities to the system. For a limited
speed range, the converters are sized for a fraction of the nominal power. When a
bidirectional back-to-back power converter is used, the machine can operate in both
subsynchronous and supersynchronous modes. In this case a proper control of the
PMSG is required to keep the DC-link voltage constant regardless of the direction of
the power flow [62]. However the study presented in the following is focused on the
control of the CDFIG (i.e. the MSC).

A modular representation of the system is elaborated based on the conventional
model of two distinct DFIGs combined in inverse coupling sequence as shown in
Figure 6.2. The model and block diagram of the standalone voltage source CDFIG
are detailed in section 1.3.3. As well the inverter model is presented in section 3.4.1.

Figure 6.2: Global model of a standalone CDFIG
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The loads can be modeled using an equivalent current source. Regarding the me-
chanical part in aircraft application, the electromagnetic torque of the CDFIG can
be neglected with regard to the turbine torque [91]. Thus, the mechanical speed
is considered to be a varying parameter imposed by external source, independently
of the load variation. The global model of the system is established by a simple
interconnection of the different components. This modular representation is imple-
mented on Matlab/Simulink for simulations in order to validate new control techniques
and evaluate the behavior and response of the generator regarding speed and load
variations.

6.2 Control strategy

In the targeted application, the CDFIG is driven at a variable speed and supplies
an isolated three-phase load. The controller must provide constant frequency and
amplitude for the terminal voltage in spite of load and/or speed variations. Thanks to
the unified frame vector model, the complex CDFIG generator has similar structure
as a single DFIG. This allows the development of control strategies and analysis
tools analogous to the ones used for a classical wound rotor induction machine [34],
[99], [102]. An indirect stator field oriented decoupled vector control is adopted to
adjust the output voltage vs2 of the CDFIG. The approach is based on cascaded
loops with two regulation paths, devoted to adjust the rotor current d-axis and q-axis
components distinctly. The voltage magnitude is controlled through the regulation
of the Power machine stator flux Φs2. Unlike the utility grid case, in standalone
applications the stator flux is no longer imposed by the grid and can be adjusted by
action on one of the rotor current components. The other component is used to force
the reference frame orientation [6].

The equations of the CDFIG in the common Power machine synchronous reference
frame using phasor quantities and supersynchronous motor conventions are recalled
hereafter:

vs2 = Rs2is2 + d

dt
Φs2 + jωs2Φs2 (6.1)

vs1 = Rs1is1 + d

dt
Φs1 + j (ωs2 − ΣpΩ) Φs1 (6.2)

0 = Rrir + d

dt
Φr + j (ωs2 − p2Ω) Φr (6.3)
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Φs2 = Ls2is2 +Msr2ir = Ls2iµ2 (6.4)
Φs1 = Ls1is1 −Msr1ir (6.5)
Φr = Lrir +Msr2is2 −Msr1is1 (6.6)

iµ2 = is2 + m2ir being the stator magnetizing current. If stator field orientation is
considered with the d-axis aligned along the stator flux vector Φs2, the following
relations are deduced:

Φs2q = Iµ2q = 0; Φs2d = |Φs2| = Ls2Iµ2d (6.7)

Introducing (6.7) in (6.4) and decomposing into d-q components yields to:

Is2q = −Msr2

Ls2
Irq (6.8)

Is2d = Iµ2d −
Msr2

Ls2
Ird (6.9)

Referring to (6.1), (6.7), (6.8) and (6.9) the dynamic behavior of the magnetizing
current (i.e. stator flux) is expressed as:

Ls2
Msr2

Iµ2d + L2
s2

Rs2Msr2

d

dt
Iµ2d = Ls2

Rs2Msr2
Vs2d + Ird

Vs2q = Rs2Is2q + ωs2Ls2Iµ2d

(6.10)

(6.11)

At steady state, the grid voltage magnitude should be maintained constant. Neglecting
the resistive voltage drop with regard to the back EMF ωs2Ls2Iµ2d, the following
relations are obtained:

Vs2d ' 0
Vs2q ' ωs2Ls2Iµ2d ' |vs2|

(6.12)
(6.13)

It can be noticed from (6.10) that Iµ2d and Ird are linked by a first order transfer
function. The voltage d-axis component Vs2d is considered as a disturbance.

Iµ2d(s) = Kµ

1 + τµs
Ird(s); Kµ = Msr2

Ls2
; τµ = Ls2

Rs2
(6.14)

Since the influence of Vs2d is negligible, the magnetizing current, i.e. the stator flux, can
be directly controlled by adjusting the rotor current d-component. The magnetizing
current demand Iµ2d,ref is determined by the output stator voltage reference value.
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According to (6.13), the current set point is computed as:

Iµ2d,ref =
|vs2|ref
Ls2ωs2,ref

(6.15)

In this context, the rotor current q-component forms a degree of freedom, it is thus
manipulated to force the vector orientation of (dq2) along the stator flux. The required
Irq set point is derived from the condition of Φs2q = 0 as:

Irq,ref = − Ls2
Msr2

Is2q (6.16)

Notice that Irq must track its reference under the action of a fast control loop
(compared to the flux control loop) to reach an effective reference orientation. This
approach may be denoted: "indirect stator flux orientation vector control". The
orientation condition means that the stator flux orientation frame angle (the Park
angle) ξs2 can be derived from a simple integral of the output frequency demand
ωs2,ref as shown in (6.17). It does not have to be computed from stator voltage
measurement, since the orientation is forced by the condition (6.16).

ξs2 =
∫
ωs2,refdt (6.17)

Consequently the orientation is more stable and devoid of measurement noise and
stator voltage harmonic distortion. These harmonics would be intensified if the
orientation angle was calculated from voltage measurement.

Referring to (6.3) and (6.6), a relation can be established between the machine
currents as:

(Rr + jωr2Lr) ir + Lr
d

dt
ir + jωr2Msr2is2 +Msr2

d

dt
is2 − jωr2Msr1is1 −Msr1

d

dt
is1 = 0

(6.18)

where ωr2 = (ωs2 − p2Ω). Substituting the quantity of d
dt
is2 using (6.4) gives:

(Rr + jωr2Lr) ir + σpLr
d

dt
ir + jωr2Msr2is2 +Msr2

d

dt
iµ − jωr2Msr1is1 = Msr1

d

dt
is1

(6.19)
On the other side, the Control machine stator current and voltage is1 and vs1 respec-
tively and the rotor current ir are related as (6.20) with gcωs2 = ωs2 − ΣpΩ

vs1 = Rs1is1 + Ls1
d

dt
is1 −Msr1

d

dt
ir + jgcωs2Ls1is1 − jgcωs2Msr1ir (6.20)
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Introducing the expression of d
dt
is1 from (6.19) into (6.20) yields to:

vs1 = Ls1Rr

Msr1
ir +

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
ir +Rs1is1 + Ls1Msr2

Msr1

d

dt
iµ − jp1ΩLs1is1

+ j
(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1

− gcωs2Msr1

)
ir + jωr2

Ls1Msr2

Msr1
is2 (6.21)

Then decomposing into d-q components, the following expressions are obtained:

Ls1Rr

Msr1
Ird +

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
Ird = Vs1d − ad = Us1d (6.22)

Ls1Rr

Msr1
Irq +

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
Irq = Vs1q − aq = Us1q (6.23)

As it can be noticed vs1 and ir d-q components are linked by a first order linear
transfer function:

Ird,q(s) = Kr

1 + τrs
Us1d,q(s); Kr = Msr1

Ls1Rr

; τr =
(
σpLr
Rr

− M2
sr1

Ls1Rr

)
> 0 (6.24)

The factors ad and aq, given by the following relations, define the d-q disturbances
composed of a cross coupling perturbation and back EMF related to DFIM2 stator
flux.

ad = Rs1Is1d + Ls1Msr2

Msr1

d

dt
Iµ2d + p1ΩLs1Is1q −

(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1

− gcωs2Msr1

)
Irq

− ωr2
Ls1Msr2

Msr1
Is2q (6.25)

aq = Rs1Is1q − p1ΩLs1Is1d +
(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1

− gcωs2Msr1

)
Ird + ωr2

Ls1Msr2

Msr1
Is2d(6.26)

Consequently the rotor current components Ird and Irq can be adjusted by action
on the Control machine stator voltage Vs1d and Vs1q respectively. On the basis of
previous relations, the open loop transfer function of the standalone CDFIG in the
predefined field oriented synchronous frame is deduced. The transfer function to be
regulated is thus illustrated in Figure 6.3.
As can be observed, a decoupled vector control of the CDFIG can be achieved with
the stator flux orientation. An indirect regulation of the output voltage magnitude
can be performed through hierarchical loops using PI controllers (refer to Figure 6.6).
An outer loop to adjust DFIM2 stator flux and an inner faster loop to control the
rotor current and force the indirect field orientation. The output of Iµ2d loop forms
the rotor current command Ird,ref . The disturbance generated by Vs2d is negligible.
The voltage references Vs1d,ref , Vs1q,ref are provided by the rotor current controllers.
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Figure 6.3: Open loop transfer function of the standalone generator

Due to the symmetry in the machine model, identical controllers are implemented on
each axis. Compensation terms ãd, ãq, based on (6.25) and (6.26), may be added by
a feed-forward action to the output of the PI controllers to provide linear transfer
function and overcome the coupling perturbations. The stator flux derivative terms
are not included in the compensation terms since they are nil at steady state.

6.2.1 Rotor current control loop

For this standalone application, the study is detailed for a laboratory scale CDFIG.
The parameters are given in Appendix B. However simulation tests are also carried
out on the high power scale 300 kW machine. The results are given in Appendix C.

The plant to be regulated is a first order transfer function GIr(s) given by (6.27).
The cutoff frequency is ωIr = 164 rad/s. The rotor current control loop is illustrated
by the block diagram in Figure 6.4.

GIr(s) = Ird,q
Us1d,q

= Kr

1 + τrs
(6.27)

A PI controller CIr(s) is synthesized in order to achieve the following requirements:
– Zero steady state error
– The settling time of the closed-loop is equal to the open-loop settling time.

Figure 6.4: Block diagram of rotor current loop
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6.2.2 Flux control loop

The outer loop is illustrated in Figure 6.5, where FIr(s) represents the inner loop
dynamic. The open-loop dynamic of the magnetizing current Iµ2d is characterized by
(6.28).

Iµ2d

Ird,ref
= FIr(s)

Kµ

1 + τµs
(6.28)

Numerically, the open-loop cutoff frequency is ωIµ = 4.9 rad/s. The settling time is
much greater than the internal closed-loop settling time.

Figure 6.5: Block diagram of outer loop

Therefore, it is possible to discard the rotor current closed-loop dynamic FIr(s) for
the design of the outer loop PI controller. Thus, the transfer function to be regulated
is:

GIµ(s) = Iµ2d

Ird
= Kµ

1 + τµs
(6.29)

The PI is designed to meet the following specifications:
– Zero steady state error
– The settling time of the closed-loop is five times smaller than the open-loop

settling time.

6.2.3 Currents estimator

As shown in previous paragraph, the rotor current and the stator flux should
be regulated. Yet these quantities are not accessible and an estimator should be
implemented. A simple open loop current estimator is proposed hereinafter [91]:

Φ̃s2 = Ls2ĩµ2 =
∫

(vs2 −Rs2is2) dt (6.30)

ĩr = 1
Msr2

(
Φ̃s2 − Ls2is2

)
(6.31)

6.2.4 Control Scheme

Using the measured stator voltage and currents (vs2, is2, is1), and the derivative
values of the rotor and magnetizing currents

(̃
ir, ĩµ

)
, the control scheme of the
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standalone CDFIG is implemented in Figure 6.6.

Figure 6.6: Control scheme of standalone CDFIG

The Power machine stator quantities are transformed from the original (abcs2) to
the predefined rotating (dq2) frame by performing a Clarke transformation to (αβs2)
followed by a Park transformation (6.32) with the frame angle ξs2.

(x)dq2 = e−jξs2(x)αβs2 (6.32)

As for the Control machine, the stator currents are transformed from (abcs1) to (αβs1)
by means of the Clarke transformation. Then, the vector transformation from the
(αβs1) reference to DFIM2 (dq2) synchronous frame is performed by (6.33):

(x)dq2 = e−j(ξs2−p1θm1−p2θm2)(x̂)αβs1 (6.33)
(x)αβs1 = e−j(ξs2−p1θm1−p2θm2)(x̂)dq2 (6.34)

At the output of the controller, the voltage references Vs1d,ref , Vs1q,ref are established
in DFIM2 synchronous frame (dq2). Therefore a transformation (by rotation) back to
the DFIM1 three-phase stator frame (abcs1) is required to engender the sinusoidal
reference values for the inverter. It is attained based on relation (6.34), which induces
the DFIM2 stator quantities to operate at the demand frequency ωs2,ref for any shaft
speed, during steady state and transient conditions. Notice that it is possible to
directly control the voltage magnitude |vs2| =

√
V 2
s2d + V 2

s2q since it is proportional
to the magnetizing current Iµ2d as per (6.13). However, regulation of the stator flux
instead of the line voltage reduces the noise and harmonic distortion due to the low
pass filter behavior of the integrator.
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6.3 Simulation results

Simulations are carried out to test and validate the performance of the proposed
control strategy. Two tests are conducted. The first is done at constant speed and
variable load, the second is performed at variable speed. The results are evaluated
with respect to the BS EN 2282 1 requirements. The transient envelopes of the output
Root Mean Square (RMS) voltage as specified by this standard are given in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7: Transient envelopes of the RMS voltage specified by BS EN 2282

6.3.1 Simulation with load variation

The generator is driven at constant speed (Ω = 1.1p.u.) feeding an inductive load
with a lagging Power Factor PF=0.9. Under these conditions, and based on the power
operating domain of the CDFIG, the corresponding machine cannot operate at rated
active power load. In order to clarify this point, the power generation capability of
the CDFIM at (Ω = 1.1p.u.) is depicted in Figure 6.8.

Figure 6.8: Power factor capability of the CDFIG

1. BS EN 2282: Characteristics of aircraft electrical supplies
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Here, the domain is computed in terms of the active power and the power factor
based on the following relation:

PF = Ps2√
P 2
s2 +Q2

s2

(6.35)

As can be seen, the maximum load Pmax presenting a lagging PF of 0.9 that is included
in the operating domain is 56% of the full active load. Accordingly, step changes in
the load from 25% up to 100% of the maximum active power Pmax are performed on
the generator. Results are collected in Figure 6.9.

Figure 6.9: Response of the CDFIG under load variation

As observed, the magnetizing current is keeping good track of its reference value
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despite load variations. Small disturbances occur after step changes in the load due
to a temporary loss of orientation that is immediately compensated. The output
voltage is properly controlled at constant frequency and magnitude pursuant to the
grid code imposed by BS EN 2282, with a relative steady state error < 3%. This
small deviation in the magnitude derives from the neglect of Rs2 in expression (6.15).
The evolution of the Control machine stator current and the rotor current regarding
the load variation is further illustrated. As the connected load increases, a greater
current is required to maintain a constant output voltage. The control of the CDFIG
is also tested under more severe load variations. The results are shown in Figure 6.10.
They are satisfactory and comply with the requirements.

Figure 6.10: Response of the CDFIG under severe load variation

6.3.2 Simulation with speed variation

The simulation is performed at 90% of Pmax with speed varying between −30%
and +30% of the synchronous speed (Ωs = 1p.u.). The response of the CDFIG to
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speed variations is illustrated in Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.11: Response of the CDFIG under speed variation

It can be deduced that a variable speed constant frequency operation is achieved
since the grid frequency is maintained constant (equal to 1p.u.) regardless of speed
variations. Furthermore the speed disturbance is properly rejected by the controller
so the voltage amplitude is kept within steady state limits imposed by BS EN 2282.
The machine operates in both subsynchronous and supersynchronous modes and
stator-1 frequency ωs1 is adapted to compensate any speed variation.

6.4 Experiments

Experiments are performed on the laboratory scale machine to validate the
performance of the proposed control strategy. Two tests are conducted: control
with load variation and with speed variation. In order to simplify the implementation
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of the control algorithm and reduce the execution time, the compensation terms are
discarded. The PI controllers are able to suppress the d-q perturbation effects.
An incremental encoder of 4096 pulses per revolution (ppr) is mounted on the shaft
to detect the rotor position. It should be noted that the absolute rotor positions are
required for the transformation of the machine variables to the (dq2) reference frame.
The initial rotor position of each DFIM is thus needed to obtain correct alignment.

6.4.1 Experiments under load variation

The first test is done at constant speed (Ω = 1.1p.u.) with a resistive load varying
from 25% up to 100% of the nominal stator current. The experimental results are
collected in Figure 6.12.

Figure 6.12: Experimental results under load variation

The output voltage is properly controlled at constant frequency and magnitude. The
voltage amplitude remains equal to its reference despite the load variation. The rotor
current responds correctly to the load change. As expected, the rotor current increases
when the load increases.
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6.4.2 Experiments under speed variation

The test is done at 50% of nominal stator current. The machine is tested in both
subsynchronous and supersynchronous modes. The speed goes from 1.1Ωs down to
0.8Ωs and then increases to 1.2Ωs. The experimental measurements are given in
Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.13: Experimental results under speed variation

The results show the precise tracking of the voltage amplitude to its reference.
The speed disturbance is properly rejected by the controller. The grid frequency is
maintained constant in spite of speed variation. The Control machine stator current
reacts correctly, its frequency is adapted to compensate any speed change.

6.5 Impact of load imbalance

The previous results consider normal grid conditions. The generator supplies three-
phase balanced load. However in standalone isolated applications, unsymmetrical
conditions such as unbalanced loads happen much more frequently [103]. As a
consequence, the performance of the controller under imbalance operation is to be
considered. Two types of unbalance may occur at the stator terminals[103]:

– type I: one-phase imbalance where one phase load impedance unequals the two
others,
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– type II: three-phase imbalance with three unequal load impedances.
Hereinafter, the generator is tested under three-phase unbalanced load condition
(type II with 70% load imbalance i.e. Za = Zn, Zb = Za/0.3 and Zc = Zb/0.3). The
generator is first operating at normal grid conditions (balanced load). Then at t = 2s,
unbalanced load is introduced. The generator is driven at Ω = 1.1p.u. The simulation
results are collected in Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.14: Response of the CDFIG under load imbalance

As can be seen, the quantities in the (dq2) frame are no longer constant. They include a
DC component and an AC component at double the output frequency 2ωs2. The rotor
and the control stator currents are distorted. Besides, the presence of unbalanced loads
causes torque pulsations on the generator at twice the supply frequency, unbalanced
load current, and output voltage imbalance (voltage unbalance factor of 8%) that
degrades the dynamic performance of the control system. This behavior arises from
the existence of a negative sequence component, and will be detailed and explained
in the next chapter. The results confirm that the traditional vector control approach
is unable to compensate the output voltage unbalance induced by the connected
unbalanced load. Therefore, improved control methods of the CDFIG are to be
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implemented.

Conclusion

The modeling and control of a standalone variable speed CDFIG feeding an isolated
load at constant voltage and frequency is investigated in this chapter. The application
for embedded aircraft power generation system is considered. Despite the complex
structure of the generator, an efficient controller design is elaborated with just two
cascaded loops. Decoupled vector control using stator field orientation is implemented
for the regulation of the output stator voltage. In this approach, the Power machine
stator flux is controlled instead of the voltage amplitude by action on the rotor
current d-component; whereas the q-component is adjusted to force the orientation
of the reference frame. The indirect orientation reduces the voltage harmonics and
protects the frame angle from measurement noise. Simulations performed under a
wide range of load and speed variations validate the effectiveness of the proposed
strategy. Experiments are performed on the laboratory scale CDFIM as well. The
experimental results attest the control performance.

The study is extended to reveal the behavior of the controlled system under
unbalanced load. It is shown that under such conditions, the traditional vector
strategy with PI controllers involves torque pulsations, current distortion and output
voltage unbalance due to the effect of the negative sequence component. Therefore
more accurate compensation methods and advanced control techniques are required
to balance the stator output voltage.
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Chapter 7

CDFIG Feeding Unbalanced Load

Introduction

This chapter addresses the imbalance issue of a standalone CDFIG caused by
unbalanced loads at the stator terminals. Under this operating condition, the Power
machine stator voltage will be unbalanced due to the load effect. Two compensation
methods are proposed to balance the output voltage. The first approach is an improved
form of the traditional vector control strategy with conventional PI controllers. It
is based on a dual rotating reference frames, called positive and negative frame, to
control simultaneously the positive and the negative sequence components of the
machine quantities. The second proposed compensation strategy deals with only one
rotating frame. It is developed based on a repetitive control method implemented in
the rotor current controller.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.1 analyzes the unbalance problems
of the CDFIG during unbalanced operation conditions. The behavior of the gener-
ator under unbalanced connected load is validated by experimental measurements.
Then, the two proposed methods for controlling the unbalanced system are discussed
sequentially in sections 7.2 and 7.3 and tested by simulation with Matlab/Simulink.

7.1 Analysis of the CDFIG under unbalanced grid
conditions

Standalone generators are generally characterized by their weak networks and
unsymmetrical conditions such as network disturbances, unbalanced grid voltages
or unbalanced loads. As reported in [42], [83], induction machines are sensitive to
unbalanced operation. It is the source of heating problems and reduced efficiency. In
fact, large stator current imbalance is induced due to the negative sequence component.
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The unbalanced current gives rise to unbalanced heating in the machine windings,
leading to faster thermal aging. Unbalanced conditions also generate pulsations in
the reactive power and electrical torque at twice the supply frequency, which increase
the mechanical stress and the acoustic noise [23].

7.1.1 Unbalanced output stator voltage

The connection of unbalanced loads to the stator terminals of a standalone
generator induces unbalanced three-phase voltage at the PCC due to the unbalanced
load current [104]. The connection interface between the CDFIG and different load
types at the PCC is illustrated in Figure 7.1. The unbalanced load current iUL causes
an unbalanced voltage drop vU across the internal stator impedance of the CDFIG,
which results in unbalanced stator voltage at the PCC.

Figure 7.1: Connection interface at the PCC

If such voltage imbalance is not taken into consideration in standalone operation,
it seriously reduces the quality of stator voltage of the CDFIG. Thus the overall
performance of the system will be considerably degraded, which disturbs the behavior
and response of the generator and other connected loads. Accordingly, an appropriate
control of the terminal stator voltage of the CDFIG is required to compensate the
voltage imbalance and improve the voltage quality of the standalone generator.

7.1.2 Behavior of the CDFIG under unbalanced conditions

Assuming no zero-sequence components (the neutral point is not grounded), a
three-phase quantity is decomposed into positive and negative sequence components
when unbalanced operation occurs. In the stationary (αβs2) reference frame, the
positive sequence component operates at ωs2 and the negative sequence component
evolves at −ωs2 [98], [147]. Thus, any unbalanced vector can be written in terms of its
positive and negative sequence components as follows in (αβs2) frame. x represents
the voltage, current or flux. The superscripts + and − represent the positive and
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negative components.

x = x+ + x− (7.1)
=
√

2X+ej(ωs2t+ϕ+) +
√

2X−e−j(ωs2t+ϕ−) (7.2)

X+ and X− are respectively the RMS values of the positive and negative sequence
components of quantity x, and ϕ+ and ϕ− the phase shifts.

In order to describe the behavior of the CDFIG under unbalanced conditions,
two rotating frames are introduced: The positive reference frame

(
dq+

2

)
rotating at

an angular speed ωs2, and the negative reference frame
(
dq−2

)
that turns at −ωs2

[103], [147]. The different reference frames are depicted in Figure 7.2. The stationary
stator frame (αβs2), the positive rotating frame

(
dq+

2

)
and the negative rotating frame(

dq−2
)
are identified.

Figure 7.2: Vector diagram describing the dual rotating frames

The transformation from one reference frame to the other is given in (7.3) and (7.4).

(x)dq+
2

= e−jωs2t(x)αβs2 = e−j2ωs2t(x)dq−
2

(7.3)

(x)dq−
2

= ejωs2t(x)αβs2 = ej2ωs2t(x)dq+
2

(7.4)

Taking into account the positive and the negative sequence components, the vector x
can be expressed by (7.5) and (7.6) in each rotating frame.

(x)dq+
2

= (x+)dq+
2

+ (x−)dq+
2

= (x+)dq+
2

+ e−j2ωs2t(x−)dq−
2

(7.5)

(x)dq−
2

= (x+)dq−
2

+ (x−)dq−
2

= ej2ωs2t(x+)dq+
2

+ (x−)dq−
2

(7.6)

Applying (7.3)-(7.6) to (7.2), the voltage, current, and flux quantities are then
expressed by (7.7) and (7.8) in the positive and the negative synchronous rotating
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frames.

(x)dq+
2

=
√

2X+ejϕ
+ +
√

2X−e−j(2ωs2t+ϕ−) (7.7)

(x)dq−
2

=
√

2X+ej(2ωs2t+ϕ+) +
√

2X−e−jϕ− (7.8)

As shown in (7.7) and (7.8), the vector x in the
(
dq+

2

)
or
(
dq−2

)
frame is the sum of

a DC component and an AC component at twice the synchronous frequency. In the
positive rotating frame, the positive sequence component is a DC component and the
negative sequence component produces an AC component with a resulting frequency
of −2ωs2. When referred to the negative rotating frame, the resulting frequencies of
the positive and negative sequence components are 2ωs2 and 0 (DC) respectively. In
the rotor and the Control machine coordinates the frequency of the negative sequence
component will be ω−r = −ωs2 − p2Ω and ω−s1 = ΣpΩ + ωs2 respectively. Thus the
resultant current and voltage quantities are distorted. The operation of the positive
and negative components in each frame is resumed in Table 7.1. A low pass filter or
a notch filter tuned at twice of the synchronous frequency, can be used to extract the
DC component in the

(
dq+

2

)
or
(
dq−2

)
reference frame [103].

Reference frame αβs2 dq+
2 dq−2 αβr αβs1

Positive sequence ωs2 0 2ωs2 ωs2 − p2Ω ΣpΩ− ωs2
Negative sequence −ωs2 −2ωs2 0 −ωs2 − p2Ω ΣpΩ + ωs2

Table 7.1: Analysis of the positive and negative sequence components

Moreover, to explain the torque pulsation during unbalanced operation, the
electromagnetic torque of the CDFIG is recalled in (7.9)

Tem = Tem1 + Tem2 (7.9)

with

Tem1=−3
2p1Msr1=

{
(̂is1)dq+

2
(ir)dq+

2

}
(7.10)

Tem2=3
2p2Msr2=

{
(is2)dq+

2
(̂ir)dq+

2

}
(7.11)

Applying (7.7) to the stator and rotor currents results in the following electromagnetic
torque expressions:
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Tem1=−3
2p1Msr1=

{
2I+
s1I

+
r e

j(ϕ+
r −ϕ+

1 ) + 2I−s1I−r ej(ϕ
−
1 −ϕ

−
r )

+ 2I−s1I+
r e

j(2ωs2t+ϕ−
1 +ϕ+

r ) + 2I+
s1I
−
r e
−j(2ωs2t+ϕ−

r +ϕ+
1 )
}

(7.12)

Tem2=3
2p2Msr2=

{
2I+
s2I

+
r e

j(ϕ+
2 −ϕ

+
r ) + 2I−s2I−r ej(ϕ

−
r −ϕ−

2 )

+ 2I+
s2I
−
r e

j(2ωs2t+ϕ−
r +ϕ+

2 ) + 2I−s2I+
r e
−j(2ωs2t+ϕ−

2 +ϕ+
r )
}

(7.13)

As noted in (7.12) and (7.13), Tem comprises DC terms arising from the interaction
between the stator and rotor currents of the same sequence (i.e. (i+s , i+r ) and (i−s , i−r )),
together with oscillating terms at double supply frequency due to the interaction
between the quantities of opposite sequence (i+s , i−r ) and (i−s , i+r ). The same procedure
can be followed to reveal the oscillations in the active and reactive powers. It can be
concluded that when the grid is unbalanced, the power and torque will oscillate around
a non-zero average value, the Power machine current and voltage are unbalanced,
while the rotor and the Control machine current and voltage are distorted.

The control of the MSC does not provide enough degrees of freedom to achieve
several control targets simultaneously. For instance, reduce or eliminate the torque
and power pulsation, eliminate the negative sequence component of the rotor voltage
and current and eliminate the stator current and voltage imbalance.
The operation of a grid-connected doubly fed induction machines (DFIG and CDFIG)
under unbalanced supply voltage have been treated in the literature. Under such
conditions, induction generators are normally switched out of the network for their
own protection. This can further weaken the grid. Therefore, control methods are
investigated in order to reduce the torque pulsation [28], [55], active and reactive
power pulsations [22],[123], and/or power stator current imbalance that normally
occur when the network is unbalanced [23], [39], [147], [143]. This will allow the
generator to remain connected to the grid and meet the demanding requirements of
grid codes. However, in an unbalanced standalone application, the main concern is to
control and balance the output voltage in order to preserve the overall dynamic system
performance and protect the behavior of other connected loads [104]. Accordingly,
the development of an appropriate control strategy is required to reject the impact of
unbalanced load on the stator voltages at the PCC.

In order to balance the output voltage, the negative sequence component of the
generated stator voltage must be detected and eliminated by injecting the appropriate
negative component of the rotor current. The traditional vector control scheme in
the positive synchronous frame using conventional PI controllers does not provide the
desired performance and induces tracking errors. In fact, the reference control variables
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are composed of the negative sequence component at twice the supply frequency that
PI controller cannot regulate precisely due to its limited bandwidth. Therefore, to
increase the control accuracy and enhance the compensation capability, new strategies
are to be implemented due to the effect of the negative sequence component. In the
following sections two new control algorithms for an autonomous CDFIG supplying
unbalanced loads are elaborated. The proposed control methods are performed in
the MSC to compensate the output stator voltage imbalance. The first compensation
method uses both the positive and negative synchronous reference frames of the
CDFIG to control respectively the positive and the negative sequence components of
the rotor current. The second strategy is based on a repetitive controller implemented
in the rotor current loop. It is developed to increase the current control bandwidth and
enhance the control accuracy and system stability. The whole scheme is implemented
in the positive rotating frame where no sequential decomposition of the rotor current
is needed.

7.1.3 Experiments

The behavior of the CDFIG under unbalanced condition is evaluated experimen-
tally. Unbalanced load is connected to the generator (60% load imbalance). The
results are collected in Figure 7.3. As observed, the output stator current and voltage
are unbalanced. The rotor and Control machine current are distorted due to the
influence of the negative sequence component. It shall be noted that the voltage
and current waveform comply perfectly with those obtained by simulations (refer to
Figure 6.14).

7.2 Unbalanced voltage compensation strategy
based on dual rotating frames

The proposed strategy uses the two rotating reference frames
(
dq+

2

)
and

(
dq−2

)
to

control both the positive and negative sequences of the rotor current. The strategy
adopted has a main controller implemented in

(
dq+

2

)
frame and an auxiliary controller

implemented in
(
dq−2

)
frame. In the positive synchronous frame, the positive sequence

current controller aims to regulate the output stator voltage magnitude and frequency
of the CDFIG. In the negative synchronous frame, the rotor current negative sequence
is regulated to eliminate the voltage imbalance (i.e. compensate the stator voltage
negative sequence).
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(a) M2 voltage vs2 (b) M2 current is2

(c) M1 current is1 (d) Rotor current ir

Figure 7.3: Experimental results during unbalanced load conditions

7.2.1 Control in the positive reference frame

The dynamic behavior of the CDFIG in the positive rotating frame
(
dq+

2

)
is given

by (6.1)-(6.6). The control system for positive sequence components is designed in the
same way as the conventional method presented in section 6.2, when no imbalance
is considered. The cascaded control loops using PI controllers are illustrated by the
block diagram in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4: Control of the positive components in the positive rotating frame

The subscripts + and − are related to the positive and negative synchronous reference
frames, respectively. Thus, the quantities X+

d+ and X+
q+ are the d-q axis components

of positive sequence in the positive reference frame. As shown in Figure 7.4, the direct
rotor current I+

rd+ in the positive reference frame regulates the stator magnetizing
current which induces the stator voltage magnitude. The magnetizing current demand
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is derived by (7.14)

Iµ2d,ref =

∣∣∣v+
s2

∣∣∣
ref

Ls2ωs2,ref
(7.14)

The output of the stator magnetizing current PI controller forms the d-axis positive
sequence component of the rotor reference current I+

rd+,ref . The q-axis rotor current
I+
rq+ forces the orientation of the reference frame along the positive sequence of the
stator flux Φ+

s2. The q-axis rotor reference current is computed as:

I+
rq+,ref = − Ls2

Msr2
I+
s2q+ (7.15)

The inner rotor current control loop generates the d-q positive sequence components
of the Control machine reference stator voltage, U+

s1d+,ref and U+
s1q+,ref , in the

(
dq+

2

)
synchronous frame.

7.2.2 Control in the negative reference frame

The negative sequence current is controlled in order to eliminate the negative
sequence component of the output stator voltage. In the negative synchronous frame(
dq−2

)
, the dynamic behavior of the CDFIG is described by the following equations:

vs2 = Rs2is2 + d

dt
Φs2 − jωs2Φs2 (7.16)

vs1 = Rs1is1 + d

dt
Φs1 + j (−ωs2 − ΣpΩ) Φs1 (7.17)

0 = Rrir + d

dt
Φr + j (−ωs2 − p2Ω) Φr (7.18)

Φs2 = Ls2is2 +Msr2ir = Ls2iµ2 (7.19)
Φs1 = Ls1is1 −Msr1ir (7.20)
Φr = Lrir +Msr2is2 −Msr1is1 (7.21)

As can be noticed, the machine has similar behavior as in the positive rotating frame.
Thus, following a similar approach to the positive frame, relationships between the
negative components can be computed in the negative synchronous frame. The
open-loop transfer function to be regulated is derived in Figure 7.5.

Figure 7.5: Open loop transfer function in the negative synchronous frame

As can be deduced, the negative sequence components of the stator voltage V −s2d− and
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V −s2q− can be regulated to zero by action on the negative sequence d-q components
of the rotor current I−rd− and I−rq− respectively. The latter are adjusted through the
regulation of the Control machine stator voltage negative components U−s1d− and U−s1q− .
Accordingly, a decoupled vector control with two nested loops is implemented in the
negative rotating frame using PI controllers. An outer loop adjusts the negative
sequence d-q components of the stator voltage. The reference values are set to zero.
The outputs of the voltage loop controllers are the negative sequence component
references of the rotor current I−rd−,ref and I−rq−,ref . The inner loop controls the rotor
current and forms the negative sequence component references of the Control machine
stator voltages U−s1d−,ref and U−s1q−,ref . The cascaded control scheme of the negative
components in the negative rotating frame is illustrated in Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.6: Control of the negative components in the negative rotating frame

7.2.3 Overall control scheme

In the proposed compensation method, both positive and negative sequence
components have to be extracted from the voltages, currents, and flux. As the
decomposition process involves significant time delays and adds amplitude and phase
errors to the signals, the performance and stability of the system can be reduced
especially under transient conditions [142]. In this regard, an improved form of
the control algorithm is presented. The main controller can be implemented in the
positive synchronous frame

(
dq+

2

)
without involving positive and negative sequence

separation i.e. Irdq+ , Iµ2d+ are controlled instead of I+
rdq+ , I

+
µ2d+ . While for the auxiliary

controller, it is designed specifically to regulate the stator voltage negative component
and is implemented in the negative rotating frame

(
dq−2

)
with negative sequence

components extracted. The overall control scheme of the standalone CDFIG with
stator voltage compensation based on the dual rotating frame technique is shown
in Figure 7.7. The two hierarchical vector controls, for the main and the auxiliary
controllers, implemented on each rotating frame are identified. Based on the measured
values of the Power machine stator voltage and current, the stator flux and the
rotor current are estimated using (6.30) and (6.31). From the Park frame angles
ξs2 =

∫
ωs2,refdt and −ξs2, the quantities can be referred to the two synchronous
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rotating frames
(
dq+

2

)
and

(
dq−2

)
respectively according to the vector transformation

relations established in (7.3) and (7.4).

Figure 7.7: Improved control scheme of the CDFIG in a dual rotating frame

The double frequency AC components are eliminated by using notch filters tuned at
2ωs2. A typical second order notch filter is given by the transfer function (7.22).

F (s) = s2 + ω2
z

s2 + ωc
Qf
s+ ω2

c

(7.22)

Numerically, ωz = ωc = 2ωs2; Qf = 0.1.
The negative sequence reference voltages at the output of the auxiliary controller
U−s1d−,ref and U−s1q−,ref are in the

(
dq−2

)
rotating reference frame. Referring to (7.3),

these voltages are transformed into positive coordinates
(
dq+

2

)
using the angle 2ξs2 as

follows:

U−s1d+,ref + jU−s1q+,ref = e−j2ξs2
(
U−s1d−,ref + jU−s1q−,ref

)
(7.23)

The resultant control stator reference voltage is the combination of the outputs from
the main and the auxiliary controllers. Thus, in

(
dq+

2

)
it will be the sum of the

positive and negative sequence references, i.e. the AC and DC components, obtained
as:

Us1d+,ref = U+
s1d+,ref + U−s1d+,ref (7.24)

Us1q+,ref = U+
s1q+,ref + U−s1q+,ref (7.25)

Compensation terms ãd+ , ãq+ are added by feed-forward action. Finally the Con-
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trol machine stator voltage references are transformed back into (abcs1) coordinate
using (6.34).

7.2.4 Simulation results

Simulation test is performed on Matlab/Simulink in order to verify the behavior
of the proposed compensation method. The same load conditions of section 6.5 are
considered. The results are collected in Figure 7.8.

Figure 7.8: Simulation results of the proposed dual rotating frames compensation
strategy

The negative sequence component of the output stator voltage is compensated in
steady state. The double frequency oscillations in the magnetizing current (i.e. the
voltage magnitude) is extremely reduced. Thus the generated stator voltages become
balanced after applying the proposed compensation method to the MSC of the
standalone CDFIG. Besides, the voltage amplitude remains equal to its set reference
despite the presence of unbalanced load. The rotor current d-q components in the
positive rotating frame consist of a DC component and an AC component at double
the synchronous frequency. This is due to the fact that the proposed compensation
method is based on injecting negative components into the rotor currents, in order to
eliminate the stator voltage unbalance. Consequently, the three-phase rotor currents
are distorted as a result of the injected negative sequence component. As mentioned
before, the control of the MSC does not provide enough degrees of freedom to achieve
several control targets simultaneously. Therefore the voltage compensation technique
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does not eliminate the torque pulsation and the negative sequence components of the
stator/rotor currents.

7.3 Compensation method using repetitive con-
troller

The previous compensation method controls the rotor current in two separate,
positive and negative, reference frames. It is based on conventional and easy to imple-
ment PI controllers, but involves frame transformations and sequential decomposition
of the rotor current, which increase significantly the time delay and degrade the
system stability [103]. To overcome this problem, a new control approach for the
unbalanced standalone CDFIG, implemented solely in the positive rotating frame is
proposed hereinafter. The rotor current control loop, based on a repetitive controller,
can directly regulate both positive and negative sequence components in

(
dq+

2

)
frame

without sequence separation. The suggested repetitive control is developed to increase
the control bandwidth and achieve good tracking of the rotor periodic reference
currents. These references are generated by an outer voltage control loop and a
negative sequence component, injected to compensate the stator voltage imbalance.

The proposed voltage compensation strategy of the standalone CDFIG is presented
in Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9: Repetitive control scheme of the CDFIG in a single rotating frame

The stator voltage negative sequence components V −s2d− and V −s2q− are regulated to
zero in

(
dq−2

)
by means of PI controllers. The outputs of these controllers form the

negative component references of the rotor current I−rd−,ref and I−rq−,ref established in(
dq−2

)
coordinate. Theses reference currents are expressed in the positive frame using
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(7.26).

I−rd+,ref + jI−rq+,ref = e−j2ξs2
(
I−rd−,ref + jI−rq−,ref

)
(7.26)

The principal of the proposed compensation method is to add the rotor negative
reference current in the current controller. Therefore, the total rotor reference currents
for the inner loop repetitive controller, implemented in the positive frame, is the
sum of the positive and the negative sequence components (i.e. both AC and DC
components) calculated by (7.27) and (7.28).

Ird+,ref = I+
rd+,ref + I−rd+,ref (7.27)

Irq+,ref = I+
rq+,ref + I−rq+,ref (7.28)

I+
rd+,ref is the output of the outer loop PI controller. It is implemented to control the
stator magnetizing current and adjust the output voltage magnitude. I+

rq+,ref is given
by (7.15) for the orientation of

(
dq+

2

)
d-axis along the stator flux. The outputs of the

rotor current repetitive controller form the Control machine stator reference voltages
Vs1d+,ref and Vs1q+,ref which are transformed into (abcs1) coordinate using (6.34).

7.3.1 Repetitive control

The AC component of the rotor reference current (2ωs2) cannot be tracked precisely
using classical PI controllers due to their limited bandwidth. Therefore, repetitive
controllers, that offer high control bandwidth, are implemented in order to achieve
good tracking of the rotor periodic reference current. The repetitive control is a
useful tool to track a periodic reference input or reject a periodic disturbance, where
only the signal period is required [65]. It was first introduced by Inoue, Nakano and
their colleagues in 1981 [52] in order to achieve a high accuracy control of a magnetic
power supply for a proton synchrotron. Then studies dealing with the stability of a
repetitive control system were addressed particularly in [45], [46].

The repetitive control design is based on the internal model principle [41]. It states
that the output of a stable system can track a class of reference signals with zero
steady state error if the generator of these references is included in the closed-loop
system. For instance, a particular common case is a step reference command. No
steady state error occurs for a step input if the stable system control loop contains
an integrator, which is the generator of step functions. The generator of a sinusoidal
signal sin (2πt/L) is a resonant filter with the transfer function 1

s2 + (2π/L)2 . Thus,

to ensure proper tracking of a periodic signal r(t) of period L that has an infinite
number of harmonic components, an infinite number of resonant filters given by (7.29)
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shall be included in the control loop [149].

K(s) = 1
s

+∞∏
n=1

(2πn/L)2

s2 + (2πn/L)2 (7.29)

However, in the repetitive control approach, a simple delay in a proper feedback can
be used to produce an infinite number of poles and hence simulate a bank of an
infinite resonant filters. In fact, a periodic signal with period L can be generated by a
linear system that includes a time delay L corresponding to the period of the signals
as illustrated in Figure 7.10 [46], [149].

Figure 7.10: Periodic signal generator

The time delay system reported in Figure 7.10 constitutes the repetitive controller
with the following transfer function.

K(s) = 1
1− e−Ls (7.30)

The regulator defined in (7.30) has an infinite number of poles on the imaginary
axis, at the points ±j2πn/L with n = 0, 1, 2, .... The Bode plot of this function is
depicted in Figure 7.11. It consists of a set of peaks centered at the fundamental and
harmonic frequencies.

Figure 7.11: Bode diagram of the repetitive controller K(s) = 1
1− e−

2π
2ωs2

s

The gain at these resonant frequencies is theoretically infinite, which amplifies the
high frequencies harmonics. It is proven in [45] that systems with repetitive controller,
containing the regulator defined in (7.30), that can be stable are limited and do not
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include strictly proper systems. In fact, in strictly proper systems, the open-loop
transfer function to be regulated G(s) converges to zero when the frequency tends to
infinity, whilst the repetitive controller continues to create unstable poles at infinite
gain in the loop [46]. Since the CDFIG is a strictly proper system, the rotor current
control loop cannot be stabilized using the simple repetitive controller in (7.30). To
tackle this problem, the gain of the repetitive controller has to be reduced at high
frequencies. Thus, a modified repetitive controller is proposed by replacing the pure
delay by Q(s)e−Ls [46]. The modified repetitive controller is then expressed as:

K(s) = 1
1−Q(s)e−Ls (7.31)

Q(s) is a stable rational function verifying |Q(jω)| ≤ 1 ∀ω [46]. A typical repetitive
control system is shown in Figure 7.12. G(s) is the transfer function to be regulated,
K(s) is the repetitive controller, r(t) is the reference input, y(t) is the system output
and w(t) the disturbance.

Figure 7.12: Repetitive control system

By applying the small gain theorem, the closed-loop system in Figure 7.12 is stable if
the following conditions are satisfied [46]:

G(s)
1 +G(s) is proper and stable (7.32)∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ Q(s)
(1 +G(s))

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
∞
< 1 (7.33)

||.||∞ denotes the H∞-norm of a stable transfer function [40]. The above conditions
imply that the design of Q(s) will affect the stability and response of the controlled
system. In order to ensure a stable system, it is necessary to have |Q(jω)| < 1 at
high frequencies. The stability margins extend as |Q(jω)| goes smaller. On the other
hand, the tracking error is completely eliminated only if Q(s) = 1 at the harmonics of
the reference periodic signal. Therefore, the controller design must achieve a trade-off
between the system stability and tracking performance. An adequate choice of Q(s)
is a low pass filter which cutoff frequency ωq delimits the rotor current harmonics.
Increasing the operating bandwidth reduces the tracking error, however, the cutoff
frequency should be limited by the stability condition (7.33). It should be noted
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that the repetitive controller is sensitive to frequency variation since the peak gain
decreases sharply at the resonant frequencies, which may degrade the performance
of the control system for small variations of the input frequency [75]. To overcome
this problem, a gain K < 1 may be added to the filter Q(s) [65]. As the gain K

decreases, the peak amplitude is reduced while the bandwidth of each peak increases,
which increases the robustness of the controller with respect to frequency variations.
However, small values of K deteriorate the tracking performance, because the desired
poles for precise tracking are altered by Q(s).

7.3.2 Design of the controller

Although the repetitive controller is able to track a periodic input perfectly at
steady state, it does not provide the desired dynamic performance and transient
response [133]. Therefore, a classic controller can be added to the closed-loop control
system to stabilize the system to be controlled and adjust the transient response.
This type of control is named plug-in repetitive control.
For the CDFIG, the open loop transfer function of the rotor current dynamic GIr(s)
in the positive rotating frame is given by (6.27). The system without regulation is
stable. Here, a proportional gain kI is cascaded to the repetitive controller for the
regulation of the rotor current response. The block diagram of the proposed repetitive
control system is described in Figure 7.13.

Figure 7.13: Block diagram of the rotor current loop using repetitive control

The repetitive controller is tuned at L = 2π/ (2ωs2). The following low pass filter
is adapted to achieve a compromise between stability and precision. Numerically
K = 0.995 and ωq = 32ωs2.

Q(s) = K

1 + s
ωq

(7.34)

The Bode plot of the compensated open-loop transfer function G1(s) = kIGIr(s)K(s)
is shown in Figure 7.14. The rotor current waveform with respect to a periodic
reference input is illustrated in Figure 7.15. As observed a small tracking error is
induced due to the presence of the low pass filter in the repetitive controller.
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Figure 7.14: Bode plots of the compensated loops

Figure 7.15: Rotor current tracking performance with the repetitive controller

For the regulation of the outer magnetizing current loop, the closed-loop dynamic
of the rotor current FIr is taken into account. The block diagram is similar to
Figure 6.5. A PI controller CIµ is synthesized to achieve the following specifications:

– Zero steady state error
– The cutoff frequency ω2 of the compensated open-loop transfer function is five

times smaller than the inner loop cutoff frequency ω1.
The Bode plot of the compensated open-loop transfer function of the magnetizing
current G2(s) = CIµ(s)FIr(s)GIµ(s) is shown in Figure 7.14.

7.3.3 Simulation results

Simulation results of the proposed compensation method are presented in Fig-
ure 7.16. As noted, the output voltage is properly controlled. The imbalance is
well compensated to satisfy the control target. The rotor current tracking error is
compensated by the action of the outer voltage loop. The d-q rotor currents are
composed of both DC and AC components, in which the negative components are
injected to eliminate the negative sequence components of the stator voltage. As a
result, the generated voltages become balanced. The repetitive approach regulates
both the positive and negative sequence rotor current components without sequential
decomposing.
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Figure 7.16: Simulation results of the proposed repetitive control compensation
strategy

Conclusion

This chapter deals with the analysis and control of a standalone CDFIG connected
to unbalanced loads. The unbalanced condition yields to unbalanced output voltage
and generates a negative sequence component. Two compensation strategies are
elaborated to eliminate the negative component and balance the output stator voltages
by injecting a proper rotor current. Both elaborated methods achieve good tracking
of the output voltage demand and compensation of stator voltage unbalance. The
first approach uses two rotating reference frames to control separately the positive
and the negative sequence components of the current. The control scheme is based
on classic conventional PI controllers implemented on each axis, but it involves
frame transformations and sequential decomposition of the rotor current, which can
significantly increase the control time delay and degrade the system stability. To
tackle this problem a second control approach for the unbalanced stand-alone CDFIG
system is introduced. The method is implemented in a single positive reference frame
with a repetitive controller that regulates both the positive and negative sequences
of the rotor current. The two compensation strategies are tested and validated by
simulation using Matlab/Simulink.
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Chapter 8

CDFIG Supplying Isolated DC
Loads

Introduction

The next generation aircraft systems tend to use HVDC electric distribution
network. This standard is currently adopted in military aircraft platforms e.g. Boe-
ing–Sikorsky military project Comanche RAH-66 and Lockheed F22 Raptor [53]. In
this regard, the operation of the CDFIG as a standalone DC generator is investigated
in this chapter. The brushless machine is connected to a diode bridge rectifier supply-
ing an isolated load. A decoupled vector control is established to regulate the DC
bus voltage. The controller aims to retain a constant output DC voltage regardless of
load and speed variations.

Section 8.1 is devoted to the modeling of the autonomous DC generator. The
diode bridge rectifier is modeled and the system bloc diagram is built. The regulation
of the DC voltage is detailed in section 8.2. A vector control consisting of just two
loops is implemented. The transient envelops of the output voltage are specified
by MIL-STD-704F1 1. This standard specifies the electric power characteristics and
requirements in military aircrafts. The control approach is validated by performing
simulations on Matlab/Simulink in section 8.3.

8.1 DC generator model

The configuration of an autonomous CDFIG supplying an isolated DC grid is
presented in Figure 8.1. The stator of the Power machine is cascaded with a diode
bridge rectifier connected to a DC bus capacitor, whereas the stator of the Control

1. Military Standard, Department of Defense, USA: Aircraft electric Power Characteristics
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machine is supplied by a bidirectional inverter allowing the generator to operate in
subsynchronous and supersynchronous modes.

Figure 8.1: Configuration of an isolated DC grid based on a CDFIG

The set operates as a standalone DC generator connected to an isolated load in
embedded aircraft systems. Note that the diode bridge could be replaced by a
PWM rectifier, but the solution based on diode rectifier is more suitable for embedded
applications due to its simple structure, high efficiency and high reliability. In addition,
it provides a low cost solution in rectifying the AC voltage [94].

The model of the standalone DC generator is elaborated using a modular rep-
resentation of the system based on the conventional model of two distinct DFIGs
expressed in their own reference frames and combined in inverse coupling sequence.
The system model bloc diagram is shown in Figure 8.2.

Figure 8.2: Global model of the standalone DC generator

DFIM1 operates as an autonomous voltage source and DFIM2 as a current source.
The model and block diagram of the current source CDFIG are detailed in Section
1.3.2. The generator, including the CDFIG and the diode bridge connected to the
DC capacitor, is a regulated autonomous voltage source. The loads connected to the
grid can be modeled using an equivalent current source. The mechanical speed is
considered to be a varying parameter imposed by external source, independently of
load variation.
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8.1. DC GENERATOR MODEL

8.1.1 Diode bridge rectifier

The DC supply is derived by rectifying the AC output voltages of the three-phase
CDFIG using a diode rectifier. Despite its apparent simplicity, this low cost solution
is highly nonlinear and difficult to represent because the switching states are not
controllable but depend on the three-phase stator currents of the Power machine
M2. However a simplified model of the diode bridge can be elaborated under the
assumption of "continuous conduction mode", ideal switches and no losses [74]. A
generic model of the three-phase rectifier is presented in Figure 8.3.

Figure 8.3: Generic model of a three-phase rectifier

This model is the dual form of the static converter modeled in paragraph 3.4.1 (Figure
3.9). Therefore, the voltage and current relationships remain valid. The only difference
is that the switching functions associated with every bridge leg j (j = a, b, c) are
Heaviside functions [74], [77]. kj is the switching function associated with the leg j.

kj =



1 if Dj is conducting and D′j is blocked
(ij(t) > 0)

0 if Dj is blocked and D′j is conducting
(ij(t) < 0)

(8.1)

Equation (8.2) computes the three-phase alternating voltages in terms of the DC
voltage. Equation (8.3) describes the DC current in terms of the three-phase currents.


vs2a

vs2b

vs2c

 =


vaN

vbN

vcN

 = Udc
3


2 −1−1
−1 2 −1
−1−1 2



ka

kb

kc

 (8.2)

idc = kaia + kbib + kcic (8.3)

Note that in Figure 8.3, the line currents are in opposition with those of the CDFIG
model [is2]3s2

established previously (supersynchronous motor convention).

[is2]3s2
= − [i]3 (8.4)
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The diode bridge rectifier is modeled using (8.2), (8.3).
In order to reduce the voltage ripples, the rectifier is cascaded with a capacitor filter
at the DC side. The DC bus model is described by the following relation, where iL is
the DC load current.

d

dt
Udc = 1

C
(idc − iL) (8.5)

The block diagram of the DC generator is illustrated in Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4: Block diagram of the standalone DC generator

Note that in case of a PWM rectifier, the "test block" does not exist. The switching
functions kj are directly applied to the rectifier by the controller.

8.2 Control strategy

In the proposed generating system, the output voltage of the DC generator is
to be regulated at a constant level irrespective of load and speed variations. Based
on the unified frame vector representation, a decoupled vector control of the system
is elaborated. The control of the DC bus voltage is performed through hierarchical
loops: an inner loop to adjust the stator currents of the CDFIG and then an outer
loop dedicated to the DC voltage regulation. Since the rectifier considered is a diode
bridge, only one degree of freedom is required to compensate the DC voltage. The
other degree is manipulated to force the reference frame orientation [5].

Considering the unified Power machine synchronously rotating frame with the
d-axis aligned along the stator current is2, relation (8.6) is deduced. On the basis of
a fundamental component model, the rectifier is equivalent to a resistance [88]. Thus,
if the Park frame is chosen to cancel Is2q, Vs2q is also canceled leading to (8.7).

Is2q = 0 thus Is2d = is2 (8.6)
Vs2q = 0 thus Vs2d = vs2 (8.7)

Consequently, the CDFIG output active power is given by (8.8) in the mentioned
rotating frame.

Ps2 = 3
2Vs2dIs2d (8.8)
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Neglecting the converter losses (ideal model of the rectifier), the instantaneous AC
power is equal to the DC power side. Then the power flow in the converter can be
expressed as follows:

−3
2Vs2dIs2d ' Udcidc (8.9)

Equation (8.9) describes a relation between the three-phase AC currents and DC
current. The minus sign arises from the conventions adopted for the modeling of the
system. Referring to (8.9) and the average model of the DC bus described by (8.5), it
can be deduced that the output voltage Udc can be controlled by action on the stator
current d-component Is2d. The stator current q-component constitutes a degree of
freedom, and can be adjusted through (8.10) to force the vector orientation along the
mentioned reference frame.

Is2q,ref = 0 (8.10)

Consequently the stator frame angle ξs2 can be derived from a simple integral of
the output frequency ωs2,ref . It does not have to be computed from stator current
measurement, since the orientation of the reference frame is forced by the condition
(8.10):

ξs2 =
∫
ωs2,refdt (8.11)

As a result, the orientation is more stable and devoid of measurement noise and stator
current harmonic distortion.

On the other side, a relation between the Control machine stator voltage vs1
and the Power machine stator current is2 is established in Section 4.1. It is recalled
hereinafter:

vs1 = −RrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

is2 −
Ls2
Msr2

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
is2 +Rs1is1 + Ls1Rr

Msr1Msr2
Φs2

+
(

LrLs1
Msr1Msr2

− Msr1

Msr2

)
d

dt
Φs2 + j

(
gcωs2

Msr1Ls2
Msr2

− ωr2
σpLrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

)
is2

+ j (gcωs2 − ωr2)Ls1is1 + j
(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1Msr2

− gcωs2
Msr1

Msr2

)
Φs2 (8.12)

Decomposing into d-q components in the adopted rotating frame yields to:

RrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

is2 + Ls2
Msr2

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
Is2d = −Vs1d + ad = Us1d (8.13)

RrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

is2 + Ls2
Msr2

(
σpLrLs1
Msr1

−Msr1

)
d

dt
Is2q = −Vs1q + aq = Us1q (8.14)

As noted, the two quantities vs1 and is2 d-q components are linked by a first order
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linear transfer function:

Is2d,q(s) = Kp

1 + τps
Us1d,q(s); Kp = Msr1Msr2

RrLs1Ls2
; τp =

(
σpLr
Rr

− M2
sr1

Ls1Rr

)
(8.15)

The d-q disturbances ad and aq, are given by:

ad = Rs1Is1d + Ls1Rr

Msr1Msr2
Φs2d +

(
LrLs1

Msr1Msr2
− Msr1

Msr2

)
d

dt
Φs2d − (gcωs2 − ωr2)Ls1Is1q

−
(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1Msr2

− gcωs2
Msr1

Msr2

)
Φs2q (8.16)

aq = Rs1Is1q + Ls1Rr

Msr1Msr2
Φs2q +

(
LrLs1

Msr1Msr2
− Msr1

Msr2

)
d

dt
Φs2q + (gcωs2 − ωr2)Ls1Is1d

+
(
gcωs2

Msr1Ls2
Msr2

− ωr2
σpLrLs1Ls2
Msr1Msr2

)
Is2d +

(
ωr2

LrLs1
Msr1Msr2

− gcωs2
Msr1

Msr2

)
Φs2d

(8.17)

Therefore, the DFIM2 stator currents Is2d and Is2q are compensated through the
action on the DFIM1 stator voltages Vs1d and Vs1q respectively. Based on the previous
relations, the open loop transfer function of the DC generator in the predefined
synchronous frame is derived in Figure 8.5.

Figure 8.5: Open loop transfer function of the standalone DC generator

As can be seen, a vector control of the output DC voltage can be achieved through
hierarchical loops using PI controllers (refer to Figure 8.8). The DC voltage is
compensated in an outer control loop. The inner loop controls the stator current
and forces the indirect orientation of the rotating frame. The stator current d-axis
demand is provided by DC voltage controller. The outputs of the current controllers
form the voltage references Vs1d,ref , Vs1q,ref which are generated in the synchronously
rotating frame. Compensation terms ãd, ãq are added by a feed-forward action to
the output of the PI controllers, to overcome the coupling perturbation and ensure
good dynamic response and tracking of the current demands. Note that the terms
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related to the stator flux do not need to be included since PI controllers are able to
suppress their effect in steady state. The same applies to derivative terms that are
nil at steady state.

8.2.1 Stator current control loop

The stator current control loop is recalled in Figure 8.6. The current compensator
is designed in order to achieve the following specifications:

– Zero steady state error
– The settling time of the closed-loop is equal to the open-loop settling time.

Figure 8.6: Stator current loop block diagram

Numerically, the closed-loop bandwidth is equal to ωIs = 164 rad/s. FIs(s) represents
the inner loop dynamic.

FIs(s) = 1
1 + 0.0061s (8.18)

8.2.2 DC voltage control loop

The outer loop block diagram is illustrated in Figure 8.7. The stator current
dynamic is taken into consideration. The open-loop transfer function is given by
(8.19).

GU(s) = Udc
Is2d,ref

= FIs(s)
3Vs2q
2Udc

1
Cs

(8.19)

Figure 8.7: DC voltage loop block diagram

For a three-phase diode rectifier, the average output voltage is expressed as (8.20)
[96].

Udc = 3
√

6
π

Vs2 (8.20)
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Therefore under the assumption of sinusoidal voltages the open-loop transfer function
is approximated by (8.21).

GU(s) = Udc
Is2d,ref

= FIs(s)
π

2
√

3
1
Cs

(8.21)

The PI controller CU(s) is synthesized to meet the following specifications:
– Zero steady state error
– The cutoff frequency of the compensated open-loop transfer function GU(s)CU

is five times smaller than the inner loop cutoff frequency.

8.2.3 Control scheme

The control scheme of the standalone DC generator in the synchronous stator
current oriented frame (dq2) is shown in Figure 8.8.

Figure 8.8: Control scheme of standalone DC generator

The measured DFIM2 stator currents are transformed from the original (abcs2) to
the rotating (dq2) frame by performing a Clarke transformation followed by a Park
transformation using (6.32). Besides, in order to compute the compensation terms,
the DFIM1 stator currents are also changed from their natural (abcs1) axes to the
unified synchronous frame (dq2) through a Clarke transformation followed by the
vector transformation (6.33). Finally, to be able to pass the voltages at the output of
the controller as reference values into the inverter, the signal have to be transformed
into DFIM1 three-phase stator frame, using relation (6.34).
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8.3 Simulation results

Simulation is done using Matlab/Simulink software. The control performances
are tested for different loads at constant speed in a first place, then at constant load
under speed variation. The output voltage must be adapted to the machine used for
simulation (Appendix B.1, Section B.1). The HVDC is currently used in military
aircraft platforms. Hence, the results are evaluated according to the MIL-STD-704F
guidelines. The transient envelopes of the DC bus voltage as specified by this standard
are shown in Figure 8.9

Figure 8.9: Transient envelopes of the DC voltage as specified by MIL-STD-704F

8.3.1 Simulation with load variation

In the first simulation test, the generator is driven at a constant speed (e.g.
Ω = 1.1p.u.) with a load varying from 10% up to 100% of the rated power. The
results are collected in Figure 8.10. It can be seen that, in spite of load variations,
the output DC voltage is properly regulated and its dynamic response (i.e. the
transient and steady state response) remains within the limit envelops imposed by
the MIL-STD-704F guidelines at steady state.

8.3.2 Simulation with speed variation

The simulation is performed at 60% of the nominal load with a rotor speed varying
between −30% and +30% of the CDFIG synchronous speed (Ωs = 1p.u.). The
response of the CDFIG to speed variations is illustrated in Figure 8.11. As observed
the DC bus voltage is keeping a good track of its reference value irrespective of the
speed disturbances. The limit bounds specified by the MIL-STD-704F are completely
satisfied.
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Figure 8.10: Response of the CDFIG under load variations

At this point, it is convenient to mention the advantage of this vector control
approach, regarding the electric power quality generated at the machine side. In fact,
despite the variable speed operation and the important amount of non linear loads,
the controller induces quasi sinusoidal AC voltage and current at constant frequency
(1p.u.) at the output of the CDFIG. This enhances the quality of the electric power
generated by the machine. The output frequency ωs2 can be further adjusted to
ensure the machine being operated below its rated voltage.
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Figure 8.11: Response of the CDFIG under speed variation

Conclusion

This chapter presents the brushless CDFIG associated to a diode bridge rectifier
to be used as a standalone DC generator. A modular representation of the system
is presented first. Then the vector control of the DC bus voltage is studied. It is
elaborated based on the representation of the CDFIG in the unified synchronous
frame, and the steady state model of the diode rectifier. The controller consists of
only two loops. The regulation of the output DC voltage is achieved by action on
the Power machine stator current d-component. The q-component forms a degree of
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freedom and is adjusted to force the indirect orientation of the rotating frame. The
control approach is validated by simulation. The results prove the capability of the
generator to operate properly over a wide range of load and speed variations.
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Summary

This thesis is a contribution to the power sizing and the control of the CDFIG.
With its brushless structure and reduced size converters, this variable speed constant
frequency generator is an interesting solution for many industrial applications where
high level of reliability is required. It shows commercial promises for either grid-
connected or standalone operation.

The CDFIM model for simulation is based on a modular representation of the
system. It is derived from the conventional Park model of two distinct wound rotor
induction machines expressed in their own reference frame. The two DFIMs are
interconnected through inverse rotor coupling sequence, this configuration being the
most promising architecture for generating systems. The mathematical model of
the machine is then expressed in a unified reference frame. This representation is
convenient for the power sizing of the machine and it helps the control design of the
generator in grid-connected and standalone applications.

The steady state operating limits of the CDFIM in terms of active and reactive
powers are investigated in Part I. A rigorous generic analytic method is suggested to
derive the CDFIM power margins. Limitations with regard to nominal quantities are
considered. It is shown that the CDFIG is able to provide reactive power over a wide
active power domain. For a given speed range the power capability of the machine
is determined by the stator current maximum values. In under-excited mode the
limiting variable is the Power machine stator current while in over-excited mode, the
capacitive reactive power generation is limited by the Control machine stator current.
The power limit area can be subject to additional limitations resulting from terminal
voltage drops. The impact of magnetic circuit saturation is also investigated in the
study, and a new limit bound is derived. As it is expected, saturation significantly
limits the capability of the machine to generate reactive power because of significant
effect on the the control current. The power capability limits of the CDFIG are tested
experimentally using a laboratory scale machine. The experimental results validate
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the proposed analytical approach with and without saturation. It shall be pointed
that the reactive power capability of the CDFIM is reduced in comparison with the
single DFIM.
The active-reactive power diagram developed in this manuscript is essential for the
design and control of a generating unit in order to plan the reactive power resources
and clarify the contribution of the machine to reactive power production required by
grid codes. Particularly in wind energy systems where grid utilities require extended
reactive power supply in support of grid voltage not only during voltage dips but also
during steady-state operation.

The CDFIM is presented, in Part II, as a contender machine to replace the DFIM
presently in use in most high power WECS. A new mean MPPT technique is applied to
a grid-connected WT based on a CDFIG. The controlled unit generates the maximum
constant power associated to the average value of the wind speed, predicted over a
predefined interval. Thus, the impact of turbulence component is eliminated and the
grid is fed by quasi-constant power irrespective of wind oscillations. Compared to the
well-known instantaneous MPPT method, the proposed new strategy improves the
quality of the injected power and decreases the stress on the grid side for network
stability purposes. Nevertheless, the system efficiency is somewhat reduced as the
controlled unit optimizes the power that refers to the slow varying component of the
wind speed instead of its instantaneous value.
The complete model and control scheme of the integrated wind power plant are
presented in this study. The active and reactive power flow are regulated by means of
a new decoupled sensorless vector control based on a virtual flux orientation, applied
to both converters. In addition to real power optimization, the generating unit is
dynamically controlled to provide additional reactive power and ensure power factor
regulation according to the new grid code requirements. In this regard, the steady
state operating domain of the global generating unit is established. It is shown
that the reactive power capability of the system can be enlarged by including the
contribution of the GSC. The MPPT approaches are validated on Matlab/Simulink
environment using a non stationary wind speed model based on spectral analysis.

Part III studies the CDFIG operating as an autonomous brushless generator
supplying an isolated load. A particular application considered for simulation is the
embedded aircraft power generation system. Two distribution networks are studied:
the constant frequency AC network and the DC network. In the latter, the CDFIG
is cascaded to a diode bridge rectifier. In both cases a decoupled vector control is
implemented in the MSC and aims to adjust the output voltage irrespective of load and
speed variations. Simulation with Matlab/Simulink software validates the performance
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and efficiency of the controller. The control of the standalone generator feeding three-
phase load is also validated by experiments with a laboratory scale CDFIM. The
obtained results are satisfactory. The operation of the standalone CDFIG supplying
unbalanced three-phase load is investigated too. Under this working condition, the
output voltages become unbalanced and give rise to a negative sequence component.
The classic vector control strategy does not provide the desired performance. Thus,
advanced control schemes are proposed to balance the stator output voltage and
reject the effect of the unbalanced load. Two compensation methods are elaborated.
The first considers two rotating reference frames to control separately the positive
and the negative sequence components of the rotor current. This control strategy
uses conventional and easy to implement PI controllers. Nevertheless, it requires
frame transformations and sequential decomposition of the rotor current, which
can significantly increase the time delay and degrade the system stability. On that
basis, a second compensation approach that deals with only one rotating frame is
elaborated. It is based on a repetitive rotor current controller that regulates both the
positive and negative components in the positive reference frame without involving
sequence separation. Simulation with Matlab/Simulink attests of the feasibility and
effectiveness of the two control methods to compensate voltage imbalance. It is pointed
that all the control schemes developed, in this part, for the standalone generator are
not restricted to the embedded aircraft industry. With minor modifications in the
generating system model, they can be adopted to other autonomous applications such
as wind energy and hydro power systems.

Prospects

The experimental and simulation results presented in this work give way to new
prospects.

In this thesis, the CDFIM modeling is based on a Park first harmonic model of
the induction machine with simplified assumptions. The mathematical model shall
be improved by including the iron losses and taking into account the magnetic circuit
saturation effect. It shall also include higher order harmonics for more accurate
simulation.

Concerning the power sizing of the machine, the results have revealed the reduced
capability of the generator to provide reactive power. This aspect is an important
issue in generating system, particularly in grid-connected WECS. Hence, the following
prospects are raised.

– The simplified limit curve expressions suggest that a possible revision of the
design of the machine might yield to better performances in terms of power
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capability. The reactive power generation can be substantially expanded by
increasing the mutual reactance and decreasing the rotor reactance. Accordingly,
research attentions and design procedures are needed to optimize the CDFIM
design and improve its reactive power capability in order to meet the market
demand and achieve a more compact structure with high power density.

– Another interesting point is to derive the appropriate combination of Power and
Control machines that achieves the optimal reactive power generation domain
of the cascade.

In grid-connected wind generating application, a new MPPT method is proposed to
enhance the power quality by feeding quasi-constant power. In future work, advanced
points can be considered.

– Testing the proposed algorithm under more severe conditions including fast or
sudden variations in the wind speed.

– Finding new methods to improve the mean wind speed prediction method along
with the choice of the interval length.

– Analyzing the impact of the mean MPPT strategy on the WT mechanical
structure.

– Experimental validation of the mean MPPT approach and testing the control
robustness to parametric uncertainties of the system.

– Studying the behavior of the CDFIG and control performance during grid
faults. New control schemes shall be implemented for ride-through capability
and participation to voltage regulation.

With regard to the CDFIG in standalone operation, several prospects come next.
– Validate experimentally the proposed control approaches and test the robustness
to parametric variations and the performance of the controller with different
type of loads for both AC and DC networks.

– Elaborate a coordinate control of the GSC and MSC to achieve simultaneously
several control targets during unbalanced load (eliminate torque oscillation,
current imbalance, etc...).

– During unbalanced operation, take into consideration the zero-sequence compo-
nent for a grounded neutral point and its influence on the control performance.

– Finally, it is interesting to study the performance of the standalone generator
during short circuit conditions.
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Appendix A

Mathematical transformations

A.1 Clarke transformation

It is a transformation from a three-phase (abc) reference frame to a bi-phase (αβ)
frame. 
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Xo
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xa

xb

xc

 ,

xa

xb
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 = T32
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A.2 Park transformation

It describes a rotation of the coordinate
Xd

Xq
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 = P (ξ)
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where

P (ξ) =


cos(ξ) sin(ξ) 0
−sin(ξ) cos(ξ) 0

0 0 1

 , P−1(ξ) = P (−ξ)


cos(ξ) −sin(ξ) 0
sin(ξ) cos(ξ) 0

0 0 1

 ,

(A.5)

ξ denotes the angle between the (dq) rotating frame and the (αβ) reference frame.
In complex (phasor) form:

x = Xq + jXq = Xα + jXβ (A.6)

Thus, the Park transformation can be written as:

(x)dq = e−jξ(x)αβ (A.7)
(x)αβ = ejξ(x)dq (A.8)
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Generating system parameters

B.1 Laboratory scale prototype

Machine parameters

The electric parameters of the laboratory prototype are identified according to
the method described in [88].

Parameters DFIM1 DFIM2 Units
Rated power active Ps1n, Ps2n 2.5 2.4 kW
Rated stator voltage Vs1n, Vs2n 230 220 V
Rated stator current Is1n, Is2n 5.5 5.5 A
Rated rotor current Ir1n, Ir2n 13 8 A
Rated rotor voltage Vr1n, Vr2n 100 150 V
Number of pole pairs p1, p2 2 2 -
Supply frequency 50 50 Hz
Stator resistance Rs1, Rs2 4.6576 1.2862 Ω
Rotor resistance Rr1, Rr2 0.9164 1.97 Ω
Stator self inductance ls1, ls2 0.3364 0.1908 Ω
Stator cyclic inductance Ls1, Ls2 473.277 268.54 mH
Rotor cyclic inductance Lr1, Lr2 81.072 138.21 mH
Rotor/stator mutual inductance Msr1,Msr2 191.43 182.76 mH
Stator to rotor turns ratio m1, m2 0.404 0.68 -
Point of regulation resistor Rf1, Rf2 10 20 kΩ
Point of regulation capacitor Cf1, Cf2 0.1 0.1 µF

Unbalanced load

Unbalanced resistive load: Ra = 60.5, Rb = 201.66, Rc = 672.22 Ω

DC side

DC bus Udc = 500 V
Capacitor filter: C = 2.2 mF
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B.2 Parameters of a 300 kW WECS

WT parameters

WT parameter Value Units
Rated power Pn 300 kW
Radius Rp 14 m
Gear box G 11 -
Combined moment of inertia J 2500 Kg.m2

Cut-in wind speed vmin 4 m/s
Rated wind speed vn 12 m/s
Maximum wind speed vmax 16 m/s
Air density ρ 1.22 Kg/m3

Viscous friction fv 2.2× 10−3 N ·m · s/rad

CDFIM parameters

The cascaded machine is based on two identical DFIMs with the following param-
eters

Parameters Value Units
Rated power active Psn 300 kW
Rated stator voltage Vsn 220 V
Rated stator current Isn 530 A
Rated rotor current Irn, 365 A
Rated rotor voltage Vrn 317 V
Number of pole pairs p 2 -
Supply frequency 50 Hz
Stator resistance Rs 12.4 mΩ
Rotor resistance Rr 12.4 mΩ
Stator cyclic inductance Ls 4.1 mH
Rotor cyclic inductance Lr 8.496 mH
Rotor/stator mutual inductance Msr 5.77 mH
Point of regulation resistor Rf1 1 kΩ
Point of regulation capacitor Cf1 2 µF

Back-to-back converter

DC-link voltage: Udc = 700 V
Filter: Rf = 0.01 Ω, Lf = 1 mH
Capacitor: C = 25 mF
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Simulation results for a 300 kW
standalone CDFIG

C.1 CDFIG feeding a constant frequency grid

The simulation results under load variations with a lagging PF=0.9 are presented
in Figure C.1.

Figure C.1: Response of the CDFIG under load variation

The simulation results under speed variations at Pmax are illustrated in Figure
C.2.
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Figure C.2: Response of the CDFIG under speed variation

The simulation results during three-phase unbalanced load condition (70% load
imbalance) are collected in Figure C.3.

Figure C.3: Response of the CDFIG under load imbalance
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C.2 CDFIG feeding unbalanced standalone load

The results of the compensation method based on dual rotating frames are given
in Figure C.4.

Figure C.4: Simulation results of the proposed dual rotating frames compensation
strategy

The results corresponding tho the repetitive control strategy are depicted in Figure
C.5.

Figure C.5: Simulation results of the proposed repetitive control compensation strategy
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C.3 CDFIG supplying an isolated DC grid

The simulation results during load variations are presented in Figure C.6.

Figure C.6: Response of the CDFIG under load variations

The simulation results at 50% of the nominal load during speed variations are
illustrated in Figure C.7.

Figure C.7: Response of the CDFIG under speed variation

As in the case of the laboratory scale machine, the above results show a good
dynamic behavior of the controller. The system is properly regulated and the output
quantities are tracking their reference value in accordance with the grid code requisites.
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